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ABSTRACT

In 1972 and 1973» the Cozumel Archaeological Project carried
out excavations in Maya sites on Cozumel, Quintana Roo, Mexico«
present study describes and interprets the artifacts founde

The

It also

attempts, unsuccessfully, to apply the materials described to a test
of the "port-of-trade" model proposed as part of the project's research
design,.
After a brief introduction, the study focuses on trade as a
social process.

The causes of long-distance trade, and its effects on

social evolution, are discussed.

The Theory of Comparative Advantage,

from economics, is suggested as a way to understand why trade occurred
in ancient societies.
The focus of the study then shifts to trade within one particu
lar culture, the ancient Maya,

The nature of early trade among that

people is considered, as is the location of various trade routes
through time.

Shifts in trade patterns seem closely linked to greater

changes in Maya society.

Contact-period trade among the Maya is also

discussed; Cozumel is identified as a center of trade, largely through
indirect documentary evidence.
The port-of-trade model proposed by the project is then ex
plored,

This model presumes that trading centers respond dynamically

to political and economic conditions in the greater region where they
are found.

Specifically, trading centers will develop more elaborate
xvi

xvii
and powerful local bureaucracies in times of regional disunity and
local autonomy than they would if trade were under the control of a
central power=

It was originally proposed that Cozumel would show a

shift in its structure from the Modified Florescent to Decadent periods,
during which centralized political control gave way to small, locally
autonomous political units.

Specific test implications, using material

culture as indicators of such a change, are presented.
The artifacts themselves are then described.

A short descrip

tion of methodology is followed by a type-by-type description of the
items found.

Predominant artifact categories include worked sherd

net-sinkers, limestone and coral disks (possibly used in apiculture),
obsidian blades, hard stone celts, jadeite beads, and shell beads,
tinklers, and pendants.

Less common, but also deserving special note,

are turquoise inlays, copper or bronze bells, gold- or tumbaga-covered
beads, and European glass trade beads.

These and other items are sum

marized in a chapter which discusses shifts in materials and types
through time.
The next section offers a critique of the Cozumel Project’s
research design.

It is argued that Cozumel was not a major trading

center before the Decadent period.

Also, the traditional interpreta

tion of the Modified Florescent period —

that Yucatan was under the

control of the Toltec-Maya of Chichen Itza —

is no longer tenable.

The discussion mentions evidence that the Pure and Modified Florescent
"periods” actually overlapped in time.

For these reasons, it is not

possible to test the port-of-trade model as planned; possible future

xviii
tests of the model are suggested,,

The final chapter summarizes the

studyo
Three appendices are included,.

The first describes the com

puter format used to organize the collections,.

The second gives the

result of source analysis of obsidian from Cozumel and other Quintana
Boo sites.
on Cozumelo

The last is a note on the ’’fire opals” from Chen Pita Cave,
The references which close the study may be useful as a

partial bibliography on Maya material culture and trade.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The island of Cozumel, Quintana Roo, Mexico, lies about 19 km
off the east coast of the Yucatan Peninsula (Figs® 1, 2)®
large —

392 sq® km —

It is fairly

but low, rising no more than 15 m above the sea®

Geologically, it is a flat block of limestone with no noncarbonate
minerals; its surface is karsted and lacks streams, although cenotes
(sinks with water) are found here and there®

Rainfall is sufficient

to support forest growth which, however, does not attain the height or
complexity of true rain forest®

Dry farming of the thin topsoil is

possible, and milpas, or swidden plots, are prepared on the island to
this day (Davidson 196?, 1975)o
When the Spanish first reached the east coast of Yucatan, in
the early years of the l6th century, they found a heavily populated and
prosperous region®

Cozumel was at the time a pilgrimage center for the

Maya, being dedicated to the moon goddess lx Chel and boasting an
oracle®

It was also, apparently, a major trading center®

the Spanish spelled the end of native prosperity:

Arrival of

trade was disrupted,

epidemics devastated the population, and a general decline set in®
After four centuries, that decline is being reversed by a new breed of
pilgrim, who goes to worship not the moon but the sun®
In 1972 and 1973, the Cozumel Archaeological Project carried
out excavations on the island, and outlined an occupation that lasted
1
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Figure 1.

Map of the Maya area.

Figure 2.

Cozumel, showing locations of archaeological sites

from Preclassic (ca0 AoDo 1) to early contact times0

The project dif

fers from many of its precursors in the Maya area in having a formal
research design concerned with social process0

Using a mercantile

model of prehistoric trade, Sabloff and Rathje (1975b) have hypothesized
that the.island had been a "port of trade," or neutral trading enclave,
for the Postclassic Mayao

Furthermore, they have argued, such a

trading center would have undergone structural changes in response to
shifting external conditionso
At the moment, Cozumel Project members are analyzing the re
sults of the field seasonsc

One line of evidence which was considered

is artifacts, which after all include the residues of any trading
activity®

The goal of the present study was to describe the roughly

57OO artifacts recovered on Cozumel and to apply them to specific tests
of Rathje and Sabloff*s port-of-trade model®
The study opens with a discussion of theories of trade:

the

aim is not an exhaustive review of trade as studied by archaeologists,
but rather a focus on those efforts which view trade as a social pro
cess®

Following this is a summary of prehistoric and historic trade

among the Maya®

Cozumel, as the project’s study area, receives special

attention in this context®

Although there are no ethnohistorical docu

ments which specifically identify Cozumel as a major trading center,
such documents do contain a number of clues which hint at Cozumel's
active part in Maya long-distance trade®
The next topic discussed is the project research design®

This

revolves around the definition of "ports of trade" as neutral trading
enclaves which react dynamically to changing external political and

economic conditions^

Sabloff and Rathje (1975b) see the shift from

Early to Late Postclassic as a change from strong central control to
local autonomy in the northern Maya lowlandso

They argue from this

view, and from their definition of the nature of ports of trade, that
Cozumel would be a "low-profile" trading center in the earlier period,
and a "higher-profile," more bureaucratized center "in the later period
Chapter 4, which describes their arguments, includes test implications
designed to relate the port-of-trade model to actual distributions of
artifactso
At this point, the focus of the study shifts to the artifacts
themselves0

The background to the analysis is discussed briefly in

Chapter 5, followed by a detailed study (in Chapter 6) of the items
found, which are grouped according to the materials from which they
were made0

A brief synthesis is then included, in Chapter 7o

The next section of the study, Chapter 8, evaluates the mate
rials presented in the previous chapters0

The appropriateness of the

research design is reviewed in light of project findings, and also in
terms of recent developments in Yucatan and East Coast archeology«

It

may be noted here, that it was not possible to evaluate the port-oftrade model in the way originally planned,,

A concluding chapter

reviews and comments on the study0
Several publications and papers on the Cozumel artifacts are
availableo

Connor (1975) provided a preliminary description of the

project collections, which are also mentioned in passing by Sabloff
and Rathje (1975a, b)0

Rathje, Sabloff and Gregory (1973) described

the Olmec jadeite pendant found in a tomb on the islando

Yokes (1977,

6
1978) has discussed shell items» and Hamblin (nad0) includes worked
materials in her study of the faunal remainso

Two papers (Phillips

19789 and a more comprehensive version, Phillips in press) report on
the analysis of net-sinkers, the most common type of artifact on the
islands,

The present effort is merely the latest refinement of the

Cozumel data, and probably not the final one0

The findings that follow

should be useful to other workers, but the computer tapes on which this
report is based provide a much more flexible analytic resource? I hope
they will be used by others (copies will be given to the Department of
Anthropology, The University of Arizona, Tucson)o

In the end, this or

any other study of the Cozumel artifacts is not a final report, but a
summary of the work to date0

/

CHAPTER 2

TRADE AS SOCIAL PROCESS

Long-distance trade (that is, exchange involving extensive
transport) has been a respectable, if minor archaeological topic for
a number of yearso

In the last decade, however, it has become widely

popular in the discipline (for example, Webb 1974; Sabloff and LambergKarlovsky 1975; Earle and Ericson 1977; Lee and Navarrete 1978)o

Colin

Renfrew (1975s3-4) has offered two reasons for this current focus on
tradeo

First, it is something that can be studied archaeologically: a

number of items can now be traced to their sources through chemical
analysis, and can be discussed in terms of models inspired by geog
raphy®

Second, archaeologists are becoming aware that trade has a

marked effect on the remainder of society; in theoretical terms, trade
has implications for social process®

Where in the past, trade was

used mainly to show historical relationships such as diffusion (Renfrew
1975s21), today it is seen as a causal factor in the evolution of com
plex societies®

It would add a third reasons

archaeologists have

become aware that purely ecological explanations of social change fail
to account for much of the variability they observe; as a result,
workers are now turning to internal, more purely sociological factors
which may prove useful in such cases®
treatest attention®

7

So far, trade has received the

8
In the pages that follow, trade is viewed as a social process,.
Studies that discuss the origin or distribution of specific items or
materials, or the source analysis involved, are slighted, even though
such studies clearly are important=

Instead, studies that focus on the

relationship between trade and society are emphasized,.
division can be made:

An obvious

between those studies which try to explain the

origins of trade and those which are concerned with the effects it has
once underwayo

Together, these two themes *•- origins and effects —

provide an understanding of that is current in archaeological studies
of trade; they also provide a theoretical base for a study of trade as
an aspect of prehistoric society0

The Origins of Trade
The voluntary exchange of goods or services has received more
than passing attention from sociocultural anthropologists0
interesting, then, to note their explanations of trade0

It is

There is, of

course, Bronislaw Malinowski's (1922) explanation of the Trobriand
Islanders' kula voyages in terms of the prestige which accrued to the
tradero

However, the usual interpretation of trade is that it arises

from the sheer inability of one or more of the parties involved to
produce needed goods (Herskovits 1952:l8l; Polanyi 1957:257, 1975:153?
Dalton 1961:15-14)„

People trade, then, because they desire goods

which they cannot produce at home,.
Such a "deficiency theory" of trade,•formally applied, can be
called the ecological approach to trade (see Salisbury 1973:86=87)0
This approach has received its greatest archaeological elaboration in

9
the work of William Sanders (1956, 1962? Sanders and Price 1968), who
)

sees symbiosis and competition between ecologically diverse areas as a
causal force in Mesoamerican social evolution.

By this scheme, the

diversity of highland Mexico predisposed its populations to complex
patterns of interaction (including exchange), and thus to social com
plexity.

In contrast, lowland areas with their greater ecological

uniformity are less predisposed to complex interaction and are thus
less likely to develop complex social Orders.

Although Sanders seems

more concerned with "symbiosis" than with specific relationships of
cooperation or exchange, it is clear that trade is one such symbiotic
mechanism and so is due to ecological causes.
The great weakness of the ecological approach is that it does
not explain why trade usually flourishes far beyond the level of ex
change dictated by uneven resource distribution.

(Felix McBryde

19^7)

and Sol Tax (1953), for example, describe economic specialization and
exchange among highland Guatemalan peasants that is surprising even
given the diversity of that rugged country.

In another example,

Harding (196?, discussed in Salisbury 1973) describes long-distance
canoe trading in the Vitiaz Strait area of New Guinea.

There, ecolog

ical variation is clearly the root cause of the network, but "the
specialization seems to have gone to extremes. . . .

Social differ

entiation has proceeded far beyond the level indicated by ecological
variation" (Salisbury 1973s86).

Local specialization in highland Meso-

america, so critical to Sanders’ (1956, 1972) arguments, is similarly
more than environmental factors would demand (see M. E. Smith 1979:112).
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The weakness of the ecological approach to trade, based as it
is on a ’'deficiency theory," would come as no surprise to economists»
To them, such an explanation of trade is simplistico

To be sure, there

are instances when trade is motivated by absolute need, but in general,
international trade is based on less extreme circumstanceso
Absence of the ability physically to produce at home cer
tain goods and services o » 0 accounts for only a minor frac
tion of the vast flow of international trade® The great bulk
of traded goods and services probably could be, in a physical
sense, produced by the importing countries® Indeed, frequently
the same product that is imported is also being produced at
home by the importing country, the sources of supply being
divided between the domestic economy and foreign exporting
countries (Snider 1975:17-18)®
According to economic theory, it is differences in price, or
relative value, that is the immediate cause of trade; exchanges arising
from the physical inability to produce needed goods is a trivial case
(Snider 1975:17-18)=

This economic approach was first developed by

David Ricardo (1911) and is known as the theory of comparative advan
tages

"® » ® each country will tend to export those products the

comparative costs of which are lower at home than abroad and to import
those the comparative costs of which are lower abroad than at home"
(Snider 1975:19)»

Briefly restated, most international trade occurs

because it is cheaper (by whatever standard is being used) to acquire
.a good or service from abroad than it is to produce that commodity at
home (Terpstra 1972s27)? local supply is only one of several factors
which explain the specific trade patterns which arise®
As an illustration of how trade can occur on the basis of dif
ferences in values, we can note the historic case of silver-tin trade

11
between Assur and Anatolia in ancient western Asia (Veenhof 1972s 3^9351)=

The following rates of exchange are known to have existeds
Assurs

1 shekel silver - ca0 15 shekels tin

Anatolia:

1 shekel silver = ca0 7 shekels tin

Under such circumstances, there is a clear "comparative advan
tage" in inter-regional trade0

For example, a merchant in Assur with

tin to dispose of could get more silver for it by sending his tin to
Anatolia than by trading it in Assure

Similarly, a trader in Anatolia

with -silver to dispose of would do well to send his silver to Assur in
exchange for tin0

As simple as this illustration is, it shows the

economic basis for the extensive trade of those ancient times, and
serves to demonstrate the principle of comparative advantage at work
(a more detailed account of the concept is found in Geisbrecht 1972s
124-128; see also Phillips and Rathje 1977)=
The keystone of this approach is the assumption that prices
will, in fact, differ on a relative scale -- that silver, for example,
will be worth more in ancient Assur than in Anatolia,,

In Ricardo's

time,, the significant factor in determining relative cost was thought
to be labor, human productive effort, but classical economic theory has
always been vague as to why labor input should differ significantly
from nation to nation,.

More recently, a wider range of factors has

been considered (Snider 1975?32-50)=

These include labor, land (pro

ductive resources provided by nature), and capital (man created means
of production)o

The resulting explanation of the origins of trade,

known as the Hechsher-dlin Theorem, is as follows:
Comparative cost differences are based on relative differ
ences in countries' factor endowments:
each country tends to
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have a comparative advantage in, and to export, those goods
requiring in their production the factor in relative greatest
supply in that country, and to have a comparative disadvantage
in, and to import, those goods requiring in their production
the factor; in relative scarcest supply in that country (Snider
1975s4$ /see also Ford 1965/)0
The factor of land (natural resources)'clearly links economic
and ecological theories of trade=

The latter, however, explains trade

only when goods are lacking in given areas; that is, only one of three
factors is considered important and then only in extreme caseso
Clearly, the economic theory of trade is much more sweeping than the
ecological one®
The Hechsher-Olin theorem is based on a series of assumptions
(Ford 1965) not of immediate interest here, and not all of which are
met in nOn->Western societies*

However, the assumptions themselves are

ideal conditions never found in any real economy, and in practice can
be relaxed without invalidating the theorem itself*
for anthropology remains

The implication

models of trade based on assumptions of

absolute deficiency are simplistic, and ignore causal factors taken up
in models based on comparative advantage*
One reason for taking an economic perspective on trade is that
it allows archaeologists to view trade as a behavioral pattern within
society*
—

Traditional interpretations of trade are basically functional

trade exists to provide goods needed by society —

even approach a "challenge and response" philosophy*

and on occasion
In contrast, the

economic approach directs attention to the trader as an actor within
society, an actor, incidentally, whose motivations may not be those of
the society as a whole*

Trade is an activity with very direct material

consequences for those involved —

consider the example of tin and

13
silver trade mentioned previouslyo

In that case, it is more profitable

to ship goods back and forth for exchange than to dispose of them
locallyo

An Assyrian trader with a shekel of silver could exchange it

at home for fifteen shekels of tin, send that tin to Anatolia, there
exchange it for roughly two shekels of silver, and have the silver
sent back home to Assure
room for a tidy profit=

Even considering transport costs, there is
In contrast, no amount of dealing in the same

materials at Assur alone will yield any kind of profit, unless fluc
tuating local prices allow speculation,.

Here, a deficiency approach

would explain why silver flows to Assur (it is an exotic item) but not
why tin (also an exotic in Assur) would flow outward from Assur to
Anatolian

Economic theory, on the other hand, notes the economic re

wards which accrue to the trader=

Thus, though the ultimate cause of

the exchange may be a need for exotic goods, the immediate cause is
that those involved stand to gain economically from the task,.

Eco

nomic gain, of course, does not always mean profit in the Western sense
—

one could instead gain in prestige, for example —

but however the

profit is defined it remains as a stimulus for those individuals or
institutions which undertake the trade„
A second reason for using the economic perspective is that it
seems to apply to various levels of social complexity,.

The fact that

it can be used to explain trade among elite merchants of Assur may not
seem impressive; one could argue that trader elites are an institution
al specialization for trade and that without such special contexts,
economic principles would not holdo

In the case of southern Guatemala,

however, it is economic specialization and entrepreneurial activity by
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peasants (Tax 1953) which accounts for the intensification of trade0
In the case of the Vitiaz Strait canoe traffic, the elaboration is
motivated by "big man" attempts to gain prestige (Harding 196?)o

In

each of these cases, there are obvious institutional constraints on
economic behavior; but within those constraints the specific trade
patterns that emerge seem to develop an intensity and directionality
predicted only by Hechsber-01ino

It even seems to find expression under

the most primitive conditions, as among the Yir Yiront of northern
Australian

Sharp (1952:19) has described how the material value of

stone axes increased as one moved farther from the source of the stone;
this expectable state of affairs made it advantageous for a Yir Yiront
to trade axes on down the line as well as retain them for personal use0
To paraphrase Salisbury (1973?86), trade is usually rooted in ecological
diversity, but its actual form is conditioned by the decisions of the
traderso

Which of those decisions are "appropriate," and why, is

specified by economic as well as ecological theoryo

The Effects of Trade
Once established, trade is rarely more than,a minor aspect of
any society; often it is much less, in terms of volume or persons in
volved, than exchange at the local level (see Cipolla 1970:66)=

Yet it

fully deserves the attention paid it, because its effect on society as
a whole is much greater than its intensity might imply:
o o o trade always plays a strategically dynamic role0 It
allows specialization and better use of available resourceso
Its fluctuations are of paramount importance to the fortunes
of the whole economy» All historical records seem to demon
strate that where trade flourished, demographic and economic
levels were the highest attainable within the range of agri
cultural possibilities. Actually, almost all the great
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agricultural civilizations of the preindustrial past were
founded on the expansion of the mercantile sector= And it was
an exaggerated expansion of this sector in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century England that created the material precon
ditions for the emergence of the industrial revolution (Cipolla
1970s66)=
A different perspective, but one which leads to a similar con
clusion, is offered by Snider (1975s5)=
Imports may be a vital, even though, quantitatively, a
relatively small, proportion of the total national economy=
The analogy might be the role of, say, steel output in the
total national production of the United States* Steel has a
much greater significance for the economy than the ratio of
steel output to total production would indicate = Just as, for
instance, a strike in the steel industry can create a "bottle
neck," slowing down overall production, a cutting-off of the
external trade of a country can cause a bottleneck effect on
its national economy*
Trade, then, has consequences for economies (and thus societies)
as a whole, and it is for this reason that the study of trade takes on
processual as well as historical interest=

The quotations by Cipolla

(an economic historian) and Snider (an international economist) emphasize the effect of trade on the general welfare*

Archaeologists, how

ever, are more concerned with its role in social evolution, and
especially in the origin of states*

Webb has described the "central

problem" in the study of how states arise=
The problem to be resolved is the specification of mech
anisms whose operation would in time generate a monopoly of
coercive force in the hands of tribal leadership, in a situ
ation where the previous lack of such a monopoly would of
itself seem to preclude ^/such &/ possibility= * * = Despite
the areas of continuity, or seeming continuity, between ad
vanced tribal and incipient state systems of governance, the
shift from the former to the latter entails a basic and total
alteration in the manner in which the authority of the leader
ship is ultimately enforced and upheld (Webb 1975:157)o
If one asks what mechanisms allow this basic shift in authority,
one answer is control of trade*

This possibility was first advanced
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in anthropology in the fifties, when Steward suggested trade-based
theocracies as an alternative to irrigation states (Steward et alo
1955° 62-70)o

The thought went undeveloped in the next two decades, as

concepts such as population and adaptation were put through their
paces; but in the seventies it is being explored fullyo
William Rathje in particular has argued that a need for house
hold items of exotic origin leads to the organization of complex insti
tutions (see, though, Tourtellot and Sabloff 1972)o

He notes that the

central Maya area, which lacks many natural resources, produced a
society that stood out from its neighbors in surrounding, betterendowed areas (Rathje 1971; Rathje, Gregory and Wiseman 1978)0

He

argues that in this "Core" area, the organizations which were required
to supply salt, obsidian, basalt, and other exotic goods became the
kernel of complex social orders =, In contrast, where such goods were
more readily available and procured with relative ease, no correspond
ing organizational kernel was ever created (Rathje 1971; but see
Freidel 1979a)°

The relationship between densely occupied areas lack

ing resources and precocious social development also seems to hold in
the Olmec area (Rathje 1972) and in the ancient Near East (Wright 1974:

H) =
An elaboration of the Core-Buffer Zone concept is provided
by Phillips and Rathje (1977) <= They note that in a chiefdom the elite
is restricted by mutual, rights and obligations in the redistribution of
goods, while in states (as Webb 1975 also noted) the elite is marked by
independence of authority-,,

Phillips and Rathje argue that when trade

is directed by a chiefly elite, the economics of the transactions allow
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the chief to satisfy traditional redistribution demands at the same
time he develops an independent base of wealth,,

Eventually, the elite

can turn to this base in severing traditional obligations (see Phillips
and Rathje 1977sill)»

Thus, control of trade provides a stepping-stone

from the chiefdom to the state level of socioeconomic organization,,
Rathje's "Core-Buffer Zone" model clearly sees trade as a
"sufficient" cause of state formation; that is, trade can by itself
lead to the development of independent, non-reciprocal authority on the
part of the chiefly elite»

A different approach is taken by Webb

(1974, 1975), who argues that trade is a "necessary" but not "suffi
cient" cause of the rise of states,,

Webb sees trade between pre

existing states and chiefdome as a common means of secondary state
formation among the latter„

In the case of primary states, however,

Webb feels that accumulation of independent power would be counteracted
by traditional wealth-leveling mechanisms (as Fried j/1960%20^7 also
stateSo

He argues instead that military conquest in environmentally

circumscribed areas (as proposed by Carneiro 1970) would result in un
equal distribution of prizes of war; this independent source of wealth,
not traditionally controlled, would provide the final impetus for the
transition from chiefdom to state0

The chiefdoms in question were, in

turn, a response to the need for organized trade (Webb 197^073? 1975190)o

Thus, trade and warfare in a given sequence are seen as neces

sary for state formation, but neither by itself is sufficient0

What

ever one thinks of Webb's model, it is interesting for its concatena
tion of different causal agentso
the wave of the future0

Such "complex" models are undoubtedly
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Trade seems to be important not only in the emergence of com^
plex societies, but in their maintenance0

After all, maintaining one’s

elite status is an expensive proposition0

Markers of elite status, to

be most effective, must be beyond the means of commoners to reproduce
—

one might say beyond their imaginationso

This leads to a demand

for exotic goods, and in turn for long-distance trade in such items
(see Leeds 1961)=

More importantly, however, trade under primitive

conditions (which would tend to exacerbate regional factor differences)
is potentially highly profitable, and provides a ready source of wealth
for the support of elite activitieso

The elite may control this trade

directly, as apparently was the case among the Maya, or it may be con
tent to take a share of the profit in such activities, as was done by
the Aztec rulers= (Polanyi ^197521487 has noted that the Turk, Mongol,
Arab and Berber peoples "were spread out like nets alongside trans
continental caravan routes," the idea being to extract wealth from
passing caravanso)

In any case, no elite is likely to overlook the

income-producing potential of trade, and the loss of this income could
help cause the disintegration of the controlling elite0

The collapse

of the Classic centers of the Peten, for example, occurred either soon
before or at the time coastal trade routes became prominent in the
Maya area (see Rathje 1973? Sabloff and Rath3e 1975b:1; A® Andrews
in press a)0

It is conceivable that the collapse of elite society in

the Peten was speeded because trade routes began to bypass the in
terior, Peten area and deprived the elite of a source of revenue and
social controls
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One specific example of trade-related conflict has been sug
gested in the Maya area, on the basis of archaeological and iconographic evidence»

Sharer (1978;66-6?) has argued that as Quirigua rose

to power.it managed to usurp Copan's dominance of the Motagua Valley,
and thus came to control trade in jade and obsidian passing through
that valleyo
The study of trade, therefore, can shed light on how societies
develop, maintain themselves, and collapse0

This can be contrasted

with traditional reasons for studying trade, namely that such studies
can establish the existence of cultural contacts, historical relation
ships, or diffusion,,

The recent concern with models of trade reflects

a concern with economic and social process, and it is the relationship
between trade, economy, and society that makes the study of the first
important«

The fact that the Maya traded extensively for a number of

items is less of a concern than the effect such trade had on their
society as a whole0

/

CHAPTER 3

MAYA TRADE

While the previous chapter addressed general theories of pre
historic trade, it throws little light on Maya trade per se0
chapter attempts to provide some balance in that directions

This
a dis

cussion on the nature of early Maya trade is followed by a description
of the more important routes so far identified, and finally ethnohistoric information on Maya trade, and Cozumel’s role in that trade, is
presented*

The Nature of Early Maya Trade
It is natural that archaeologists would be interested in early
long-distance trade among the Maya; presumably, such trade shaped later
commerce and also the institutions which arose to handle the increasing
flow of goods through time*

One topic which has absorbed a great deal

of attention is the nature of goods traded in the earliest times —
were the institutions which arose founded on widely consumed goods, or
on ritual or elite items used only by a select few?
The "Core-Buffer Zone" theory already mentioned (Rathje 1971,
1973; Rathje et al* 1978) presumes that goods procured through early
trade were household items —

salt, obsidian, and volcanic stone for

grinding tools (Rathje 1971s275-276)*

An opposite view is presented

by Tourtellot and Sabloff (1972), who evaluate reported artifacts from
20
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a number of Classic sites.

They divide these items into "useful"

artifacts (utilitarian, or "technomic" goods /see Binford 19627) and
"functional" ones (Binford* s "ideotechnic" and "sociotechnic" goods,
that is, ritual and display items)=

The data, Tourtellot and Sabloff

argue, show that most exotics procured through long-distance trade
were ritual or display ("functional") items rather than utilitarian
("useful") oneSo
More recent research has at times tried to resolve this debate
empiricallyo

One such study, of chipped stone from Becan, can be

cited as an example 0
Accepting Rathje's hypothesis of the importance of obsid
ian to Maya lowland subsistence, we might expect that houses
and other non-elite contexts, outside the limits of the cere
monial centers, would be the primary producers of utilized and
broken obsidian blades in the Maya lowlands= Our data from
Becan and vicinity, assuming they are not seriously biased,
fail to conform to this expectation. Instead, they strongly
suggest that the primary functional context for obsidian
blades, at least in this instance, was not related to subsis
tence but to various elite (ceremonial?) activities conducted
within the fortified, clearly non-agricultural precincts of
Becan. It might be suggested that Becan served as a redistri
bution center for obsidian and would thus be expected to yield
more obsidian than the surrounding hinterland. Both the char
acter and context of the obsidian blades recovered from Becan
contradict this expectation, however, for the blades are in
variably broken, show signs of edge nibbling (which I presume
is due to utilization), and were recovered from refuse debris
that was seemingly from elite activities carried on within the
fortifications (Stoltman 1978;20).
Stoltman goes on to argue that Rathje’s general model of Maya
development is seriously weakened.

It is true that obsidian is not

evenly distributed in the Maya area —

Sidrys (1976;153-15*0 notes that

during the Classic Period, large sites seem to have consumed about six
times as much obsidian per capita as small sites.

However, unequal
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distribution of goods does not mean that such goods were unavailable to
the mass of people<, At Tikal, for example, "even though much of the
obsidian » = 0 was used for ceremonial purposes, = 0 o a great deal was
getting to the general population" (Moholy-Nagy 1975:517)°

Nor does

unequal distribution prove that items are not utilitarian; the fact
that many Americans cannot afford to own their own houses does not make
such items ceremonial ones®

Even if obsidian were restricted to the

Maya upper classes in early times, a doubtful proportion, it seems to
have been used primarily as a tool -— witness Stollman6s comment that
the Becan blades were edge-damaged®

Stoltman's position is obviously

colored by the traditional view of Maya centers as ceremonial precincts
and not towns®

Such an assumption is no longer tenable (see, for

example, Kurjack, Garza and Lucas 1979; Folan, Fletcher and Kirtz 1979)
and items cannot be termed ceremonial simply because, they occur
towards the centers of large Maya sites®

Perhaps utilitarian goods

such as obsidian were distributed unevenly in early Maya society, but
Stollman does not thereby disprove Rathje's (1971) contention that
utilitarian goods were traded over long distances at that time®
Turning to the two other commodities cited by Rathje —
for grinding tools, and salt —
his arguments empirically®

basalt

one finds similar attempts to evaluate

Recent work has tended to the view that

hard stone metates are not as common in lowland Maya sites as Rathje
suggests, and that much of the hard stone used could have come from the
nearby Maya Mountains (for example, Sanders 1973:354; Sidrys and
Andresen 1976)=

Anthony Andrews'recent work with salt, however, has

convinced him that it was an important trade item from very early
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onwardo

He argues (Ae Andrews 197%.? in press a) that the substantial

amounts of salt required by Peten inhabitants must have been obtained
from Yucatecan coastal beds, over 300 km to the norths.
— > as a physiological necessity -—

Therefore, salt

must have been a widely traded

utilitarian item, in the manner that Bathje suggests^
A different tack On the '1functional"-"useful" debate has been
taken by Hammond (1975s128-129)» who evaluated Tourtellot and Sabloff’s
claims in light of the Lubaantun artifacts, and found their arguments
unjustified:,
o o o a small part of the total artifact assemblage is
indeed of exotic raw material, but the distinction is not
bound on an assumed social function, rather on the restricted
occurrence of the raw material in question* The imports into
the realm of Lubaantun range from manos and metates to jade
ornaments, and the single criterion which unites them is the
suitability of the material for the use to which the artifact
was to be put; vesicular lava is an efficient grinding sur
face, igneous rocks take and keep a hard cutting edge,
obsidian gives a very sharp edge, jade is both visually
attractive and possessed of a complex symbolic importance to
the Maya (Hammond 1975?129)°
Hammond (1975?129-132) goes on to suggest what in essence is a
model of nested spheres of exchange *

Desired products would in general

be obtained as close to home as was possible; if they were not avail
able within the local area they would be obtained through regional
trade, and so on*

Hammond sets aside the issue of *'functional” versus

"useful” goods; the importation of exotic goods reflect their suita
bility for given tasks (be these work or ritual) and their unavaila
bility within a given sphere of exchange *

In Hammond’s view, then,

neither category takes causal priority over the other*
These examples do serve to point out certain muddy spots in
the current debate *

First, while Rathje’s Core-Buffer Zone model was

predicated on the importance of exotic but universal household goods
(salt, obsidian, basalt), it stands just as well without such an assump
tion.,

When One notes the distribution of sources for ritual or display

items (jade, shell, hard stone for celts, obsidian for eccentrics or
lancets, marble, metal, pigments, stingray spines, and so on) it be
comes apparent that for these items, too, the northern Peten was at a
disadvantageo

It is likely that if such ceremonial goods, rather than

household items, dominated early Maya trade, the Peten centers would
have had to "work harder" to procure these all the same.

In a way,

arguing that the Peten area is highly diverse ecologically (Sanders
1973) misses the point that many items desired by the early Maya, be
they ruler or peasant, came from outside the Peten*

It remains an

interesting question whether, in general, ceremonial or utilitarian
goods are first traded over long distances, but either case could be
subsumed within the geographic focus of the Core-Buffer Zone theory*
In addition, all involved have been somewhat lax about which
period is being discussed in the argument; presumably, the nature of
Maya trade was not constant over time (see, for example, Sidrys 1976;
152-154, on obsidian)*

It may be, for example, that as the Peten was

first colonized long-distance exchange was largely restricted to cer
tain ritual goods and salt (but see Moholy-Nagy 1975)°

The need to

procure these goods may have stimulated the rise of chiefly elites,
which in turn may have provided the organization necessary for effi
cient transportation of bulkier, utilitarian goods, which in turn would
have broadened the economic powers of the chiefs, and so on*

If we are

truly interested in the origins and early development of Maya trade, in
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a historical as well as causal sense, the use of data from the Classic
Period by Tourtellot and Sabloff, as well as by Rathje and others, is
clearly out of placee

Shifting Routes of Trade
No specific trade routes have been confirmed for the earlier
periods of Maya prehistory, but such routes must have existed from the
very beginning*

The Swasey Period (2500-1300 BoCo) levels at Cuello

have yielded a few exotic sandstone and jade artifacts; obsidian is
present by the Lopez Mamon phase (Hammond et al„ 1979) <> By the Late
Preclassic, obsidian is present at Cerros in Belize (D* Freidel, per
sonal communication 1979b) and in Loltun Cave in Yucatan (R» Velazquez
personal communication 1979); in the same period a fairly wide range of
exotic goods seems to occur at Tikal (Culbert 1974:16-19)°

Indeed, the

importance of Cerros in the Late Preclassic suggests that canoe trade
on the East Coast and up the Rio Hondo was already developed by that
time (Freidel 1979a:49)=
By the Early Classic, the Peten area must have been importing
impressive amounts of goods (Table 1); again, though no specific routes
have been established, the general flow of goods can be surmised from
the distribution of source areas*

Salt probably came to the Peten from

coastal northern Yucatan, as prehistoric production there was quite
extensive, and in southern highland areas limited (A* Andrews 1979a)*
Metates of basalt or granite came from the Maya mountains of Belize
and from the southern highlands of Guatemala*

Obsidian also came from

the Mexican and Guatemalan highlands (Asaro et al* 1978; Hammond 1972;
Nelson, Sidrys and Holmes 1978; Sidrys 1976; Sidrys and Andresen 1976)*
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Table 1 0

Some key studies of Maya trade items0

Topic

Reference

General

Blom 1932
Cardos 1959
Pina Chan 1978
Jo Eo So Thompson 1970

Pottery

Hammond, Harbottle and Gazard 1976
Sayre, Chan and Sabloff 1971
Shepard 1948

Obsidian

Asaro et al0 1978
Hammond 1972, 1976
Nelson, Sidrys and Holmes 1978
Sidrys 1976
Sidrys, Andresen and Marcucci 1976
Stress et alo 1971

Jade

Foshag 1957
Hammond et al„1977
Proskouriakof f 1974

Salt

Ao Andrews 1979, in press a, b

Cotton

Large n 0d0

Basalt

Sidrys and Andresen 1976

Shell

Boekelman 1935
Eo Wo Andrews 1969

Turquoise

Weigand, Harbottle and Sayre 1977

Faunal Remains

Nancy Hamblin and Rea 1978
Olsen 1972
Pohl 1976
Wing 1977

Chert

Rovner 1975
Andresen 1976

Volcanic Ash

Simmons and Brem 1979

Jade seems to have come from the Motagua Valley (Hammond et al0 1977)?
shell, of course, from the Gulf, Caribbean, and Pacific coasts (E0 ¥ 0
Andrews 1969; Boekelman 1935)°

A variety of other items were traded

into Classic sites (see Hammond, Harbottle and Gazard 1976), and the
trade was undoubtedly swelled by materials which have long since
perished in the tropical damp0
The return trade, from the Peten to the peripheries, is less
easy to understando

J e E e So Thompson (1964, 1970) listed a number of

products that the southern lowland Maya may have been trading to the
highlanders, but the items hardly seem adequate to sustain the inten
sity of the tradeo

Sanders and Price (1968:169) noted this "paucity

of exportable materials" and concluded that "there must have been a
balance-of-payments problem of no mean proportiono"

Hammond et alo

1977:39) echo this view when they state, "We have at present little
notion what goods were exported from the lowlands to the highlands
o o ° o"

Phillips and Rathje (1977), however, invoke the theory of

comparative advantage, from economics, to argue that labor-intensive
goods could have been exchanged by the lowland Maya for exotic items0
According to the theory they invoke, trade disadvantages are relative
— • the higher the relative cost of an imported item, the lower the
relative cost of other items, and therefore the more competitive such
other items are as export goodso

Thus, even though

.he lowland Maya

largely made goods which were reproducible almost anywhere, their own
demand for exotic items allowed them to trade their own goods at com
petitive rates of exchangee
apparent than realo

In other words, any trade deficit was more
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Other early trade contacts have been suggested.

Units its

collapse at about A.D. 700, Teotihuacan in highland Mexico is known to
have had an influence on the Maya area (see Culbert 1974;3^=36), and
this effect has sometimes been couched in terms of trade„

At Kaminal-

juyu, for example, the presence of Teotihuacan architecture and goods
has been interpreted in terms of conquest and establishment of a
Mexican outpost, which would have controlled trade resources; Sanders
and Price (1968:168) suggest the cacao production of the Xoconusco
region.

For northwestern Yucatan, Ball (1977) has proposed that

Teotihuacan controlled the obsidian trade in this area, through trans
port routes that ran along the Campeche coast.

When Teotihuacan col

lapsed, he argues, ultimate control of obsidian transport for north
west Yucatan passed to the Peten centers until they, too, finally
collapsed.

(It should be pointed out that Ball's arguments rest

heavily on the presence of green obsidian and a Teotihuacan cache at
Becan; but outside of the structure with that cache, green obsidian is
rare at the site.)
It is difficult to say when coastal trade (using large dugout
canoes) became important.

Certainly short trips in canoes took place

by the Late Preclassic; Freidel (1979a:42) reports a dock at the Late
Preclassic site of Cerros, on Chetumal Bay.

For the Classic Period,

Hammond (1972, 1976) has postulated two routes —

one coastal, one

inland, which served the eastern Maya area (like Ball's model, it is
based on obsidian but probably applies to other goods as well).

The

interior route, which apparently ran between the Maya Mountains and
the coast, carried obsidian from the El Chayal source in the highlands
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and apparently terminated in the Chetumal Bay area0

The coastal route

derived its obsidian from the Ixtepeque source and ran northward along
the east coast of the Yucatan peninsula; presumably, transport was by
canoeo

Although the model was first proposed on the basis of scanty

data, recent source analysis of obsidian has tended to bear it out0
Despite the evidence for early use of coastal routes, these
probably did not dominate Maya trade until the Postclassic0

Rathje

(1973) has noted that with the collapse of the Peten centers, both
population and commerce shift to coastal areas =

Indeed, the timing of

this shift may have a bearing on the Classic collapse0

If the upsurge

in coastal trade occurred just before the end of the Classic, it can be
argued that the shift of routes away from the Peten may have cut that
area out of regional trade patterns and contributed to its downfall
(Rathje 1973S Webb 1974:373)o

(Webb makes the interesting observation

that the Maya areas surviving the collapse —

Yucatan and highland

Guatemala -- were ones which controlled raw materialsc

This would have

made such areas less susceptible to shifts' in trade routes,,)

Alter

nately, if the shift to coastal routes occurred after the fall of the
Classic centers of the Peten, then the shift can be seen as a response
to the loss of interior trade routes maintained by the Classic centers,
and not a causal factor in their collapse=

Which of the two explana

tions is correct, however, is unknowno
In any case, by Postclassic times the emphasis was clearly on
coastal trade using sea-going canoes„

Recently, A 0 P<, Andrews (in

press a) synthesized data from surveys of the coasts of Quintana Roo,
Campeche, and Yucatan, and hypothesized shifting patterns of trade and
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dominance during this period.

In the Florescent period, sites are

dotted along the Campeche and Yucatan coasts and yield large amounts
of Fine Orange and Plumbate wares.

This series of sites Andrews argues,

was strategically located to allow control of coastal trade, in a way
that tied Yucatan with the large trading centers of southern Campeche
and eastern Tabasco.

This is also, of course, the period of "Toltec"

domination at Chichen Itza; Andrews believes that one of the coastal
sites he found may be the port for that major center0
In the Decadent Period, this chain of sites disappears and in
its place a second chain of sites springs up along the Yucatecan east
coast (see also Ball 1978; 142)«,

Andrews believes that this must re

flect an emphasis on trade with southern Guatemala and Honduras, and
a withering of the previous Yucatan-Tabasco connection.
Interior routes must have existed at this time —
use when the Spanish arrived —
ologists.

they were in

but are vaguely perceived by archae

Fray Alonso de Ponce mentions that the "lords" (senores)

of Chichen Itza made trading trips to Honduras via Ichmul and Asencion
Bay (Pina Chan 1978;43? Cardos 1959s62)? but there is no way to be
sure whether this refers to the major occupation of the site or to
)

subsequent, minor chieflings.

Carmack (1968;60) has noted the distri

bution of Mexican-influenced sites for the Early Postclassic and sug
gests the existence of a route up the Usamacinta and Chixoy rivers
(or alternately via the Peten and the Candelaria River).

It must be

noted that Bullard (1973:238) finds little evidence for cross-Peten
trade at this time, but the area he considers is to the north of the
riverine (Usumacinta-Pasion) cross-peninsular corridor.

In general,
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though, interior routes seem to have been less intensively used during
the Postclassic than coastal ones; this interpretation is supported by
the concentration of Postclassic obsidian in coastal areas (Sidrys
1976l154), and by the observations of the first Spanish to reach
Yucatan that the Maya towns on the coast were more prosperous than
those in the interior (Roys 194$)0
Reviewing these statements, it is clear that Mayanists have
/

been aware of prehistoric trade for some time, but that only in the
last decade have the locations of specific trade routes been tenta
tively describedo

With the Spanish conquest, the native trading net

work was disrupted and soon collapsed,.

Still, the Spanish (and their

Maya subjects) recorded a few details of that trade in the brief period
between discovery and conquest,.

Lowland Maya Trade in the Contact Period
There can be little doubt that trading was a major concern of
the historic Maya0

Landa relates;

The occupation to which they had the greatest inclination
was trade, carrying salt and cloth and slaves to the lands of
Ulua and Tabasco, exchanging all they had for cacao and stone
beads, which were their moneyc = = o (Tozzer 1941;94-95)e
The earliest accounts of northeastern Yucatan report the pres
ence of market-places in several towns (Roys 1939*60-61, 1943;515 Pina
Ghan 1978:43), and the limited evidence available suggests that Maya
long distance trade found its terminus in such local markets,,

We find,

for instance, that the merchants of Acalan "had factors in many towns
where markets were held (tenian factores en muchos pueblos donde se
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hacian ferias «?- Cardos 1959?59-60; see also Pina Chan 1978?44)0

And,

according to Dillon (1975?96);
o o e> Gomara 0 « o records that on Cortes* march to Hon
duras, merchants sent to guide him informed him that they no
longer went to the fairs /markets/ as they had formerly done,
because the people had fled to the forests, the wandering Span
iards having burned many towns (emphasis added)0
The extent and importance of lowland Maya trade has been docu
mented by Jo Eric So Thompson, who posits that the Putun Maya (from the
area around Chanpoton in Tabasco) had become, in effect, a New World
equivalent of the Phoenicians0

It is clear from his work that there

was an organized network of trade that stretched from Tabasco to Hon
duras, with routes being maintained both around the Yucatan peninsula,
by sea, and across the base of the peninsula, by land (J. E= So Thomp
son 1970)o

What is not as clear in this documentary evidence is the

relative intensity of trade along these routes0

Thompson's view of

circum-peninsular trade, for instance, does not quite jibe with
Andrew's archaeological model in which one coast or another dominates
this tradeo
A single good description of the sea-going canoes used in the
trade, and of their cargos, survives.

During the fourth voyage of

Columbus in 1502, the Spanish encountered a Maya.canoe off the Bay
Islands of Honduras.
Yucatan, but Edwards
land.)

(It is usually considered to have come from
argues that it was from the nearby main

The canoe was large enough to hold the captain, some twenty

paddlers, various women and children, and a wide assortment of trade
goods (Thompson 1970;126-127)=

Other, less complete descriptions sug

gest that the largest Maya canoes could hold at least 40 persons (Adams
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1978;3*0°

Obviously the Maya were technologically capable * at contact

times9 of intensive long-distance maritime trade=
Actual control of the trade was by the ruling elites0

According

to Thompson (1970;76);
Of the social status of the merchant class among the two
groups (Putun and Yucatec Maya) in the fifteenth century there
can be no doubts0 The quarter of Nito occupied by the Acalan
traders was governed by the brother of the Acalan ruler,
Paxbolon0 o „ 0 At the time of the overthrow of Mayapan about
AoDo 1450, one son escaped the massacre of the ruling Cocom be
cause he was away in the Ulua Valley on a trading trip 0 „ => we
also learn that the lords of Chichen Itza traded with the same
area through the port of Asencion Bay, but whether they them
selves went or sent their underlings is not cleare At least
we have the evidence that members of the notability were not
above active participation in commerceo
It is possible, however, that agents were commonly used in
tradeo

Roys (1939:61) reports two terms for merchants;

ppolom, mean

ing merchant, and ah ppolom yoc, meaning traveling merchant; conceiv
ably the latter also acted as an agent for the formero

Me read that

those elite who could not go to Cozumel "always sent their offerings"
(Tozzer 1941;109-110)o

And according to Cardos (1959:59-60), the

merchants of Acalan had factors in a number of towns, including the
above-mentioned Nito„

Roys (1943:51) has argued that trade included

not only nobles or their factors, but less notable individuals down to
"the petty itinerant who carried his own packo"

Presumably, though,

the smaller the operation, the less valuable the goods and the.smaller
the distances involved^
A number of items served as standards of exchange, or at least
could be bartered for in confidence of easy re-trade <> Most commonly
mentioned are cacao, jade beads, copper bells and adzes and beads of a
"red shell" (Spondylus, or Thorny Oyster /Boekelman 1935/) I however, a
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number of other items also served*

The presence of a form of money

among the ancient Maya underscores the importance of trade in that
society; this emphasis is worth remembering as a greater context in
which Cozumel, as a Maya center, operated*

Cozumel as a Trading Center in the
Contact Period
Northeastern Yucatan at the time of Spanish contact was densely
settled and prosperous; the island of Cozumel, some 19 km* off the east
coast of the peninsula, was ideally located to take advantage of circumpeninsular trade, and to act as a port of entry for the adjacent
I

coasto

Although the exact role played by Cozumel in such trade is un

clear, the island was certainly important in this respect.

To begin

with, it was a center for the worship of lx Chel, Maya moon goddess and
consort of the sun.

Much of the pilgrimage activity was probably tied

to trading ventures (see Blom 1932;545)» in the same manner as medieval
European religious fairs (Pireme 1937)°
The main shrine for lx Chel on Cozumel boasted a highly re
vered talking idol and attracted pilgrims from throughout the Maya
area*
And they held Cozumel and the well of Chichen Itza in the
same veneration as we have for pilgrimages to Jerusalem and
Rome, and so they used to go to visit these places and offer
presents there, especially to Cozumel, as we do to holy places;
and if they did not go themselves, they always sent their
offerings* , , * (Tozzer'1941;109-110)*
Roys, Scholes and Adams (1940;5) note that the pilgrims came
from as far away as Tabasco, Xicalango, Champoton, and Campeche*
Interestingly, these areas themselves were major nodes in the trade
network
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In three cases» merchants or trade are specifically mentioned
in connection with Cozumel«

The first report dates to 1$19, when Cor

tez stopped at Cozumel on his way to MexicOo

He was told of merchants

on the island who had recently seen two Spanish captives, Aguilar and
Guerrero, the latter of whom was at Chetumal at the time (Roys 19^3t
56)0

Here we see the presence on Cozumel of merchants who had just

completed a trip of some two hundred kilometerso

In the second case

we have the account of Peter Martyr, who states that Cozumel was
” = o o level and had very fertile soil, it has gold, but of foreign
origin and carried there from other places with which c » 0 it has
000

commerce” (Pina Chan 1978;43)=

To this can be added a third

historical reference to actual trade with the island,,
Salt also traveled the east coast routec The Manche Choi
vocabulary has an entry that xoxom is coarse salto "They
bring it from Cozumelo” There were important salt works all
along the north coast of Yucatan and on the nearby Mujeres
Island, but none on Cozumel, so Cozumel was probably the point
of transshipment, thence perhaps via Nito near the mouth of
the Rio Dulce, and then up the Sarstoon River» The fact that
it came from Cozumel, apparently long after the Conquest, sug
gests that that ancient native route survived into Colonial
time So Cozumel did pay a small salt tribute (Roys 1957:155)
but one may suppose that this was gathered elsewhere by
natives of the island (J„ E= So Thompson 1970:129)o
Cozumel is sometimes itself identified as a source of salt
(for example, Pina Chan 1978:40)o

However, A c Andrews (personal com

munication 1979b) has been unable to find any evidence, archaeological
or historical, that Cozumel produced its own salto

As Thompson notes,

the island was more likely a transshipment or control point, rather
than a producer, for this particular substanceo
The importance of Cozumel is bolstered by accounts of a more
political natureo

The island was one of about 18 independent
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provinces in Yucatan, and was ruled by a single chief, or hualach uinic
(Roys 1943:11, 59; see Simpson

1965:27) = According to encomendados

of Diego de Duran, prehispanic Cozumel had always had an independent
status (Roys et al* 1940s5) <= One report states that the Itza began
their wanderings at Pole (Roys 1962s 33)5 this town, today known as
Xcaret, was the traditional embarkation point for travelers to Cozumel

(Jo. Eo So Thompson 1970:11-12; Eo W= Andrews and Ao Po Andrews 1975
^Thompson suggests as a consequence that the wanderers actually started
from Cozumel?) =

Mayapan, the major Decadent Period site in Yucatan,

may have been founded by people from Cozumel (Roys 1962:32-33)o

The

ancestors of the rulers of Itzamkanac, itself a major trading capital,
supposedly came from the island (Roys 1943:59; Thompson 1970s13)o
Similar ties between the island and sites in the Tabascan, Highland
Chiapas, and Cecalan Tixchel areas can be traced (Roys 1943:59; Sabloff
and Rathje 1975bs 26) =
Less direct evidence of Cozumel’s function can also be gleaned
from historical documents®

Sabloff and Rathje have argued that a

trading center, and more specifically a port of trade, is characterized
by behavioral restraints that make trade between strangers (and hence
potential enemies) possible«, In this light, the lx Chel shrine which
sanctified the entire island was a very useful neutrality device®

An

other such trait is pragmatism and cultural tolerance, the desire being
to avoid friction®

Sabloff and Rathje (1975b:12-13) note that when the

Spanish began landing on Cozumel they were welcomed, tolerated, and
even aided, despite such bad manners as destroying native idols®

This
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contrasted with landings in other parts Of Yucatan, where the reception
was uniformly hostile0
In summary, it seems likely that Cozumel was an important node
in a flourishing trade network at the time the Spanish first arrivedQ
The goal of the Cozumel Archaeological Project, however, was to demon
strate the precise nature of Cozumel's trading activity.

How did

Cozumel's growth correlate with its emergence as a major trading
center?

And, consistent with the dynamic model of trading centers

proposed by Sabloff and Rathje (1975b), what were the island's responses
to changing economic and political contexts?

Such questions taxed the

limited ethnohistoric documents and could be answered only through
archaeological researoho

\

CHAPTER 4

THE COZUMEL RESEARCH DESIGN

The Cozumel Archaeological Project was, Of course, concerned
with the island’s culture history and with its relationships to other
Maya sites, but it also proposed and set out to test a mercantile model
of Postclassic Maya society.

Recognizing the importance of trade in

Maya society (a point discussed in Chapter 2), Sabloff and Rathje de
cided to pursue the matter in the field:
We had both come to feel that an understanding of the
shifting patterns of trade among the ancient Maya might throw
some fresh light on such old problems as the collapse of the
Classic Maya and the nature of the Late Postclassic Maya "re
surgence
Furthermore, we believed that oft-used archaeolog
ical concepts such as "port-of-trade" needed closer examina
tion and that the material and behavioral correlates of such
concepts had to be defined in order to give them greater
utility. With the clarification of these concepts, hypotheses
about recurrent trends in changing commercial patterns might
be tested (Sabloff and Rathje 1975b:1)o
The place chosen for field research was the island of Cozumel
in Quintana Roo, Mexico, for several reasons.

First, it occupied a

"sensitive nodal position" as a trade center; that is, as a place where
many threads of trade were ,drawn together, it could be expected to re
flect shifts in the greater trading network.

Second, it had proven

archaeological potential; previous studies by a number of archaeolo
gists had indicated an occupation from the Early Period through the
Conquest,

The reports suggested that Cozumel was an important center
58
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from at least Modified Florescent times=

Third, historic documents

existed which could be used as a backup to archaeological finds0
Fourth, there was the "pragmatic potential:"

the availability of hous

ing and labor, and the presence of substantial sites with architecture
(Sabloff and Rathje 1975b:1-4)»

To these motivations can be added,

incidentally, the seductive beauty of the islande
The research design itself has been described in a number of
places (Sabloff and Rathje 1973? 1975b? Rathje and Sabloff 1972a, b,
1973):

the interpretation that follows, however, is my own0

The

design is concerned with the nature and evolution of "ports of trade,"
or neutral international centers of trade, among the Postclassic Maya0
The term and the concept come from the writings of Polanyi and his
followers, who noted that in ancient times many international ports
were neutral zones maintained by large inland powers0

In such ports,

traders could come and go without fear of attack; in turn, however,
their own freedom of action was restrained by local authorities
(Polanyi, Arensberg and Pearson 1957)°
In a way, it is unfortunate that Sabloff and Rathje chose to
use the term "port of trade" in their own model of trading behavioro
For them, it means a neutral trading enclave, and they proceed to in- .
terpret the concept in terms of an explicitly mercantilist approach
(see Sabloff and Rathje 1975b)»

For Polanyi and his followers, how

ever, parts of trade were "Exhibit A" in a theoretical argument against
using Western economic theory in non-Western social settingso

This

apparent melding of mercantilist and anti-mercantilist theory, however,
is an illusion; Sabloff and Rathje have borrowed the term "port of
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trade” and the concept of neutral enclaves from Polanyi and his fol
lowers, but none of the attendant economic theoryo

It should be re

membered, then, that the term "port of trade" as used here means
neutral trading enclaves, without additional denotations attached to
it by Polanyi et al«, (1957)°
Within their mercantilist framework, Rathje and Sabloff ask two
general questions about ports of trade=

First, "are there specific

behavioral-material configurations that regularly characterize trading
centers?"

And second, "How does the interrelation among behavioral-

material components of trading centers change in response to changes
within the system which interact /at/ trading centers?" (Sabloff and
Rathje 1975bs6)0
The first question is largely rhetorical, since specific attri
butes of historically documented trading centers were described as part
of the research design,.

These are: .

Location at a transition zone; that is, where geographical

lo

factors require resupply or transshipment facilities as part of trans
port 0

Ports are basically places where goods are shifted from one

means of transport to another, and the obvious place for a port, then,
is where one.medium of transport is replaced by another, such as land
by sea*

This characteristic, then, is one of ports in general and not
'

(

specifically of ports of trade0
2<>

Location among small political units at a distance from power

ful resource centerso

The guarantee of neutrality is designed to

attract trade which might otherwise be scared off by belligerence;
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obviously this strategy would be most successful in a region of weak,
small political units«
3°

Populations in excess of local food and mineral resources, so

that many basic materials are imported,,

This presumably reflects the

presence of a specialist population, including not only those involved
in the transshipment of goods but all the other services —
economic, and administrative —
(van Cleef 1937)°

technical,

that are usually associated with ports

However, while a successful port may be character

ized by a large population of specialists, it does noti always follow
that basic materials they used were imported,.

Instead, the immediate

hinterland may be mobilized or economically stimulated to provide food
and other basic goodso

It is common for port activity to have such an

intensifying effect on the area around it (Thoman 1956)=

Such would

seem to be the case on Cozumel, where in the Postclassic an intensifi
cation of agriculture is shown by the building of large networks of
field walls (Freidel and Leventhal 1975°67-68)0
40

Little retail distribution in the center’s surrounding area of

the goods being exchangedo
wholesale trade0

A port of trade, in other words, deals in

However, the immediate sustaining area of the port

of trade, if it were mobilised in support of trade as just suggested,
would be receiving something in return for its support0

Thus some re

tail distribution in a port’s immediate surroundings is possibleo

(In

the case of Cozumel, if field walls show local mobilization of resources
in support of trade, we would expect retail distribution of goodso)
more realistic formulation of this point would be that direct retail

A

distribution of goods from a port of trade does not extend beyond its
direct sustaining population^
5=

Cultural fluidity and sanctions against violence0

aspects of the neutrality of a port of trades

These are

for inter-ethnic trans

actions, the center must emphasize tolerance of different ethnic values
and proscribe violence between strangers,.
this proscription is divine in nature —

In many early societies,
ports of trade are often pil

grimage centers as wello
60

Low ratio of goods consumed to goods transshipped,.

This not

only reflects the role of ports of trade as transshipment points, but
also the mercantile ethic reinvesting rather than consuming weal the
This "maximizing strategy" might be questioned on the grounds that it
reflects particular cultural, values rather than structural universals0
However, all port-of-trade models presume the. existence of merchants,
and no matter what a merchant’s value orientation is, a minimal and
fairly high reinvestment of wealth is necessary to maintain a given
level of that wealth,,
7o

Opportunism;

"A trading center is a focus for individuals

whose lives are based on speculation and the ability to respond rapidly
to change" (Sabloff and Rathje 1975b;15)°

The point is important, not

so much because of an interest in personalities, but to note that
trading centers usually have a reserve of behavioral flexibility
(ioOe, they are opportunistic) in the face of change«
80

Routinization0

This is, in effect, the converse of opportunism„

Innovation will tend to be routinized in terms of established patterns
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of exchange 9 where such patterns "make transactions predictable and
safe” (Sabloff and Hathje 1975b;15)=
9o’ Information and capital resourcesc

A port of trade is a place

where information and resources flow together, and are supported by
facilities for transshipment, storage, exchange, and so on.

It is

this nodal concentration of resources, coupled with established ties
with other such nodes, which makes long-distance trade possible0
All of these characteristics, claim Rathje and Sabloff, are
found in ports of trade 0

From the comments, however, it can be seen

that this writer does not agree in full©
in the categories,.

Also,, there is some overlap

But on the whole, these characteristics serve to

answer Sabloff and Rathje *s first answer —

what is the structural

nature of ports of trade?
It may be noted that this question is static in nature —

it

is not concerned with the evolution of trading centers, but presumes
they existo

Not surprisingly, then, Sabloff and Rathjo* s (1975b;6)

second question is a dynamic one;

how do ports of trade change to

reflect the greater networks that come together at such centers?
The answer in this case is the project's "port of trade model,”
a specific prediction of behavior-material correlates which can be
tested against the archaeological record.

Trading centers, argue

Sabloff and Rathje (1975b:16-20), will respond to external political
and economic changes in order to survive.

When large central powers or

economic networks exist, constraints on individual trading centers are
the rule.

The emphasis is on reducing obstacles to the flow of goods;

bureaucratic overhead, red tape, and other costly trappings are kept
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to a minimumo

The result is a '’low-profile1' port of trade, that is one

where goods flow freely; local prosperity, which depends on bureau
cratic siphoning off of wealth from trade, is minimal=
If the central authority breaks down, however, and leaves a '
number of small, squabbling states, the constraints on ports of trade
are lostc

The concentration of capital and information at such trading

centers may provide them with a competitive edge within the trade net^
worko

As a result.

Local bureaucracies will be able to assert tight control
over transactions in ports-of-trade = Because of routinization
(inertia) and because all individual regional trading groups
are small, withdrawal from the port by any of these is imprac
tical o No one or two trading groups would subsidize a new
centre of exchange, and the period of competition or disruption
might well be fatal to small trading systems with little depth
of reservec Thus, the local port-of-trade bureaucracy will be
, in a position to maximize its profit and assert itself in all
the transactions which occur= This local control will take
the form of customs, taxes and a monopoly upon necessary com
modities, building materials and workmen,. As a result, in an
environment without constraints, local administration will
permeate all port-of-trade functions (Sabloff and Rathje 1973?
223)o
Thus a strong control power should lead to low-profile ports of
trade; regional disunity should result in high-profile, heavily bureaucritized ports of trade0
In abstract, it should be fairly simple to test this model, for
if the model is accurate, it becomes possible to predict the nature of
a trading center once the political or economic context at any time is
knowno

And, as external conditions change, it is possible to antici

pate the changes that a dynamic center will undergo in response to
that shifting context0

The Maya are thought to have undergone such changing conditions
in the Postclassic0

During the Modified Florescent (Early Postclassic,

or Chichen) Period, regional stability and central control of resources
\

by the Toltec=Maya is indicated (see, however, the discussion in Chap
ter 7)o

One can predict that Cozumel, as a trading center, would have

served as a low-profile port of trade0

The Decadent, in contrast, was

a time of regional instability and local autonomy; Cozumel as a dynamic
center would have evolved into a higher-profile port of tradee

Or,

restated as a working hypothesis, Cozumel, as a trading center, shifted
from a low-profile port of trade structure in the Modified Florescent
Period to a high-profile structure in the Decadent Periodo
One implication of this hypothesis relates to homogeneity of
material remains»

Under strong central control, trading centers are

passive recipients or transfer points of whatever materials come their
wayo

When control is decentralized, however, individual centers can

impose their own restrictions or standards on trading activities
(Sabloff and Rathje 1975b; 17-18)«,

Thus, because regional control in

the Modified Florescent gave way to local autonomy in the Decadent,
one would expect Cozumel, as a trading center, to impose such limits
and standards during the later periodo

In other words, one would ex

pect that Cozumel will show greater homogeneity in the Decadent Period
than in the Modified Florescento
There are several ways in which this greater homogeneity would
be manifest;
The composition of cache, tomb, and other social or ritual
offerings should be qualitatively more consistent from site to site
during the Decadent0
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Evidence of foreign enclaves (unusual concentrations of foreign
artifact types or styles), if any, should be found in the Modified
Flprescent and, not the Decadento
As the bringing in or goods for local consumption fails under
greater bureaucratic control in the Decadent, more homogeneity should
be found in the size, shape, and style of artifacts,.
One study along these lines has already been carried out by
Bronitsky (1978), who analyzed the material and stylistic variability
in plainware pottery from Cozumel»

Bronitsky found that almost all his

style attributes showed increasing uniformity through time, as would be
anticipated by the trading center model0
A second major implication of the hypothesis arises from the
bureaucratic nature of trading centerso

A strong regional domination

means the elimination of local obstacles to the flow of goods, and
hence to the trimming of local bureaucracieso

A subsequent loss of

this regional dominance and the rise of local autonomy would mean that
local bureaucracy should grow as well0

Thus, given the shift from

regional control to local autonomy in the Early and Late Postclassic,
Cozumel's ruling bureaucracy should show an increase in importance and
wealth in the Decadent Period, relative to that of the Modified FIor
escent 0
One indicator of local bureaucracy (or to use a positive term,
leadership) is the presence, in consumption contexts, of "elite" itemso
(These latter can be defined on the basis of ethnohistoric accountso)
When local control is pruned by a strong central power, as in the
Modified Florescent, social disposition of elite goods, as well as of
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goods in general, can be expected to be fairly individual and therefore
ideosyncratic in nature0

However, with strong local control (as in the

Decadent) ritual behavior will be especially marked in the specific
loci of control, giving rise to a hierarchical system of offertory be
havior 0

Thus, a hierarchical distribution of elite goods and social or

ritual deposits of goods should be more apparent during the Decadent
than during the Modified Florescento

More specifically, elite goods

should be more common in major ceremonial precincts and other public
loci (i0e 0, the loci of control), during the Decadent*
As bureaucratic controls and demands on trade increase, that is
as greater wealth passes through the control of the local elite, it is
also likely that they will appropriate a greater proportion of that
wealth for their own consumption and ritual behavior..

This is in con

trast to periods of strong central control, where local bureaucracies
are limited and deposits of elite goods reflect actual trade (through
breakage and loss) rather than deliberate consumption*

Thus, relative

to the Modified Florescent, elite goods are more likely to be found in
contexts suggesting consumption by a bureaucratic elite, and less
likely to be found in contexts suggesting loss or abandonment during
use, in the Decadent.

Of course, some evidence of consumption of elite

goods is to be expected in the Modified Florescent — . the island cer
tainly had some kind of elite at the time —

but elite goods in caches,

tombs, or other ritual contexts will show evidence of relatively more
lavish behavior in the Decadent*
This elite consumption could be manifest in several ways*
Ceremonial-center and other public ritual deposits will show greater
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numbers of goods, or goods of more valuable materials or workmanship0
In addition, one may note the fact that many goods found in caches on
Cozumel are damaged or heavily used —

presumably because traders, with

their "merchant ethic," rebelled at the thought of using new goods for
offerings when used ones would do (Sabloff and Rathje 1975b;13-14)0
However, as the local bureaucratic network came to the fore, one might
expect that the "merchant ethic" would be displaced by "conspicuous
consumption" by the elite®

Thus, elite items will more likely be de

posited in good condition in the Decadent (when the local bureaucracy
is ascendant) than during the Modified Florescent®
The implications just presented are not meant as an absolute
test of the port of trade model®

When formulated, they are seen as

the first step in analysis and testing, and were to be modified as re
lationships within the data were clarified®

As will be discussed in

Chapter 7, however, such an evolution was not possible®

The problem

lies not in port of trade model itself, but rather in a changing
appreciation of the assumptions which underlie the project’s research
design®

CHAPTER 5

THE ARTIFACT ANALYSIS;

BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURE

The goals of this artifact analysis are four;

to describe the

artifacts found, to compare them with one another and with those found
by other projects in the Maya area, to evaluate the port of trade model
set forth in the project research design, and to make these results
available to other archaeologistso

These goals, combined with the

circumstances of research, have determined the form and content of the
discussion that followso

Site Formation and Field Strategy
The Cozumel Project's field procedures were dictated by the
research goals outlined in Chapter 4, and by traditional and modern
field methodology, but also by budget and permit restrictions*

The

practical need was to obtain a maximum of information through limited
survey, clearing, and test-pitting; more intensive methods of study
were beyond financial reach*
The response to these restrictions was to study the island’s
archaeological remains using a deliberately biased sample —

only those

places most likely to yield useful information were considered*

Sites,

for example, were found on the basis of previous archaeological re
ports, or with the help of local inhabitants who had come across the
sites in the brush (Freidel 1976)*
49

Test pits were placed where
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structural or stratigraphic information could be obtained easily, or
where substantial deposits of artifacts might be foundc

While the

biased nature of the sample does present a problem, the goal of the
project was never an exact representation of the archaeology of Cozumel;
rather, relative differences in the island's status over time were to
be explored*

With appropriate controls, biased data can be applied

successfully to such comparative studies*
In choosing places tb test, the project was guided by a knowl
edge of Maya site formation processes*

This knowledge is widely shared

by Mayanists, but has never been discussed explicitly; for this reason
a short review of such processes is included here*

The terms' used are

those of Sehiffer (1972, 1976)*
The most dramatic aspect of Maya archaeology is abandonments
fabulous temples and palaces left to decay in the jungle*

Yet in

terms of artifacts, the majority of remains reached the archaeological
record through "normal," day-to-day activities*

The most obvious of

these is deliberate discard of used or broken items*
clean peoples

The Maya were a

"primary" or in-place refuse is rarely found*

Instead,

trash was gathered or swept up and dumped onto household middens*

Loss

of goods appears to have been rare, but deliberate deposition of stilluseful items was common*

(Some goods apparently had no other purpose *)

Burials are an obvious case of deliberate deposition of goods*

Those

of the elite might warrant a carefully made tomb crammed with valued
goods, but commoners were usually laid to rest beneath household floors*
By the Postclassic, multiple burials in charnel tombs, and secondary
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burials, were common; as a result, it is impossible in most cases to
determine the original burial furniture of given individuals0
The Maya also placed ritual caches in the foundations or fill
of structures or stelae, in altars, in caves, and in other "special"
placeso

These are often useful in dating associated structures, and

as small "time

capsules" containing a sampling of carefully made or

exotic goods of the kind otherwise difficult to find in a large site©
Archaeologists have found it useful to distinguish between dedicatory
caches (placed at the time of construction of a structure) and offer
tory ones (placed at other times)©
sites were simply abandoned —

Finally, the latest structures at

and many were still standing when found

by explorers centuries later©
Maya archaeology is further complicated by other site formation
processes©

Old construction materials and trash were used as fill in

new building projects©

The former entailed destruction of previous

structures; happily, though, the Maya tended to fill in and build over
old locations, and consequently a centrally placed pit often reveals
a series of building episodes much like the layers of an onion©

(The

use of plaster floors helped insure the integrity of the various
layers©)

The fact that trash was used for such fill helps date the

sequences, and it also has a useful side benefit for projects of
limited scale ©

On Cozumel, few domestic structures were found for

periods before the Decadent, in part because earlier houses would have
been stripped for construction fill©

But the trash from such domestic

contexts could be recovered from the fill of ceremonial precincts©
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This secondary refuse proved an important, source of artifacts from
before the Decadent0
Looting is a serious problemo

The ancient Maya were not above

robbing the tombs of their ancestors, and the descendants are all too
willing to follow suit at the behest of collectors,.

Their efforts are

matched by that due to construction — ' the modern town of San Miguel
has almost obliterated what may have been the largest settlement on
the islando

At sites lightly touched by humans, the roots of trees

have torn buildings apart -—
Orthanc —

one is reminded of the fictional Ents at

and the tropical damp has penetrated everywhere0

At most

sites the constructive efforts of the ancient Maya still far outbalance
the subsequent destruction, but the scale of the struggle is gigantic0
The project’s excavations were directed to those places where
the Maya themselves had concentrated useful information,.

Small pits

punched through the floors of structures were likely to reach earlier
construction episideso

The locations of tombs and caches —

a concentration point for exotic trade items —

useful as

could be anticipated

from previous research; they are often found, for example, at the base
of stairwayso

A housemound with rich trash fill was pitted extensivelyo

Shallow pits located floors and their relation to walls, and so on0
The result was a highly selective but informative sample of Cozumel's
prehistoric remains, produced with a minimum amount of labor and costo
One final comment can be made0

Schiffer has generally formu

lated his theory of formation processes to serve as a bridge between
present and past material culture configurationso

In the Maya area,

however, the activities which "perturb" original behavioral patterns
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are so extensive that they are themselves a significant source of
social and cultural information0

Artifact Analysis
The artifacts recovered by the project were brought in daily
to a field lab, where the items were cleaned, labeled, and catalogued,.
Unfortunately, when the Cozumel artifacts were so catalogued, it was
not with regards to specific research questions or needso

In 1972

al1 artifacts were listed in a loose-leaf binder; drawings were made
on three-by-five cards0

In 1973, artifact cards based on those of the

Arizona State Museum were used, a distinct improvement0

Drawings were

made on the reverse side, and information -such as material and dimen
sions was more commonly noted*

Still, the descriptions are terse, and

attributes such as wear patterns are rarely mentioned*
These descriptions have of necessity been the basis of the
analysis, as almost allfthe artifacts stayed in Mexico at the end of
the field seasons*

(Two exceptions are obsidian blades and pottery

net-sinkers, which were allowed out of Mexico on loan and which, there
fore, could be studied first hand*)

The author was fortunately able

to travel to Merida in 1979, to look over the project findings there*
Most of the items were found, but some had apparently been left in the
museum at San Miguel, which was not open at the time of the visit*

If

the reader notices a certain sketchiness in some of the artifact de
scriptions, then, it is for good reason*

The size, time depth, and

variation of the assemblage, however, make it a valuable example of
material culture from the East Coast of Yucatan*
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The approach chosen for handling the 5 9700 artifacts of the
collection was to create a computer-card file of artifact descriptions.,
This file was copied onto tape for long-term storage; during analysis
the tape was read onto temporary disk storage for quick access0

A more

thorough description of the file structure is given in Appendix A;
standard terminology for beads and celts, two common items, are shown
in Figures 3 and 40
One noteworthy aspect of the file is that almost no space is
allowed for describing individual characteristics of artifacts, beyond
standard measures such as dimensions„

This reflects the lack of such

information on the original catalogue cards, but it is also based on
the assumption that an assemblage of 5,700 artifacts cannot be analyzed
on the basis of detailed but informally structured descriptions..

There

are over 1,000 beads in the Cozumel collections, and over 700 obsidian
blades; individual descriptions of these would add up to an exercise in
compulsion..

Far more productive is the recording of a limited number

of facts about each item and computer analysis of these facts using
large samplesQ

Of course, some items are rare or unusual and so de

serve further discussion; but this, as well as qualitative descrip
tions, is more easily done by hand than by computer0
The advantage of computer manipulation per se was not that it
allowed intricate mathematical analyses (for example, factor and
cluster analysis) but rather that it retrieved and organized the data
quickly and without error, leaving the results in simple (and thus
easily understood) form.,

Also, once the tedious process of data coding

was completed, any number of analyses could be commanded in a matter
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length

top

longitudinal
section

Figure 3«

transverse
section

Terms used for describing beads. —
Beck (1973).

Based in part on
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BITS

s t r a i g h t or
slightly curved

skewed

curved

SIDES

p

s t r a i g h t or
slightly tapered

tapered

strongly tapered

•

straight, convergent
n e a r bit

tapered, c o n v e r g e n t
n e a r bit

CROSSSECTIONS
(at middle)
tabular

subrectangular

B U TTS

flat

Figure 4.

round

Terms used for describing celts

oval
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of minutes, giving the artifact study a recursive aspect0

This meant

that the artifact analysis developed new emphases and perspectives as
results became available, instead of remaining within the mold of
initial research questions^
It also means that the artifact analysis will never, in a
sense, be complete=

While a "final" listings of artifacts has been

prepared as the next chapter of this dissertation, it is likely that
errors or supplemental information will b e ,discovered and corresponding
changes made to the tape file0

Also, a copy of that tape will be part

of the project’s permanent artifact files, and could be used by any
subsequent researcher with an interest in Cozumel materials0
One aspect of the artifact file is definitely not in a final
state, and that is the dates assigned to artifact provenienceso

.At the

moment, ceramic analysis is being done by Judith Pro.pper, but the re
sults of that analysis are not yet available0 Provisional dates have
been assigned to different lots for purposes of artifact analysis; this
was done primarily by a study of the project’s preliminary ceramic
tally sheets, in which usually only slipped wares were identified,.
Stratigraphic and architectural data were also consideredo

A series of

assemblages was defined, as described in Table 2; the final interpre
tation of the associations must await Propper’s analysis, but clearly
the categories represent a rough seriation of the materials (Fig0 5,
but see Chapter 7)o
liminary0

The reader is cautioned that the results are pre-

I suspect that most of the associations will hold up under

more detailed analysis, but nonetheless they are subject to changes
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Table 2o

Ceramic associations used in this reports

Ceramic Association

Slipped-ware Ceramics

Polychrome

Polychromes

Polychrome-Puuc

Polychromes, Puuc and Thin Slate
Wares, Puuc Red Ware

Puuc

Puuc and Thin Slate Wares, Puuc
Red Ware

Puuc-Chichen

Puuc and Thin Slate Wares,
Puuc Red Ware, Chichen Slate
Ware, Chichen Red Ware

Decadent

Mayapan Red Wares, Peto Cream
Ware, Tulum Red Ware, "MayapanTulum" Red Ware, European Glaze
wares

Formative-Early-Puuc

Chicanel wares, Polychromes,
Puuc and Thin Slate Wares, Puuc
Red Ware

Pre-Decadent

Mixed ceramics excluding those
listed for the "Decadent" associ
ation
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Periods

Ceramic Associations

(mixed)

i
i

1550

decadent

1250

-i

I
l

I

9
FLORESCENT
(Terminal
C l a s s i c and
Early
Postclassic)

PuucChichen

Puyc

I[Polychrome
i
I

850

Florescent-Decadent

Decadent

(Lat e
Postclassic)

-Puuc

"C

0)
x

1
0
EARLY
PERIOD
(Classic)

Polychrome

p
1
>i

pH
Jh

rd
H
\

CD
>

0)
X
•H

e

-P

CJ

CD
fd

0
CD
D
1
CD

U

PH

■H

A.D.300

4J
fd

I

FORMATIVE
(preclassic)

Figure 5o

A

o
k

Approximate temporal placement of ceramic associationso
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A given ceramic lot was assigned to an association only if the
slipped sherds were overwhelmingly from those wares indicated, as the
interest was in dating artifacts in fill rather than structures or
final deposition of that fill0

For example, if the trash fill of a

platform includes both polychrome sherds and Decadent redwares, it
would be possible to date the construction of the platform to the
Decadent period*

However, artifacts included in the fill might have

come from either Early Period or Decadent refuse, and so the pottery,
from this perspective, does not permit assignment of a date to the
artifacts*

Such a conservative approach to dating items was neces

sarily followed here; even when final ceramic "dates” are available,
some of them —

for the same reasons —

may be more applicable to

architecture than to artifacts*
For many of the items described, catalogue numbers are given
(a question mark indicates a probable mis-labeling of the item)*

This

may prove wearisome for many readers, but the practice will be useful
in preparing other reports on the excavations, or in any restudy of
the artifacts*

Generally, the numbers are given when the information

or categories being discussed are not recorded on the computer file*
A final comment, on the illustrations;

as most of the arti

facts remain in Mexico, and as most of the drawings on artifact cards
are quick sketches, illustrations are few*

However, many of the arti

facts have counterparts in other artifact reports, and reference is
made to published illustrations where appropriate *

The project was'

fortunate to have an illustrator present in the field during the second
season; this good fortune was repeated when on several occasions the
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author was able to obtain supplementary artifact drawingso

In summary,

the descriptions that follow are in no way exhaustive; but they should
be enough to portray the material culture of the Maya of Cozumelo

CHAPTER 6

A DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFACTS FROM COZUMEL, MEXICO

Items of Pottery
Following a common practice in Maya archaeology, ceramic arti
facts from Cozumel were divided into two parts for study0 .The ceramic
analysis per se (sherds and whole or fragmentary vessels) is being done
by Judy Propper0

Figurines, spindle whorls, worked sherds, and other

such items are included here as part of the general artifact analysis0
It should be noted that a number of items pertaining to the ceramic
analysis by Propper, such as whole or restored vessels, were given
catalogue numbers and are included in the computer file of artifacts0

Small Pottery Balls (24)
These items are probably pellets placed in the hollow feet of
some pottery vessels to make them rattle when movedo

The possibility

exists, however, that some of them were pellets used in blow-guns
(Roys 1943s41)o

One is from a Puuc lot, “two are from mixed Florescent-

Decadent lots, 14 are from Decadent lots, and seven are undatedo

Figurines (7)

'
a)

is

waisto

Human Figures (5)°

These are fairly crude =

N o 0 26? (Figo 6,

the torso of a figure with arms to the side and bent in at the
The figure wears a bordered "cloth" which covers the front and
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b
Figure 6.

Pottery figurines. — a, no. 26?; b, no 740.
of a, 62 mm; of b^, 62 mm.

Height
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back of the torso; breasts are indicated but are covered by the
"clothe"

Traces of black paint remaino

is hollow0

The lower part of the torso

Noo ?40 (Figo 6, b>) shows a seated individualo

The upper

arms are to the side and free from the body; the forearms bend in at
the waisto

Neither of these figures is dated*

A third figure, no* 2647, is from a Decadent ceramic lot*

It

is roughly cylindrical, with arms and legs shown crudely in low relief;
arms are to the side and bent in at the waist, and the knees are drawn
up as if the subject were seated on the buttocks*

Conceivably, no*

246? is a phallic sculpture *
One figure, no* 182 (Fig* 7? ja), is a cylindrical piece of
pottery worked after firing*

It is divided into four parts by incised

bands encircling the cylinder, and one of these sections has eyes and
a mouth crudely indicated*

It is undated*

Artifact no* 558 is a

fragment from a Decadent lot; it is too damaged to allow identifica
tion of features*

Animal Forms (2)*
(Fig* 7, W

These are crude and fragmentary*

is the head of a monkey; it may be a lug handle*

is a plainware snake's head, possibly phallic*

No* 1171
No* 4291

Both are naturalistic

and from Decadent lots*

Formed Spindle Whorls (76)
These small whorls, molded before firing, often have a design
on the upper surface (Fig* 8)*

Form is varied, but in general the

whorls resemble those at Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962:Fig* 50a-g) and
East Coast mainland sites (Sanders I960;Fig* 11, nos* 2-8)*

The
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Figure 7*

Items of pottery. —
crude figurine (no. 182); b,
monkey's head (no. 1171);
shaped and incised
sherds (nos. 296, 1258, and 1249). Height of a, 46 mm;
others to same scale.
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Figure 8.

Selected pottery spindle whorls: designs. — a, no. 4413;
b, no. 3907; £, no. 2303; d, no. 3077; £, no. 2512; f, no.
2417; £, no. 3390; h, no. 2513; i., no. 3672;
no. 5046;
k, no. 3408; 1^, no. 3673; m, no. 2653; n, no. 1800; o, no
number. Not to scale.
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majority of the whorls can be assigned to arbitrary categories of pro
file (Figo 9)» as follows;

1=
2o
3.
4.
5=

60
7=
8o
9o

10=
11=

12=
13 o
14=
15=
l6=
17=
l8=
19=

20=
21=
22 =
23=
24=
25=

Nos= 1893, I960, 3369, 3407, 3585, 3586, and 4137=
Nos= 3414, 3634, and 4237=
NOo 1657=
Nos= 2248, 2303, 3408, and 5101=
No= 32860
No* 37=
Nos= 5100, 5102, and 5174=
No= 5099=
No= 5186=
No= 3672=
No= 2606 o
No. 5178=
Noso 2044 and 3095=
Nos= 4413 and 4801=
Nos= 2934 and 3098=
Noso 3907 and 5046=
Nos= 1800, 2150, 2512, 25139 and 3390=
Nos= 1918, 3075, and 3410=
No= 3969=
No= 3077=
•
Nos= 146, 1025, 1552, 1894, 1931, 1932, 1970, 2231, 2417,
3953, 4001, 4077, 4104, 4136, 4302, and 5407=
Noso 77 and 1469=
Nos= 1224, 2149, and 3673=
Nos= 303 and 5068=
No= 50680
The variation in profile so described is not temporal? of those

whorls listed, one (no. 5046) is from a Puuc lot, one (no= 4801) is
from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot, and nine are undated=
maining 56 —

that is, the great majority —

The re

are from Decadent lots.

(Of those not classified, one is from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot,
five are from Decadent lots, and three are undated.)
One noteworthy aspect of the collection is the limited size
range of spindle whorls, in those cases where this attribute can be
measured=

A sample of 36 whorls ranged from 23 to 33 mm in diameter,

with a mean of 27=8 mm and a standard deviation of 2=24 mm.=

The

Figure 9.

Pottery spindle whorls:

profiles.
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diameter of the hole, when measurable, also fell into a fairly narrow
range — - 7 to 10 mm, with 27 out of 30 measuring 8.or 9 mm across*
This uniformity of size may reflect the production of whorls in molds,
as well as the technical requirements of fiber-spinning*
Spindle whorls are fairly abundant on Cozumel; Mayapan in con
trast yielded only seven pottery examples (Proskouriakoff 1962:400)*
This abundance seems characteristic of East Coast sites*

Sanders'

(1960:261) work at Monte Bravo, Tulum, and Ichpaatun yielded 31 ex
amples ; several have been found during the recent work at Cancun (Pablo
Meyer, personal communication 1979)*

Escalona Ramos (1946:527) also

reports spindle whorls from Ichpaatun, and Noguera (1940:Plate l6a.
Fig* 4) illustrates examples from the Chetumal area*

Pottery spindle

whorls are common at Moho Cay in Belize and most of these have a design
on one surface (R* Milk, personal communication 1978)*
Willey (1978:40) believes that spindle whorls of this kind
date to the Late Classic or later in the Maya lowlands*

This seems

to be the case on Cozumel (Puuc lots, 1? mixed Florescent-Decadent
lots, 2; Decadent lots, 62; undated, 12)=
The molded pottery whorls are the only items found on Cozumel
which could have been used for spinning.(with the exception of one
quartzite example, no* 2317)*

Given their size, the material being

spun was almost certainly cotton*

Spinning of other fibers such as

henequen would require more torque than such a small whorl could pro
vide (see Parsons 1975)°

It seems safe to conclude, then, that Cozumel

took part in the textile production for which contact period Yucatan
was so famous (Roys 1943?46)*

This does not mean, however, that cotton
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was necessarily grown on the island=

The early colonial Cozumelenos

were required to submit 220 mantas as part of their 15^9 tribute, but
the cotton for this was sent to them (Roys, Scholes and Adams 1940)0
Similar arrangements may have held in prehistoric times, although his
torically cotton was grown at the Columbia plantation (site C-20) on
Cozumel (Davidson 1967169)0

Beads (3)
These beads are barrel-shaped with rounded ends0

One is from

a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot and two are from Decadent lots0

The

Cozumel beads are unusual; most pottery beads found in the Maya area
are spherical or subspherical (for example, Hammond,,Ed, 1975066; Willey
1972s87-89; W e Re Coe 1959s71)=
Several beads of gold or gold alloy, cast on pottery or
charcoal-and-pottery cores, are described in the section on metal
artifactso

Formed Spatulate Object
A formed, long, thin, spatulated object, of an unslipped red
dish pottery was foundo

This object, no0 4449 (Fig« 12, a, see p 0 76),

is broken at on® end, and is undated.

Formed Net-sinkers (7)
These are small, ovoid clay pellets notched at the ends before
firing.

Such notched pellets are smaller and lighter than most worked-

sherd net sinkers (discussed below), and closely resemble one another,
on the order of Figure 12, c (see p, 76),

The one exception is
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noo 2968 which, although fragmentary, is clearly larger than the
others (Figp 1 2 _b, see page 7 6 ? see also Phillips 1978)=

All are from

Decadent lots*
Formed net-sinkers occur at a number of other Maya sites; they
often take the form of a pellet grooved all the way around»

One such

is illustrated for Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972;Figo 70)o

Formed

examples are also reported from Barton Ramie (Willey et alo 196$:4o8),
Lubaantun'(Hammond 1975?566-367)? Macanehe in the Peten (Bullard 1973?
239), and the Usumacinta River sites of El Pajaral and Tecolpan (Berlin
1956:l45)o

End-notched examples like those from Cozumel also occur on

Cancun (Po Meyer, personal communication 1979)o

In Tabasco, they occur

at La Venta (Drucker 1952:142-145) and Tres Zapotes (Weiant 1943:117ll8 ; Drucker 1943? 87); at the latter site they are interpreted as ear
ornaments, loom weights, or net-sinkers*

Here, the end-notched form is

considered to be a type Of net-sinker, in analogy to the far more com
mon worked sherd examples (see below)0

Worked Sherd Net-sinkers (1378)
The outstanding characteristic of the worked shert net sinkers
on Cozumel is their variabilityo

They come in all shapes, and though

size is limited it is in no way fixed,.
over 10 cm in lengtho

Net-sinkers range from one to

A sample of 528 whole pottery net-sinkers from

the 1973 season yielded a mean weight of 6„6 grams and a range of one
to 36 grams (see Fig* 10)„

The degree of modification of the original

potsherd ranges from minimal to extensive„
are represented^

A number of pottery wares
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^

40 -

G R A M S

Figure 10.

Number of whole pottery net-sinkers (1973 season)
against weight in grams.
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A few worked sherds that seem to be partly finished net-sinkers
suggest the general manner of preparationo

A potsherd was selected,

and the edges ground smooth to varying degrees*
edge smoothing do occur, but are uncommon*

Net-sinkers with no

About as rarely, special

care was taken that the edges were smooth and convex in their entirety*
Some of the net-sinkers were carefully reduced to a rectangular, subrectangular, or ovoid form, but in most cases the shape of the original
potsherd determined the final shape of the sinker*
After the sherd was shaped and smoothed, notches were added*
This was done with a thin, sharp object, most
obsidian blades found on the island*

likely one of the many

One of the project numbers was

able to duplicate the notches on other Cozumel

pottery,by using a

piece of freshly broken glass (Brunelle n*d*)*

Notchesare almost

always found along the long axis of the sherd*
On some of the sherds, the slip has worn off the convex surface
of the sherd except in the zone between the two notches, creating a
"stripe" (Fig* 11, _f, _g; see also Phillips 1978)=

This seems to have

resulted from gradual abrasion, not deliberate removal*

Only a small

proportion of the net-sinkers, 3^, show this trait, but it should be
remembered that in many cases the sherds were unslipped to begin with
or are fairly weathered*

The "striping" trait

is foundon roughly 7%

of the Tulum Red Ware sinkers, and to lesser degrees on Mayapan Red
Ware, unidentified red wares, and Puuc Slate Ware*
Several arbitrarily chosen net-sinkers are shown in Figure 11,
and should give some idea of the heterogeneity of the collection*
Others are illustrated by Connor (1975) and Phillips (1978)*
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Figure 11.

Net-sinkers. — a-e, worked-sherd net-sinkers (nos. 2409,
no no., 1218, 2858, and 2177); _f-£i sherd net-sinkers with
’’stripes” (nos. 3581 and 377); h, coral net-sinker (no.
1851); jL, limestone net-sinker Tno. 2296). Weight of _a,
30 mm; others to same scale.
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Unusual Net-sinkers0
Double notching at one end;

Nine whole and one. fragmentary net-

sinkers were noted where two notches, immediately adjacent to each
other, took the place of the customary single notch

(Figo 12, _d)=

This probably has no functional difference from single notching, and
seems to represent unsuccessful attempts to produce a single wide notch
through two converging cuts.

The whole net-sinkers are nose 575, 657,

1589, 5242, 3346, 4120, 4153, 4266, and 5053 o

NOo

5226 is fragmentary

with one end missing; the other end is double-notchedo
Notching at several places:

Three net-sinkers are notched on three

sides; these are nos0 675, 1273 (Figo 12, e), and 36980

One sherd,

no0 3357, is notched in the center of all four sides (Figo 12, _f)Q
There is also one sherd, noc 731, notched in the center of each of
three sides, with a fourth notch hear one corner of the sherd (Figo 12,
£)o

Probable repaired net sinkers:

It would be difficult under most

circumstances to detect a net-sinker that, having broken, was renotched
at the break and reused, as shape and edge treatment are so variable to
begin witho

However, two mariposas seem, because of distinctive shapes,

to represent such a caseD
without a catalogue numbero

These are no0 3801 and an additional example
Undoubtedly reuse of broken net-sinkers

was more common than these two examples suggest, but was not detect
able o
"Cut" net-sinkers;

Three net-sinkers of Fine Orange pottery show

signs of having been cut on their surfaces (as opposed to being
notched) by a thin, sharp object,.

Apparently in these cases the shape
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Figure 12.

Pottery items including net-sinkers. — a, formed spatulate
object (no. 4449);
formed net-sinkers (nos. 2968 and
2249); _d, e_, net-sinkers with three notches (nos. 3242 and
1273); _f, £ t net-sinkers with four notches (nos. 3357 and
731)i h» net-sinker with incompletely drilled hole in cen
ter (no. 2845); jl, worked sherd with a single large notch
(no. IO87). The incising on no. 3242 is part of the
original vessel design. Height of _a, 65 mm; others to
same scale.

)
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of the net-sinker was obtained by sawing out a blank rather than by
chipping or sherd selection,,

This tactic was probably restricted to

Fine Orange sherds, as other wares would have been too coarse or hard
to make such an approach worthwhile=

The net-sinkers are nos0 1321,

3734, and 4127; one unnotched worked sherd (no0 1063; Fig* 12, g) also
shows cut marks along the edges*
Net sinker with drilled hole:

One fragmentary Fine Orange net-

sinker, no* 2845, has a shallow conical drilled hole in the center of
either side of the sherd (Fig* 12, h)*

These are in line with each

other, but are not deep enough to connect*

Whether the incomplete

"mend-hole’1 is related to the sherd’s use as a net sinker, or whether
it antedates this use, is unknown*

Two unnotched worked sherds from

Mayapan have similar "incomplete" perforations (Proskouriakoff 1962:
401, Fig* 50, g)e

Function*

Although Maya end-notched sherds have been termed

net-sinkers for many years, it is only recently that an ethnohistoric
account (on the Cholti-Lacandon) has been found to support this label:
And in two of said houses large nets were found * * * with
their floats, and for weights clay balls well sewn on* * * *
(Hellmuth 1977:426)*
Other functions have been suggested for these small notched
artifacts, including use as door hangings, warp weights, and weft
weights*

Here, however, the net sinker label will be defended*

To

begin with, it seems fairly certain that these items were suspended
on lines (or tied to nets)*

With one exception (no* 3764), the notches

on Cozumel notched sherds are so placed that if a string were tied
around the object, through the notches, the object could hang without
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slipping looseo

One would expect that if the notches had other func

tions, or no utilitarian function, at least some of the objects would
be notched in a way not practical for suspensiono
The fact that notched sherds were suspended, however, does not
establish their use as net- or line-sinkerso

Kent and Nelson (1976)

have suggested that notched items from Hesoamerica may have been used
as weft weightSo

This occurs in a primitive form of weaving in which

individual weft strings are hung with small weights; such weights are
surprisingly similar in size and shape to Cozumel "net-sinkerso"
weaving technique is fairly unusual, however —
—

The

a rigid warp is needed

and seems best suited for the making of reed mats and the like.

It

is unlikely that the Maya, who knew the tension loom (Roys 19^+3s46),
would ever try to weave soft textiles by such a technique, and it is
also unsuited for the kind of plaited mats the Maya apparently were
makingo

Weft weights, incidentally, should not be confused with warp

weights (Mo Hoffman 1964)=

These latter form part of a technique in

which a frame, or loom, is used, and in which the warps rather than the
wefts are tied to the weights0

The Cozumel weights could not be warp

weights, as these must be rather heavy in order to provide adequate
tensiono

Mo Hoffman (1964:20) gives a range of 150 to 1000 or m ore.

grams for such weights, with a large number between 500 and 700 grams.
In contrast, the mean weight of Cozumel notched items is about 7 gramso
An alternative explanation of these items is that they were
suspended in doorways (Brunelle n0do) —

a suggestion based on the find

of a line of mariposas across the doorway of a Cozumel structure.
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Brunelle finds support for this interpretation in a passage from
Clavigero (Pollock et alo 1962s184)0
They had no wooden doors to their houses 0 « <, but to pre
vent the inspection of passers by, they covered the entrance
with little reeds, from which they suspended a string of
cocoas, or pieces of broken kitchen utensils or some other
things fit to awake by its noise the attention of the family
(emphasis added)=
It is difficult, however, to accept this interpretation, as the
passage by Clavigero is on Mexican, not Mayan, practiceso

Also,

notched sherds are found in too large a quantity (about a quarter of
all artifacts) to have been used solely as door hangings (though this
is a plausible secondary function)0

Also, there is the peculiar use-

wear pattern previously referred to as "striping="

The loss of slip

in such cases seems to have resulted from gradual abrasion rather than
deliberate removal»

The most straightforward interpretation of such

"stripes" is that at one point there was a cord tied around the sherd,
which protected the slip beneath the cord as the rfest of the surface
was gradually being abraded (it might be pointed out that much of the
slipped pottery on Cozumel, worked or not, had lost its slip entirely
by the time of excavation)„

It seems unlikely that if mariposas were

being used as door hangings or as warp weights that they would acquire
this wear pattern0

Use as weights in nets or bn lines, however, would

certainly expose them to regular, gradual wear0

1

Finally, there are lines of reasoning which do not prove the
net-sinker hypothesis, but which also fail to disprove that hypothesise
One project member suggested that sherds (especially Fine Orange ones)
might disintegrate in seawater, making them a poor material for netsinkers o

This was tested by suspending a,few notched sherds in
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seawater for three months, '’stirring occasionallyo"
change in the sherds was noted (Brunelle n 0do)„

No significant

Also, if most or all

of the notched items found in sites on Cozumel were net-sinkers, one
would expect that fishing would have been a major occupation of the
islanders*

Such is the case;

Gomara (in Simpson 1965s35) States that

contact-period Cozumeleans were ”expert fishermen, and fish is their
principal diet* * * »"

This statement is supported by the presence, in

large numbers, of fish bones in prehistoric trash from Cozumel (No
Hamblin n»de).
An additional conjecture can be offered to account for the large
number of notched sherds found on the islando

Cotton nets, such as the

Maya must have used (Roys 1945:4?; Tozzer 1941;156, 190), rot easily
and usually are not good for more than a year or two (Eaton 1976;238)0
If the Maya were going through a lot of fishing nets, and if they felt
it less bother to whip out a fresh batch of net-sinkers than to undo
and reuse the old ones, it would explain the quantity of these items
found*

Brunelle's field analysis showed, incidentally, that most

notched sherds were found in domestic/disposal rather than ritual or
public contexts*

Distribution on the Island*

Net-sinkers are found throughout

the island, both in coastal and interior sites*

It might be expected

that if notched sherds were net-sinkers, they would be concentrated in
coastal sites, but this is not the case*

In fact, net-sinkers make up

a higher proportion of the artifacts recovered from interior sites than
from sites within 2 km of the coast*

This "backwards" distribution is

a function of the excavation sample; more domestic trash was excavated
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at San Gervasio (an interior site) than at other locationso

It is

worth noting in this regard Miller's (1977:133) observation that "Tulum
Pueblo, o o o though inhabited by fishermen, is located inland five
kilometers from the sea0"

While this may have something to do with

post-contact filibusters, it also suggests that the distances of in
land sites from the sea, on Cozumel, are not significanto
The distribution of net-sinkers on the island suggests some
thing about the nature of fishing activity; namely, that it was a
general activity practiced by a wide segment of the population, and
not the specialty of a restricted few0

Distribution Through Time0

Of 1378 worked-sherd net-sinkers,

12 are from polychrome lots, 13 are from polychrome-Puuc lots, 9 are
from Puuc lots, 29 are from Puuc-Chichen lots, 51 are from mixed
Florescent-Decadent lots, and 961 are from Decadent lots*

Three are

from mixed Formative-Early-Puuc lots, eight are from mixed pre-Decadent
lots, and the remainder are undated o

When one considers the low total

number of artifacts recovered from pre-Decadent contexts, it is appar
ent that net-sinkers were a common artifact, relatively speaking,
through time (see Table 20, p e 237)o

This finding, based on ceramic

associations, is further reinforced by the wares used to make the netsinkers themselveso

Common wares used in this way include polychromes,

Puuc Slate Ware, Chichen Slate Ware, Mayapan Red Ware, Tulum Red Ware,
undifferentiated Fine Orange Ware, and of course plainwareso

Three

sinkers were made on fiber-tempered sherds, which may possibly date
to the Formative Period,,

At the other end of the time scale, at least
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seven of the net-sinkers found were made on sherds from European style,
wheel turned pottery, probably "olive jarSo"

Whatever the Cozumelefios

did with notched sherds, then, they continued to do it at least into
the early historic periodo
It might be noted that an analysis of net-sinker weight, shape,
and edge finish (Phillips n 0do b) failed to turn up any significant
changes through time, despite the great variation evident in the Cozumel
sampleo

Distribution at Other Siteso

Notched sherd net-sinkers are

common on the whole of the East Coast of Yucatan (Sanders I960;261),
including at Cancun and Xcaret (Be Wo Andrews et alo 1974:188-190;
Po Meyer, personal communication 1979), and Tancah and Tulum (Miller
1977; Barrera Rubio 1977)=

At Tulum, examples with "striping" occur;

this led Alfredo Barrera Rubio to the independent conclusion that
notched sherds were, in fact, net sinkers (Ao Barrera Rubio, personal
communication 1978)o

At Tancah worked sherd sinkers replace limestone

ones from the Early Classic on; Miller (1977t101) suggests that the
large number of sinkers there reflects the catching of fish for export,
as is reported ethnohistorically for Yucatan by Roys (1943-52-53) <> One
net-sinker from Tancah was made on a Colonial olive-jar fragment (Ball
1978:l43)o

Sinkers are also common on Yucatan's north coast (Eaton

1976, 1978; Ball 1978:143), where they date from Formative to Colonial
timeso

At Dzibilchaltun, worked-sherd sinkers may not be present be

fore the Modified Florescent, but Early Period examples of stone are
found (Eo Wo Andrews et alo 1974:188; Eaton 1978:53 , 56)o

Mayapan
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yielded only three specimens, all of Decadent age (Proskouriakoff 1962s
402, Fig. 49)=
In Belize, worked-sherd sinkers are common at the coastal site
of Gerros (Freidel 1978;250), on the islands off the coast (especially
Moho Gay) (K= Wilk, personal communication 1978), and at one interior
site where the structure in question is at the river’s edge (Pring and
Hammond, in Hammond et al0 1979)°

At Barton Ramie, 11 examples were

found dating to Late Classic (Spanish Lookout) and Postclassic (New
Town) periods (Willey et alo 1965:408)=

Pendergast (in Bullard 1973°

239) reports net sinkers in deposits at Altun Ha related to those at
Tulumo

They also occur in the Peten, in Postclassic deposits at

Macanche (Bullard 1973:239); at the lakes at Yaxha, where they are most
common during the Middle Preclassic and Postclassic (Rice 1976:44l);
and with Postclassic pottery at Lake Peten (Rivera Dorado 1975)=

At

Altar de Sacrificios and Seibal on the Pasion River, end-notched sherds
are found from Middle Preclassic through Early Ppstclassic times; at
Altar, they are found in refuse and fill throughout the site, including
from house mounds (Willey 1972:82, 1978:45-46)0

On the Gulf coast,

worked-sherd examples have been turned up at Aguacatl, at the Laguna
de Terminos (Matheny 1970:100) ••and at La Venta (Drucker 1952:142-145) =
Finally, on the Pacific coast at La Victoria, Guatemala, M= Do Coe
(1961:101,

Figo

51, g) has found notched sherds from Ocos Phase de

posits, and notched sherds and a notched stone from the Conchas Phase
(Mo

Do Coe 196l:Figs= 59, Js, 60, j>) (both phases are of the Formative

Period)=
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This lengthy review, when combined with those for formed pot
tery, stone, and coral examples, does serve to show one thinge

Notched

and grooved artifacts are most common in sites at or near bodies of
watero

This supports the interpretation, previously argued, of these

items as fishing weights«

Summaryo

Notched sherds and related items are a fairly common,

though geographically localized, Mesdamerican artifact»

They have

usually been interpreted as fishing gear, either net- or line-sinkers,
although other interpretations (door hangings, ear ornaments, weft
weights) are possible6
Analysis of notched items from Cozumel suggests that the usual
functional interpretation of “notched sherds,” "grooved clay balls,”
and similar items as fishing weights is, in at least most cases, the
correct one0

Notching on the sherd variety is with rare exception

functional for suspension; and the phenomenon termed "striping,” appar
ently a use-wear pattern, suggests the sort of rough-and-tumble treat
ment that fishing weights would undergo„

The weight range of notched

items is concordant with the range of lead w'eights used by modern-day
Yucatecan coastal fishermen (Eaton 1976;239)p
The Cozumel net-sinkers show an amazing amount of variability
in terms of size, shape, material used, and finisho

This variability

is difficult, to explain and apparently does not relate to temporal
shiftso

Perhaps the ancient Cozumeleans did not really care what the „

net sinkers looked like, so long as they did the job they were sup
posed tOo
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Worked Sherds With One Notch (2)
Two examples of worked sherds exist where a notch is found on
only one end of the sherd®

These sherds, nos® 1087 (Fig® 12, i) and

^899(?), probably are partly completed net-sinkers, as there is no
evidence that they are fragmentary examples with one end missing, as
is often the case®

Instead, the end in question is worked and smoothed®

Neither is dated®

Problematic Notched Sherd
Only one sherd in the collection is notched in a way not suit
able for suspension®

This sherd (no® 3764, from a Decadent lot) has

two non-opposed shallow notches at one end®

In addition, there is a

natural breakage notch in the sherd that does not oppose either man
made notch (Fig® 13, jOo

Perforated Sherd Pendants (2)
Artifact no® 453 is an irregular, roughly teardrop shaped pen
dant with a conical drilled hole near its apex®

No® 4043 is triangular,

with a biconically drilled suspension hole near its base®
from a Fine Gray sherd; traces of incising remain®

It was made

The former pendant

is undated; the latter is from a Decadent lot®

Notched Sherd Pendant
An ovoid worked sherd (no® 4350, from a Decadent lot) has two
opposed notches at one end (Fig® 13, b ) , creating a neck by which the
sherd could have been suspended®

Worked sherds
ftJ'ICDJo loiP

Figure 13o

9
,
,
,
,

problematic notched sherd (no0 3764)
notched sherd pendant (no„ 4350)
_d, paddle-like worked sherds (nbs0 1908 and 3045)
_f, £, edge-ground sherds (nos0 2456, 5187, and 1065)
wing-like worked sherd (no0 2409)

Height of a, 35 mm; others to same scaleo

#

#
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Figure 13

Worked sherds
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Paddle-like Worked Sherds (2)
A Tulum Red sherd, no0 1908, is carefully worked into a paddle-

-

.

'

'

like shape, thickest at the base and tapering towards the "blade” end
(Fig0 13, c)0

A plainware sherd, not 3045 (Figo 13, _d), is fragmentary

but the remaining portion resembles the basal half of 1908<,

Unlike the

complete example, however, no0 3045 has a shallow notch in the center
of its base, similar to those on net sinkers,.

It is from a Decadent

loto

Wing-like Worked Sherd
This undated censerware sherd, no. 2409, may have been a deco
rative element on a censer (Rig. 13, ja) => Interestingly, it is not
molded or formed, but rather chipped and ground to shape from a sherd0

Shaped and Incised Sherds (3)
Artifact no. 1249 (Fig. 7, e) is a triangular Fine Orange sherd
with abstract geometric designs on one surface; it is fragmentary.

No.

1258 (Fig. 7, d.) is a rectangular Fine Orange sherd with a face incised
in profile to the left.

An earspool is shown; the head is surmounted

with a horizontal band of exes, and three short vertical lines are
incised downward from the eye.

No. 296

(Figo

7, e), of Tulum Red Ware,

is shaped like a stemmed heart, or the ace of spades in a poker deck;
its surface is incised with abstract geometric designs which, at least
in part, seem to have been incised onto the original vessel.
three sherds are from Decadent lots0

All
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Shaped, Perforated, and Incised Sherd
Artifact no„ 452 is an undated Redware worked sherd; it is
subrectangular with a biconically drilled hole in its center0

The in

cisions are shallow and difficult to make out, but include (on both
sides of the sherd) lines radiating from the center hole in a cruciform
arrangemento

On the concave side of the sherd, a series of short in

cised lines circle the center hole0

Edge-ground Sherds (57)
Some of these may be partly completed net sinkers; otherwise
their function is unknown0

They can be divided into categories of

shape, as follows:
Circulars

,

Nos. 251, 768, 1512, 1424, 1501, 1988, 2554, and 5520.

Fragmentary, probably circulars
■'

- .... 1

Ovals

:

-

' ■ ■ ■ ........... .

'

Nos. 2157, 5165, 5816, and 4065.

........

Nos. 1485, 1858, 1869, 2515, 2565, 5587, 5600, 3896, 4157,
■ •.

b

4545, and 5187 (Fig. 15, f)=
Rectangular:

Nos. IO65 (Fig. 15, g) , 2085, and 35&7°

Subrectangular:
Irregulars

Nos. 756, 2058, 2456 (Fig. 15, _e), and 5501.

Nos. 1401, 1496, 1858, and 2456.

Fragmentary or partly worked:

Nos. 1506, 2458, and 5150.

No. 1065 (Fig. 15, g) has a biconically drilled hole which may
or may not have anything to do with the object’s use.

No. 3816 shows

the beginning of a drilled hole on one side, but not on the other.

No. .

1401 has a hole in its center; the sherd is eroded and the hole could
be either pre- or post-firing.
is as follows:

Temporal distribution of these sherds

polychrome-Puuc lots, 1; Puuc lots, 1; mixed Florescent-

Decadent lots, 2; Decadent lots, 25; undated, 10.
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Sherds with Mend-holes (17)
Ceramic associations of these items are as follows;

Puuc lots,

1; mixed pre-Decadent lots, 1; Decadent lots, 10 (also, artifact no0
1065, previously mentioned, has a "mend-hole” and is from a Decadent
lot); undated, 5°
It can be noted that while the function of specific items is
often uncertain, ”mend-holes" were indeed used by the Maya to repair
cracked pottery (for example,
Figo

5 )

o

Bo

Wo

Andrews 1970;F i g e 3 1 I Miller 1977s

Another function of these holes is suspension, in the case

of pendants*

Two such pendants have already been described; another

two artifacts falling into the present category may conceivably be
pendants as welle

These are nos* i486 and 1885, both from Decadent

lots*

Miscellaneous Items (31)
Most of these are sherds that for one reason or another were
catalogued*

The ceramic associations are;

Puuc, 1; Puuc-Chichen, 1;

mixed Florescent-Decadent, 3| Decadent, 14; and undated, 12*

Items of Chert
Chert (as Maya "flint" is properly called —

see Sheets 1977:

144) is absent from the soft, marly limestone that makes up the island
of Cozumel*

Thus it too was traded in, which may account for its

rarity in the collections=

Some flint-knapping did take place on the

island, as shown by the occurrence of cores, cortical flakes, and
shatter*
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Large Pointed Bifaces (30)

Whole Pieces (.5)°

Artifact n0o 26? is a partial biface (traces

of the original flake surface remain) of translucent gray-brown chert,
and is pointed at either end*

Shaping was by percussion, with some

marginal retouch and edge damage present0

It is undatedo

No„ 2164

(Figo 14, b) is a carefully thinned and retouched hiface of gray and
brown banded chert=

It is a narrow laurel-leaf in form, and comes

from a Decadent lot*
made chert item found*

No„ 2558 (Fig0 l4,c5 is perhaps the most carefully
It is a broad yet thin laurel-leaf bipoint,

carefully shaped and showing substantial marginal retouch*

It was

crafted from a translucent, light brown chert which is now patinated
white, and is from a Decadent lot*

No* 2757? of a gray-brown chert, is

a crudely made biface with a straight base*

It was shaped by percus

sion flaking, and marginal retouch is limited*

The edges show smooth

ing, which is perhaps use-wear, suggesting that this item was used for
cutting; it is from a Puuc-Chichen context*

No* 3723 is a partial bi

face of gray chert with traces of brown cortex and limestone matrix
remaining*

It is carefully made, showing controlled pressure flaking

and marginal retouch*

The sides are only slightly convex, except, at

the point and flat base where they are convergent*

It is from a

Decadent lot*

Distal Fragments (4)*

Artifacts nos* 451, 791? 2412, and 4930

are distal portions of what were once fairly large and well-flaked
bifaces*

On nos* 451 and 2412, what may be edge smoothing due to use

as a cutting tool may be present*

Nos* 451 and 791 are undated,
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Figure 14.

Large pointed bifaces of chert. — a, no. 93;
l), no. 2164. Length of _a, 113 mm; of Jb, 205 mm.

Figure 14— Continued, —

c , no. 2558; length, 115 mm.
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no0 2412 is from a Decadent lot, and no0 4930 is from a polychromePuuc loto

Distal or Proximal Fragments (2)0

Nos0 94 and 1544 could be

from either end of a wide laurel-leaf blade =
made and shows little marginal retouch»
and carefully finished,,

No„ 94 is fairly rudely

No0 1544, however, is thin

Neither shows any use-wear, and neither is

datedo

'

Proximal Fragments (6)0

Nos, 792, 1540, and 1895 are from bi-

points probably between 10 and 15 cm long; they are not very thin but
are otherwise carefully made*

Noc 1540 is fire-damagedo

No0 93 (Fig*

14, _a) is from a large (originally over 15 cm long) biface, thick but
well made, and showing extensive marginal retouch*
beautiful black chert0
straight base*

It is made from a

The sides are convex and taper slightly to a

Parts of the remaining edge show slight chipping, but

this may be part of the finishing of the artifact0

No0 553 is a frag

ment of a crudely made, thick, almond-shaped biface originally about
7 or 8 cm long, and showing little marginal retouch*
and unifacial use (?) chipping is evident*

Some edge damage

No* 1599 is from a point

. probably 10 cm or less in length, with sides tapering slightly to a
flat base*

It is thick, with little marginal retouch; some edge damage

is present*
Artifact no* 1895 is from a mixed pre-Decadent lot; the others
are undated*

Medial fragments (13)°

Nos* 1443, 1685, .2390 , 2896 , 4732, and

4813 are fragments from fairly thin and carefully made bifaces;

*
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noo. 2390 shows polished edges, suggesting use as a cutting toolo

Nos0

629, 1356, 1610, and 5531 are somewhat thicker but are still fairly
carefully chipped and retouched; the edges of the first two appear
slightly batteredo

No0 92 is thick and rudely flaked, with little

modification of the resulting uneven edgee

The edge does show some

damage probably from useQ
Artifacts nos0 2955 and 4298 are fragments of bifaces that
would have been small enough to serve as projectile points (though
not as arrow-points)o

They are fairly thick for their size, and not

very carefully retouched; no use wear is apparent=
Of these items, no0 4813 is from a polychrome-Puuc lot? no0
4732 is from.a Puuc lot; nos. 1356, 1685, 2390, 2955, 2986, and 4298
are from Decadent lots; and the remainder are undatedo
Sanders (i960;261-262) remarks that at Tancah, Tulum, Cancun,
and Ichpaatun, "Most of the fragmentary or complete artifacts /of
cher£7 are large, well-flaked knives or lance heads « o = the remainder
of the chert was in the form of flakes, and they were raree"

From this

it would seem that Cozumel's chert artifact assemblage resembles that
of other East Coast sites, except that the project turned up many more
flakes than large bipointso

Perhaps this reflects the project’s use

of screens in sorting fillo

Large bifacial items have also been found

at Cancun by Pablo Meyer (personal communication 1979)°

Small Points (7)
Five of these are small points on thin chert flakes or blades,
and are probably a r r o w - p o i n t s O n each, retouch is marginal and much
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of the old flake surface on either side remains,,
has shallow, side notches and a flat base*

No0 3744 (Figo 15, g)

Ko0 4?86 (Figo 13, h) has

shallow side notches and a slightly irregular, convex base0

Noo 4ll4

(Fig® 15, _f) has shallow side notches and a slightly concave base0
No® 3096 (Figo 15, _i) has shallow side notches; the base is deeply
concave and as a result the corners of the base are "earedo"

No0 4l86

(Figo 15, J.) is shaped somewhat like a truncated rhombus, the "trun
cation” being its very slightly concave base0

Two tiny side notches

occur just above the widest part of the point, so that the stem is
actually wider than the body of the point0

Nod 4786 is undated; the

other points are from Decadent lots0
The remaining two points are larger and may have been used as
dart pointso

No0 l44l, from a Decadent lot, is straight-based and

side-notched with an expanding stem0

Examples resembling it are re

ported from Chichen Itza (Kidder 194?;Figo 63)» and from Las Monjas
at Uxmal (Bolles 1977:242)=

N o 0 4357 (Figo 15, h) is shouldered and

straight-stemmed, with a straight base; it is thin and well-flaked,
and comes from a Puuc loto
The bow and arrow is considered a very late trait in Yucatan
(Proskouriakoff 1962;360), and certainly there is no evidence from
Cozumel to the contrary0

Arrow-points of chert and obsidian, when

‘dated, come from Decadent lots; the one small point from an earlier
period (noo 4357) is of a size which suggests use as a dart pointP

Miscellaneous Unifaces and Bifaces (5)
Artifact no0 598 is an irregular, ovoid, partial uniface of
coarse chert=

No0 742 is a carefully flaked biface of irregular shape;

Figure 15°

Items of chert and obsidian,,
a-c, scraners (noso 2491, 4325, and 1738)=
d-k, points (nos. 3614, ,
9 15, 4ll4, 3744, 4357 , 3096,
4186, and 4768)o
drill fragment (no. 4326).
. Length of 1, 55 mm; others to same scale.
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Figure 15«

Items of chert and obsidian.
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apparently it conforms to the shape of the original flake0

The edges

show some bifacial step-fracture, as well as some edge polishing sug
gesting use in cutting*

No* 1929 is a partial biface on a flake; the

dorsal surface is partly cortical*

No use wear is apparent*

Nos* 39^

and 396 are bifacial items for which no further information is avail
able*

Nos* 598 and 1929 are from Decadent lots; the other three are

undated*

Modified-flake Scrapers (14)
This term is used for flakes which have been substantially
modified, but in which surfaces or edges of the original flake are re
tained*

These items, therefore, fall between retouched flakes and

unifaces or bifaces, in terms of degree of reworking*

Functional

identification is based on form rather than on edge wear, which usually
was not apparent*

"Geometric" Scrapers (13)°

These items are defined as follows;

flakes with the striking platform and perimeter removed, and unifacially or bifacially flaked into rectangles, triangles, or trapezoids*
Final retouch of the edge is with a fairly steep hinged fracture*

As

a result, of the modification, all edges are suitable for use in scrap
ing activities, and are either slightly convex or slightly concave*
These items seem to have been formal tools, in the sense that
modification was much more extensive than that needed to produce a
useful edge*

Shape seems to have mattered*

Five of the scrapers (nos*

268, 1428, 2491, 4325, and 4386) seem to have been made with special
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care, but the others show the same severe retouch and concern with
shape.

Several variants can be distinguished;

Rectangular, all sides slightly convex;
a), and 4778,

Nos, 1428, 2491 (Fig* 15,

(The last of these has uneven, roughly chipped edges,

and may be an incomplete example,)

Artifact no, 268 is a fragmentary

example probably of this form.
Trapezoidal, all sides slightly convex;

No, 1699o

Trapezoidal, longest side slightly concave, others slightly convex;
No, 1738 (Fig, 15, £)=
. Triangular, all sides slightly convex;

No, 5305°

Triangular, longest side slightly concave, others slightly convex;
Nos, 4325 (Fig, 15, b) and 4368,
Fragments of indeterminate form;

Nos, 1839, 2959, 3210, and 4205°

Artifact no, 5304 is from a polychrome lot; nos, 4368 and 4778
are from mixed Florescent-Decadent lots; and nos, 1699, 1839, 2491,
2959, 3210, 4205, and 4325 are from Decadent lots.
dated,

The others are un

No exact counterparts to these scrapers are known, although

similar implements are found at other sites; Willey (1972;177-178)
reports on unifacial and bifacial scrapers including ovoid, triangular,
irregular, and elongate forms, from Altar,

While Willey (1972:178)

refers to finds at a number of other sites, he notes that "Comparative
data are too few and typological precision too inexact" to allow mean
ingful conclusions about distribution through time or space.

End Scraper,

Artifact no, 1593, which is undated, is a frag

ment of a thick flake which has been trimmed into a steep end scraper.
It is reminiscent of Old World carinated end scrapers°
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Drills (2)
Artifact no0 4326 (from a Decadent lot) is the basal or proxi
mal portion of a drill (Figo 13, 1)0
partially bifacially modified,,

It was made on a flake which was

A second fragment, without a number, is

the distal tip of a similarly made drill; no use wear was apparent0

Drill or Punch
NOo 1700 is a naturally pointed flake from a Decadent lot*

The

tip of the flake has been modified slightly to form a small drill or
punch bite

No use wear can be seen0

Chipped Chert Disk
NOo 1572, whicn is undated, was crudely chipped into an oval,
steep-sided disk*

Its function is unknown, but unlike most chipped

stone it is definitely not an edge toolo

Miscellaneous Modified Flakes (2)

.

.

Artifact no* 3158 is a fragment of a unifacially worked flake,
and no* 5245 is a fragment of a bifacially worked flake; both are from
Decadent lots*

Unmodified Flakes and Shatter (155)
Data for these items are presented in Tables 3 and 4; certain
findings merit further discussion,.

Most of the debitage (i0e 0, material

detached from cores) found lacked cortex, but enough items showed this
trait to suggest local reduction of nodules of chert =, This is rein
forced by the occurrence of a fair amount of shatter, and by the occa
sional chert core (discussed below)„

Thus, even though chert had to be
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Table 3=

Unmodified chert debitage;

statistical summary0
No0 of Flakes

Percentage

Dorsal surface wholly cortical
Dorsal surface partly cortical
Traces on striking platform
Traces on shatter
No cortex present

10
7
2
8
111

7=2
5=1
1=4
5=8
8o=4

Total

138

100=0

115
4
■9
5

86=5
3=0
6=8
3=8

133

100=0

33
18
8
4?
32

23=9
13=0
5=8
34=1
23=2

138

100=0

Cortex

Marginal Retouch
None
Unifacial, ventral
Unifacial, dorsal
Bifacial
Total
Fragmentation
Whole or nearly so
Distal fragment
Proximal fragment
Medial or indeterminate fragment
Shatter
Total
Note*

In each case, all flakes were used for which the relevant
information could be determined,.
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Table 40

Unmodified chert debitage;

use wear patternso
Noo of Flakes

Percentage

No visible use wear

63

47.7

Indeterminate edge damage

441

33=3

Light unifacial chipping

9

6=8

Light unifacial chipping and edge
damage

62

4=5

Light unifacial step fracture

1

0=8

Light unifacial step fracture and
edge damage

1

0=8

Light bifacial chipping and edge
damage

1

0=8

Light bifacial step fracture

1

0=8

Edge polishing and edge damage

1

0=8

Heavy bifacial and light unifacial
step fracture

l2

0=8

Light unifacial and bifacial
chipping plus edge damage

1

0=8

Light uni facial., and bifacial
chipping plus edge polishing

1

0=8

Light bifacial chipping plus edge
polishing

1

0=8

Light unifacial step fracture and
light bifacial chipping

1

0=8

132

100=0

21

15=9

8

6=1

25

18=9

Total
Debitage with unifacial use wear
Debitage with bifacial use wear and/or
edge polishing
Total debitage with apparent use wear

■^Including two water-smoothed (?) flake So
P
^Including one flake with a concave wear-edge«
Note;

All flakes were used for which the relevant information could
be determinedo
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imported to Cozumel, it was not necessarily brought in in finished
fornio

The chert found, incidentally, shows a great range in color and

qualityo
Flake edges were examined with a ten-power hand lens in natural
light, and classified in terms of edge wear0

In Table 4, "edge damage"

t

refers to edge wear that could be from aboriginal use, natural damage,
or damage incurred during recovery and processing (no special handling
was given these items in the field or afterwards)o

"Chipping" refers

to the removal of tiny, shallow (scalar) flakes along a usable edge0
"Step fracture" refers to small flakes which are deeper and end
abruptly at a short distance from the edge of the flake=

"Polishing" '

refers to the smoothing down of tiny projections along the edge, and
is presumably caused by use of the flake for cuttingo

The terms

"light" and "heavy," for degrees of use wear, are clearly arbitrary
but are retained to show that such use wear was usually not extensive„
Almost half the items lacked visible use wear along their
edges; another showed indeterminate edge damage, much of it probably
caused after discardo

Less than a fifth of the debitage showed appar

ent use wear; it would seem from these cases that such flakes were used
more commonly in scraping than in .cutting or shaft-scraping activities.
The lack of visible use wear is matched by the lack of marginal re
touch; less thap a sixth of the unmodified flakes show such retouch.
I must note here my lack of expertise in matters lithic, and
also a prejudice that use-wear studies —
—

can be misleading.

which are in their infancy

For example, an ethnoarchaeologist who worked

among the Australian aborigines recently warned that flake knives
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rarely bear archaeological traces of their use (Gould 1978:824)0

The

reader is cautioned, therefore, not to place too much value on the
results in Table 4 0

It is worth noting that of 18 retouched flakes

studied carefully, five showed indeterminate edge damage only and an
other four showed no visible edge wear at alio
Ceramic associations are:

polychrome-Puuc, 1; Puuc-Chichen, 2;

mixed Florescent-Decadent, 10; Decadent, 111;rFormat!ve-Early-Puuc, 2;
and undated, 27o

Blades (2)
Two pieces of chert debitage are narrow blades struck from pre
pared platform cores; taking into account differences in quality of
material, they resemble examples made of obsidian0

On no0 1598, light

edge.damage is visible; on no0 5530 substantial bifacial chipping and
step fracture is apparento

Neither is dated0

Cores (6)
These are irregular pieces of chert from which one or more
flakes have been struck —

in the case of nos0 3122, 5029, and 5096,

the cores are themselves debitage<, No0 3122 differs from the rest in
being a ^microcore" —
by about as widen

the flakes removed were only about 1 cm long

Nos0 3122 and 5096 are from Decadent lots; the

others are undated*

Items of Obsidian
This category is of special note because of the current use of
obsidian source analysis in reconstructing prehistoric trade routes*
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Obsidian is useful here not only as an important trade item, but as a
"dye marker" for flows of goods more vulnerable to the passage of time0
On Cozumel, obsidian is rare in early deposits, seems to be
come more common during the Floreseent Period, and was a popular item
in the Decadent*

The industry seems to be almost entirely one of pre

pared cores from which prismatic blades were struck; this is not sur
prising when one considers that the nearest sources of obsidian are
hundreds of kilometers distant*
The project was fortunate to receive funds for obsidian source
analysis; this was carried out by Fred Nelson of Brigham Young Univer
sity, using X-ray fluorescent spectrometry*

The results of the study

are presented in Appendix B, but can be summarized here*

Almost all

Decadent period obsidian comes from the Ixtepeque source in southeast
ern Guatemala, as might be predicted from Hammond’s (1972) model of
trade along the east coast of Belize*

However, other sources did pro

vide some obsidian at this time, as shown.by Decadent examples of
"Pachuca Green" material from Hidalgo*

Earlier periods are more diffi

cult to discuss, given the lack of samples, but it appears that high
land Mexican obsidian is more common during the Florescent period than
during the Decadent*

El Chayal is the major supplier of obsidian in

northern Quintana Poo during the Early Period

Platform Cores (7)
These cores, used for the production of prismatic blades, are
small and probably at the practical limit of use*
1586 are small complete cores*

Nos* 434, 788, and

No* 434 (part of a pot cache) was not
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found during the artifact review, but the other two are similar, as
follows o

Flaking ended when the last blade carried off the core tip0

Width of the last blade was 8 mm on no0 788 and 6 mm on no» 1586; this
is much more narrow than the average for Cozumel blades (11=3 mm)0
Platforms are scraped but not ground0
Noo 91 is a distal fragment of a core, with a small ground
surface remaining at the tip; no. 304-9 is another distal fragment, and
nos. 4170 and 7003 are medial fragments.

Nos. 91 and 7003 bear scars

showing removal of small, irregular flakes after the core was broken up.
The fact that two cores have scraped rather than ground plat
forms is disturbing, considering that all but one of the proximal blade
fragments have ground striking platforms.

Preparation of the platform

by grinding seems to be the rule in the Postclassic; at Mayapan, all
but one of the core platforms found were ground (although Proskouriakoff
/1962:3677 identifies, the ground surfaces as natural cortex).

At that

site, as on Cozumel, cores were worked down to the limits of their, use
fulness.

■
Artifacts nos. 3049 and 4170 are from Decadent lots; the others

are undated.

Prismatic Blades (739)
These make up almost all the obsidian from Cozumel and, in the
Decadent Period, are one of the more common artifact types.
ceramic associations ares

The

polychrome, 3? polychrome-Puuc, 1; Puuc,

2; Puuc-Chichen, 6; mixed Florescent-Decadent, 44; Decadent, 529? and
undated, 154.
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Striking platforms were prepared by grinding; the only excep
tion is no® 8259 where the platform is unground but slightly pitted in
its center®

Roughly four-fifths of the proximal blade fragments show

scars suggesting preparatory removal of platform overhand; the frag
ments of obsidian removed in this way, however, bordered on the micro
scopic®

Most blade edges show some degree of use wear, and in some

cases the blades seem to have been used until they were quite dull®
Microwear analysis of blade edges has not been done; the edges were
not protected during excavation' or lab handling, and screen and bag
"retouch" is common®
ting and incising®

Clearly, however, their primary function was cut
Several blades were modified for special use and

are described separately below®

Modified or Retouched Prismatic Blades (26)

Saw®

A prismatic blade, no® 5292, was modified by notching

the edges every 2 mm or so®

Fine striations along those edges, and

running parallel to them, confirm its use as a saw®

The blade is frag

mentary and from a Decadent context®

Notched Blade®

A fragmentary prismatic blade, no® 2971, shows

a single notch on either edge, perhaps for suspension or hafting®

It

is from a Decadent lot®

Dulled Blades? (4)®

These are blades with edges so heavily

dulled that intentional dulling of edges through marginal retouch is
indicated®

One fragment, no® 1163, is heavily dulled along one edge

only, bringing to mind the "backed blades" of the Old World paleolithic®
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The remaining ones, however, are dulled along both edges*

As they are

fragmentary, it may be that this was to allow easier holding or hafting, and that the portion of the blade now missing was the part used
for cuttingo

Nos0 179(4), 804, and 1163 are from Decadent lots? no0

584 is undatedo

Trimmed or Retouched Blades (ll)o

On blade noQ 2932, the

striking platform has been trimmed away? on nos0 26, 1283(7), 2158,
3461, and 5504, slight trimming of the platform or bulb of percussion
is visibleo

Blade no* 1577 shows simple marginal retouch along the

cutting edges; this may also be present on no0 235=

On blades nos0

764 and 892, the marginal retouch forms small concavities in the work
ing edges of the blades, suggesting use as small shaft scraperso
Blade no0 619 is a fragment on which the snapped edge was retouchedo
Blades nos0 764, 804, 892, 2932, 3461, and 5504 are from Decadent lots;
the others are of unknown age0

Blades with Awl-like Points (4)0

These are blade fragments

modified to form a short, thin, tapering point much like that on an
awlo

On no0 3867, the retouch (or use wear?) is on opposing sides of

the edges, but on nos0 337, 898, and 909 the retouch is unifacial, and
no opposing use wear (as might occur on a drill) can be seen0
Flint tools with similar fine points were found at Barton
Ramie, and were termed drills or punches0

Apparently flint tools of

this kind are common in the southern lowlands during the Classic Period
(Willey et alo 1965s434-435)0 . Of the Cozumel finds, no0 337 is of
unknown provenience while the remainder are from Decadent lots0
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Points on Blades (5)°

These are sections of prismatic blades

partly bifacially modified to form a point on one end,

No0 915 (Fig0

159 e) is side-notched with a third, central basal notcho

Nose 335,

3614 (Figo 15, _d), and 3694 are side-notched with straight bases<> No0
2007 (a fragment) is of undetermined form0
Side-notched points on obsidian blades are found at Mayapan
(Proskouriakoff 1962;369-370)=

Only one point at that site also had

a central basal notch, and Proskouriakoff suggests that it is of an
imported style=

However, the presence of a second example on Cozumel

suggests that the basal-notched form is merely a locally produced
variant of the more common side-notched exampleSo

Points on obsidian

blades also occur at Cancun (Po Meyer, personal communication 1979)o
As was mentioned in the section on chert points, arrow-points
seem to be a late introduction to Yucatano

The provenience of no0 335

is unknown, but the remaining examples are of Decagent age0

Flakes and- Shatter (60)
On Cozumel, these are small items and seem to relate to pris
matic blade production and use rather than to a separate technique of
obsidian working,.

Most of the flakes are fragments of blades, or of

exhausted cores broken up to extract a little more edge from the rem
nant obsidian; a few others seem to be by-products of blade manufacture
or core refreshing,,

The one exception is a piece of shatter (noc 551,

from a Decadent lot) which appears to be from a fairly large, bifacially flaked item,,

If so, it is the only evidence found by the

Project for an obsidian tool, not from a core-and-blade industry0
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At Mayapan, Proskouriakoff (1962;367) reported "many amorphous
flakes and pieces" showing "cortexo"

She concluded from this that raw

material had been brought into the site, apparently because such pieces
would represent scraps left over from core preparation*

However,

Proskouriakoff seems to have mistaken ground striking platforms for
cortex, and the "amorphous flakes and pieces" are more likely fragments
from previously prepared cores with ground platforms (see Bovner 1978)*

Items of Limestone and Coral
The limestone of Cozumel is soft and easily worked, but the
surface deposits are somewhat indurated; it is from these latter that
most limestone tools were made*

A harder material available to the

islanders was coral, which could be picked up on the beaches; it was
used interchangeably with limestone, and the two are considered to
gether in the descriptions that follow*

Those descriptions are neces

sarily somewhat vague; metates were usually not collected, and the
larger limestone artifacts (manos, abraders, and disks) were not found
during the artifact review*

Apparently the latter are stored in the

Cozumel museum, which was sealed during the time of the review*

Limestone Metates (27)
This is the most poorly recorded category of artifact;

because

sites were usually reached on foot, metates were often left at the test
pits where they were found*

However, no special records were kept;

some metates are mentioned in field notes but others probably escaped
all written notice*
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Artifact fto0 5579 is a trough or "turtleback" metate; nos0 5566
and 5567 seem to be of the rimless variety=
shaped (open at one end)*

Nos0 5560-5562 are nscoop"

Others are of uncertain form, though a num

ber appear from field sketches to be the scoop-shaped variety*

One is

from a Decadent lot; the others are undated*
Despite the limited data, the following conclusions can be
offered*

Hetates were almost always of limestone, and usually were of

the "heavy, grooved" type (Stromsvik 1931) open at one end (as at
Mayapan ^/Proskouriakoff 1962:337-338; Figs* 8, 47)0

Shaping was cur

sory in most cases, and no limestone examples with legs were found*
Old or broken metates were commonly used in construction fill of as
building-stones*

Limestone and Coral Manos (56)
These are also poorly described; although manos were brought
in from the field and catalogued they were not found during the arti
fact review*

The manos show a wide range of sizes and shapes, though

several categories can be described*
Thick, loaf-shaped; subrectangular in plan:
2594, 4142, 4239, and 5293*

Nos* 1715, 1769, 2385,

No* 2594 is a fragment showing slight

reuse as a hammerstone*
Thin, biconvex; ovoid in plan:

Nos* 1858, 1941, and 2035o

Thin, biconvex; subrectangular in plan:
Thick, biconvex;

No* 2719*

No* 2462*

Large cylinder, one or more weakly developed grinding facets:
Nos* 1726, 3212, 4477*

No* 3212 was used as a plaster smoother; the

Ill
scrape marks in the adhering plaster are parallel to the long axis of
the manoo
Flattened oval; long in relation to diameters

Nos0 2106, 2632,

2507, 3292, 4804o
Subcylindrical; two adjacent and perpendicular grinding surfaces:
No* 2634*
Other manos are of indeterminate form*

Thirty-four of the

manos are from Decadent lots, and one each from polychrome and mixed
Florescent-Decadent lots*

The others are undated*

Limestone and Coral Mortars (4)
Mortars, at least of stone, seem much rarer in the Maya area
than metates*

No* 2402, a fragmentary example, is an irregular, some

what flat piece of coral with a shallow grinding depression*

Nos* 5569,

5573» and 5577 are irregular pieces of limestone with fairly deep
grinding depressions*

Field notes state that no* 55699 a surface find,

contained two pestles (not described)*

No* 2402 is from a Decadent

lot; the other three examples are undated*
According to Roys (1943:48-49), mortars were used historically
for grinding clay for potting, and also for culinary purposes*

Limestone Pestles (3)
The artifacts identified as pestles at Cozumel are elongate,
somewhat irregular objects, and thus are not strictly comparable with
the more carefully shaped tools described in other reports (for example,
Proskouriakoff 1962s339)o

The pestles are undated*
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Limestone and Coral Abrading Stones (28)
These common tools, usually irregular in form, seem to have
been used in grinding, smoothing, or similar activities,.

At Mayapan,

such tools were often used for spreading or smoothing plaster (Proskouriakoff 1962s337)°

Of those from Cozumel, 19 are from Decadent

lots, they are from mixed Florescent-Decadent lots, and the rest are
undatedo

Limestone "Polishing Stones” (2)
These small pebbles may have been used in smoothing and polish
ing other itemso

One is from a Decadent lot; the other is undated0

Limestone Maul
The project found an irregular, roughly axe-shaped stone, con
stricted near one end for hafting (no0 2275), which is undated
Eaton (1978s52) reports a full-grooved axe of unidentified gray stone
from Alegria 1, a site on the Yucatecan north coast0

That specimen

is apparently of Late Formative date*

Limestone and Coral Disks (238)
These crude limestone and coral disks (Connor 1975?Fig0 38),
relatively thick and rough in appearance, were usually chipped to shape
and the edges slightly ground to smooth and shape them0

In many cases,

the coral examples must have been made from shore-washed pieces of
coral, which can be found on beaches in more or less the desired shape0
Usually termed "pot lids," on Cozumel they were instead called
"panuchos" in order to avoid untested functional labelso

(Panuchos
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are a Yucatecaii dish served by the project's cooks; the quality of
their cooking is in no way reflected by our use of the terms)
disks are reported sporadically from Maya siteso

Such

At Mayapan, 55 were

found, and at Santa Cruz another 2 (Proskouriakoff 1962;345, 406)o
Alfredo Barrera found one at Tulum (Wallace nod0)0

Ricketson and

Ricketson (1937?192) discuss examples from Classic contexts at Uaxactuno
One example comes from Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972;Figs 121, c)0
At Piedras Negras, three "discoidal hammerstones" of limestone are re
ported (Wo Coe 1959?Figo 40

el,

b )0

Finally, at Gancun, there are

"giant" (about 50 cm across) stone disks (Po Meyer, personal communica
tion 1979) which may have an entirely different use than those from
Cozumelo
Mean dimensions of whole Cozumel panuchos are given in Table 5,
and a histogram of their weights, is presented in Figure 16=
ceramic associations of these items are as follows;

The

polychrome—Puuc,

1; Puuc, 2; Puuc-Chichen, 1; mixed Florescent-Decadent, 4; Decadent,
114; and undated ll60

Functiono

Traditionally, these rough stone disks have been

called "pot lids," but those found in a corresponding context (that is,
on top of or near storage jars) are so few as to be exceptionalo

Jo

Eo So Thompson (1963?130-131), who found a cache of nine lime and
mortar disks at San Jose, suggested that they might have been part of
a healing rite similar to one he observed among modern-day Maya0

In

the latter case, however, the items used in the ritual were thick corn
tortillas, and the only similarity was in shapec
was raised during the project's fieldwork;

A third possibility

that they were standard
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Table 5»

Site

Mean dimensions of whole panuchoso —
meterso
Mean
Diameter

Standard
Deviation

Mean "
Thickness

All values in milli-

Standard
Deviation

Sample
Size

26

-

1

0-15

124

0-18

127

33

41

12

88

C-22

120

16

38

9

38

C-27

114

13

40

10

64

All sites

121

25

40

11

191

115

40 —

30-

1000

Figure 16.

1500

2000

2700 g

Number of panuchos per 100-gram weight class.
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weights of some kind, and had been used in trading activity on the
islando

John Ditsworth, a project member, tested this by weighing the

panuchos found and then plotting the weights to see if any discrete
clusters occurredo

Instead, he found the weights varied continuously

and widely (see Figo 16), which argues against their having been a
standard of weighto

This is consistent with the fact that number and

volume, rather than weight, were used for measurement in contact-period
Mesoamericao
A final hypothesis was offered by Freidel (1976;263), who
carried out the project's site survey,.

He suggested that the stone

disks might be end-plugs for beehives made from hollowed logs,.

Such

hives, with plaster-covered wooden end-plugs, are the traditional form
in the Maya area todayQ

The suggestion was later explored by Wallace

(node), who combined archaeological data from the project, historic
accounts, and descriptions of modern Maya bee-keeping practices to
support Freidel*s identification,,

Wallace cited contact-period de

scriptions of Cozumel.by Juan Diaz, Oviedo, and Gomara which identified
bee-keeping as a common activity on the islando

Oviedo also described

the apiaries of Chetumal, where the ends of the log hives were stopped
with a "disc-shaped stone and clay seal" (Wallace nod0;15)o

(Roys

/ISkJtikZ/ states that "the ends of hives were closed with a flat piece
of wood or stone" but does not give his source0)

The ethnohistoric

accounts are bolstered by the following archaeological data;
lo

While thickness and finish of the disks are irregular, their

diameters are near-constant (that is, they are circular rather than
oval in plan)„

This suggests that they fitted "within something with
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a round shape9 not resting on top where the carefully manufactured or
selected edge is left unused” (Wallace nod0)o
2o

Such disks are common in domestic contexts, including trash,

and on the outer edges of settlements, where ethnohistoric accounts
would place apiarieso
artifact typeo
3°

They are not strongly associated with any other
•

Larger disks are found at sites in areas with larger forest

growth, and thus at those places with larger logs for hivemaking (see
Table 5)o
40

The disks are often found in clusters, as would be expected

from a Maya apiary containing a number of individual log hives; and
sometimes in apparent pairs, as would be expected if they were being
used to stop either end of a log hive0

For these reasons, and by eliminating other hypothesized func
tions, Wallace concluded that the most likely function of panuchos was
as end-plugs for log beehives0

He felt, incidentally, that they are

associated with the "stone circles," or circular walls of dry-laid
masonry, found at various sites on the island0

These may have been

the lower walls of apiaries, or the enclosing walls for such structures0
It must be noted, though, that Wallace himself is not sure of this
functional identification (Wallace, personal communication 1979) and it
must be considered tentative o
Although such disks are not commonly reported for the Maya
area, it is possible that because of their plainness they have been
overlooked in the past; if so they would be more widespread than the
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archaeological literature would suggesto

If Freidel and Wallace’s in

terpretation of such disks as plugs for beehives is correct, they
certainly deserve attention as a remnant of an activity whose product
figured in both local subsistence and long-distance trade„

Limestone and Coral Net Sinkers (gO)
Limestone and coral pebbles, naturally rounded prior to use,
were used for net sinkers; the notches were added by chipping (Fig0
11, h, _i)o
flake0)

(The one exception, no0 1484, was made on a limestone

Stone net sinkers are only a small fraction of the total on

Cozumel, and apparently on the East Coast.

But on the North Coast

they are more common than those of pottery, according to Eaton (1976,
see also Eaton 1978s52-53)o
sinkers are:

The ceramic associations for stone net-

polychrome, 1; mixed Florescent-Decadent, 4; Decadent,

18; Formative-Early-Puuc, 2; and undated, 25=

These items have been

discussed, more generally in the section on worked shert net-sinkers=

Large Notched Item of Coral
A piece of coral was found which was notched at either end,
but which was too large to have served as a net-sinker (it is 98 by 85
by 6 mm)=

The item, no= 3695, is from a Decadent lota

Items of Chipped Limestone (l8)
Some of these items may be by-products of stoneworkihg, but at
least a few of them represent attempts to use some of the harder local
limestone in lieu of flint or obsidian=

Judging by the few examples

found, the effort was occasional and not very successfulo
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Flakes (15)°

One of these is from a polychrome lot, a second

is from a Puuc lot, six are from Decadent lots, and the remainder are
undated0

"Choppers" (2)o

These are limestone chunks with bifacial flake

removal along an edge; their actual function is unknown0

One is from

a Decadent lot, and the other is undatedo

Corea

This is a piece of limestone with a single negative

flake scar; it is from a Decadent lot

Limestone and Coral Hammerstones (26)
The hammerstones found range in form from the smooth and
spherical to the irregular chunk of limestone or coral with battering
on a few prominent points0

One of these items is from a polychrome

lot, three are from mixed Florescent-Decadent lots, 11 are from De
cadent lots, and the remainder are undatedc

Limestone Barkbeaters (3)
Of the nine barkbeaters (whole or fragmentary) found by the
project, three are of limestone, one is of quartzite, and five are of
unspecified materials, probably limestone„

Form seems limited to oval

examples grooved on one side only, except for the quartzite example
(no0 3304), which is of uncertain shape and is grooved on either side®
Of the examples known to be of limestone, one is from a mixed
Florescent-Decadent lot, another is from a Decadent lot, and the third
is undatedo

Barkbeaters are common Maya artifacts, and are found

"throughout the Maya lowlands" (Willey 1972s125)=

Several presumably
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Decadent-period examples are known from Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962;

344-3^5 )0
Limestone Celts (3)
These are small celts of hard limestone, close counterparts of
those made of green and black stone0
bit, tapering to flat buttsB

They are wider just behind the

One is from a Chichen lot, and two are

from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot0

Limestone Beads (2)
Bead no0 4813 is subspherical, and no0 7004 is subrec tangular
in transverse and longitudinal section,,

The former is from a

polychrome-Puuc lot, and the latter is undated0

Limestone pendant
This small face pendant (Figo 17, a) is oval in plan and is
perforated with a side-to-side suspension hole0

The eyes are repre

sented by simple incisions; the nose stands out from the face*

The •

lower part of the face is marked with a series of parallel, vertical
incised lines0

The item, noe 48l4, is from a polychrome-Puuc lotQ

Limestone Figurine
One small, crudely carved figurine was found by the project,.
The features are barely apparent; the face it outlined, or alternately
the head bears a head-dress or corona,.

The arms are to the side, and

/

bend inward at the waist=

One of the project numbers, Anibal Bringas,

suggested that is resembled more carefully made figurines from the
Haustec area (see Figo 18), but the figurine is so crude as to make

I
- ci, limestone pendant (no. 48l4);
1425)• Height of a, 33mm; of b, 48 mm.
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Figure 18.

Figurines. — a, limestone figurine (no. 1768) from
Buena Vista (C-l8); length 13.9 cm. b,
figurines
from Tamancuil, Panuco, Veracruz (from Novedades de
Yucatan, 21 March 1973); not to scale.
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any such identification tentative»

The item, no0 1768, is of uncertain

date*

Limestone Animal Heads (2)
Item no0 3259 is identified as a carved javelina head and item
nOo 1282 is identified as a carved snake’s head of limestone on the
catalogue cards.

No further information is available; neither is

dated,
Davidson (1967:43) reports that a "carved turtle head" was re
moved from the inside wall of a San Gervasio (C-22) site, around 19660

Architectural Elements of Limestone (17)

Sculpted Human Heads (2),

Crudely carved from soft limestone;

the features are almost completely eroded, but include "Toltec" style
turban-like head-dresses vaguely like those on figures at Mayapan
(Proskouriakoff 1962:Fig, 3; however, the Cozumel examples are heads
only, not crouching gods).

Nos, 1859 and i860; the head-dress of the

former includes a band of rectangular scrolls.

No ceramic association

was established, but clearly the heads are of Decadent style.

Tenoned Carved Snake Head,

A tenoned stone plastered over,

then carved and painted to show a snake’s head with a small fang curved
back from the corner of the jaw.

Traces of red paint remain.

This

item, no, 5582, was found in a mass burial which included Venetian
glass trade beads; apparently it is part of the makeshift crypt wall.
It dates as a reused stone, therefore, to Decadent-Contact times, and
is of a Decadent style,

■
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Carved Stone Turtles (2)o
found in roof fall©

These turtle carvings were both

No© 4853 was crudely carved of coarse limestone,

but no© 3501 was more carefully carved and had a depression in the
center of the dorsal surface ©

This contained a small piece of worked

jade (no© 3502) and was filled in with stucco©

Neither is dated ceram

ically©
Similar sculptures from Mayapan are illustrated by Proskouriakoff (l962;Figs© 1, 2)©

One there seems to have been placed upside-

down in the roof above an altar; a similar placement would help explain
finding the Cozumel examples in roof fall©

Several of the Mayapan

examples had receptacles in their dorsal surfaces; one contained a
cache, apparently of fragmentary obsidian blades and stingray spines©
Proskouriakoff (1962;331-333) believes that the turtle motif derives
from the East Coast©
Miller (1977:102) reports one turtle effigy with a hollow in
its back, from the East Coast©

He labels this find an incensario; the

Cozumel examples, however, are clearly architectural elements©

Kin-like Elements (2)©

One rectangular (no© 3256) and one sub-

rectangular (no© 3260) stone, the surface of each being divided by a
cruciform channel into four parts©

These are probably Puuc-style

veneer stones; however, neither is dated©

Plain Elements (5)q

Rectangular (no© 3257) , subrectangular

(no© 3261), and circular (nos© 3253, 3255, and 3262) carved stones,
probably also Puuc-style veneer stones©
on either surface©

None is dated

No© 3253 is slightly concave
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The interesting fact about the Puuc-like veneer stones found,
be they kin-like or plain, is that they come from only two locations:
Group I, Structure 4b, and Group IV, Structure 54a, both at San
Gervasio (C-22)o

In each case the stones were in a secondary context,

suggesting reuse of stone from earlier, Pure Floreseent structures
present at that location or nearby0

This is not surprising for Group

IV, where by my interpretation the deeper layers are of a Pure Florescent date.

And at Group I, I believe there is tentative ceramic

evidence for pre-Decadent activity*

This interpretation, however, con

flicts with Gregory's (1975:91, 100) assignment of Group I to the
Decadent and Group IV to the Modified Floreseent exclusively*

Cylinders (2)*

These were found in the looted central room of

Cinco Puertas (0-2), a Decadent-period Shrine*
1638, was found in rubble in the doorway*
was found inside the rootft itself*

The smaller one, no*

The larger example, no* 1637,

It is easily large enough to have

served as a pedestal altar; a smaller, uncatalogued cylinder was found
serving this purpose in Structure 34c at San Gervasio (C-22)*
If the large cylinder at Cinco Puertas is indeed a pedestal
altar, then Sabloff and Freidel's (1975:403-404) description of the
site as "not a shrine" is obviously mistaken*

(However, the nature of

the site suggests that it would have served as more than just a shrine*)
On the Cancun, over 100 small limestone cylinders (of various
sizes and shapes) have been found; they show no signs of use as grind
ing tools, and their function is unknown (P* Meyer, personal communi
cation 1979)<>
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Cord-holders (3)°

These are rectangular stones perforated at

one end and set into walls as "cord-holders" for interior doorhangings 0

Noo 3500, a fragment, is associated with Decadent ceramics;

noso 2040 and 2678 are undated®

None were found in place„

Similar

items are illustrated in Potter (1977:44, Fig® 38c)=

Perforated Stone Balls (4)
Four subspherical limestone balls with biconical perforations
were found0

The largest was 6 02 cm in diameter and 4.1 cm high, and

the smallest was 4®3 cm in diameter and 2*8 cm high.
carefully smoothed.

All four were

One is from a polychrome-Puuc lot, two are from

Puuc associations, and the fourth is undated.
According to Woodbury (Woodbury and Trik 1953:165)» "perforated
stones" or "doughnut stones" (such as those on Cozumel) occur from the
Formative through the Late Classic, and may also be found during the
Postclassic.

Many show wear inside the perforation, and so are thought

of as digging stick weights (the Cozumel examples did not show this
trait).

Perforated stone balls are common and widespread in the Maya

area (for example, Willey 1972:134-137; Hammond 1975:351-353; Dillon
1977:49,; Woodbury 1965) *

Miscellaneous Items of Limestone
and Coral (112)
These are worked pieces of limestone and coral which do not fit
any other category, as well as manuports and other odd items.

Several

of the objects may be fragments of manos, metates, and other previously
described items*
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Possible Mortars (2)o

These irregular, somewhat flat stones

have shallow depressions ground into one side*

One (no,, 1999) is from

a Decadent lot and the other (noe 2448) is undated,,

Possible Pestle0

An elongate stone from a Decadent lot, arti

fact no0 2075 may have been used as a pestle=

Possibly Hafted Stones

( 2 ) o

Two irregular pieces of limestone

have constrictions which would have allowed them to be haftedo

No„

2130 is from a Puuc lot and no„ 2580 is from a Decadent lot„

Possible Hammerstones (7)°
2293, 3555, 3646, and 3954„

These are nos„ 1788, 1789, 2173,

One is from a Puuc lot, two are from a

mixed Florescent-Decadent lot, and four are from Decadent lots*

Miscellaneous Ground Stone (16)0

One is from a polychrome lot,

one is from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot, seven are from Decadent
lots, and seven are undated,.

Miscellaneous Worked Items (69)0

One is from a Puuc-Ghichen

lot, one is from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot, 32 are from Decadent
lots, and 35 are undated,.

Other Miscellaneous Items (15)°

One is from a polychrome-

Puuc lot, seven are from Decadent lots, one is from a mixed pre1

Decadent lot, and six are undated0

'

■
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Items of Travertine

Beads (11)

"Soda-straw" Stalactite Beads (5)P

Five elongate beads were

made from sections of slender, naturally hollow ("soda-straw") stalagtites —

the "perforation" walls are rough and uneventi The outer

surfaces of the beads have been smoothed,,

Two are from polychrome-

Puuc lots, one is from a Puuc lot, another is from a mixed FlorescentDecadent lot, and the last is undatedQ

Perforated Beads (6)0

These beads, in contrast to those of the

previous category, were perforated in the conventional manner (by dril
ling) o

They are round or oval in transverse section, with rounded

ends; two are discoidal and four are elongate„

Two are from Polychrome-

Puuc lots, one is from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot, two are from
Decadent lots, and the last is undated,.

Pendant
A thick pendant of white travertine was found; it is rectangu
lar with slightly rounded corners,,

A "corner" perforation was drilled

at the center of one edge of the pendant®

In addition, there are two

incipient conical drill-holes, at one end of the pendant, suggesting
that this item was originally intended to be a bead®

The "top" edge

is slightly channeled, suggesting that the piece was detached by
drilling®

The bead comes from a polychrome-Puuc lot®
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Pestle

"_ .
A tapering portion.of a stalagtite, of unknown age, shows evi

dence of grinding on its broader end0

.*

Items of Sandstone

Rimmed Plate Fragments (2)
Two pieces of worked sandstone were found; both proved to be
fragments of rimmed ’'palettes’* or shallow plates«

No0 1503 is a frag

ment of a circular plate which was originally about 12 cm in diametero
No© 3606 is from a subrectangular plate of unknown size0
of the former is lo5 cm; of the latter, 1=6 cm0

Rim thickness

Both are of Decadent

ageQ

Items of Pumice
While this material may have been traded, it is also trans
ported naturally by sea currents, and so could have washed ashore on
Cozumelc

Carved Phallus
Artifact no0 1425 (Fig0 17, W

is the distal end of a carved

phallus from a polychrome-Puuc lot0

"Doughnut Shaped” Pieces (3)
Each'of these items is rough and somewhat irregular, and in
each case the hole seems to be cut rather than drilledo
noo 2069, the upper and lower surfaces were ground flato
and 2441 are of Decadent age; no0

55 is undatedo

On one piece,
Nos0 2069
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Eaton (1978s55) found a ’’pierced pumice disk” at Alegria 1 on
the Yucatan north coast; he suggests that it was a fishing float0

Abrading or Polishing Stones (5)
Certain small pieces of pumice have smoothed or faceted sur
faces suggesting use as abrading or polishing toolso

Only one of these

is dated; it comes from a mixed Florescent-Decadent loto

Sharpening Stone
Artifact noo 2608, from a Decadent lot, is a large piece of
pumice with several grooves spaced irregularly over its surfacea

It

was probably used for sharpening awls and similar itemso

Miscellaneous Rounded Pieces (16)
These are small, rounded, sometimes irregular pieces of pumice,
some of which were probably worked,,

No0 1151 may have been carvedo

Two are from mixed Florescent-Decadent lots, seven are from Decadent
lots, and the remainder are undated,.
Similar pieces have been found in North Coast Maya sites and
on beaches by Eaton (1978;55)»

Examples have also been recovered

from sites on Cancun (P„ Meyer, personal communication 1979)o

Item of Scoria

Miscellaneous Piece
Artifact no» i486 (?), of Decadent age, is a small, irregular,
apparently unworked chunk of scoria,,
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Items of Basalt
All of these items are from a single cache in structure 34-d
at San Gervasio (C-22), Group IVY

They are the only grinding stones

found on the island not of limestone or coral; that they were con^
sidered special is shown by their placement in a cache=

Eaton (1978;

48-51) reports several manos and one metate of basalt from sites on
the north and west coasts of Yucatan; there they were not ritually
deposited*

Two complete tripod basalt metates, each with its own

basalt mano, were found on Cancun (P* Meyer, personal communication
1979)o

Metate Fragments (5).
These include four fragments of a more-or-less flat grinding
surface, and one fragment with a similar surface and part of a leg*
They are associated with mixed Florescent-Decadent pottery*

Mano Fragments (3)
Three fragments of cylindrical manos were found; they are
associated with mixed Florescent-Decadent pottery*

Items of Fine-grained Hard Stone
This category subsumes igneous or metamorphic materials used
most commonly for celts, but also for ornaments such as beads*

Such

materials are often called ngreenstone" or similar names, a reflection
of the hue of these dark materials*

Celts (126)
Many of the celts found on Cozumel (see Connor 1975sFig* 35)
are fragmentary or show dulled or damaged bits (see Table 6 )*

Where
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Table 60

Hard stone celts:
)

Bit Condition
Undamaged
Slightly Dulled

condition0

:;_■- Overall Condition
Whole9 Good
Whole, Eroded
Condition
or Damaged

Fragmentary

Total•

34

2

15

51

8

1

5

14

4

9

6

16

Unserviceably Dull

hoao

5

Chipped or partly
missing

n 0ao

10

Missing

HoElo

n 0ao

25

25

42

18

55

115

Total
(Not found: 11)

,

/
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form is discernible, celts are usually widest just behind the bit
(which is edge-ground from both sides) and tapers to a flat butt with
!

-

rounded corners0

’

■

Bits are usually only slightly curved; in cross-

section the celts are usually subrectangular (see Table 7)<=
Celts on Cozumel served a double purpose;
ritualo

utilitarian and

There is no doubt but they were used as tools:

the relacion

of Nicolas de Valenzuela on the Cholti-Lacandon notes their chopping
wood with "a hatchet of dark green colored stone, nicely worked, of
which one finds some few. » = o" (Hellmuth 1977:^26-42?)0

Roys (1943:

50) notes that flint and hard-stone adzes were used to hollow out bee
hives and other wooden items.

These historic accounts are confirmed

by the obvious wear and damage on many Cozumel examples.
The same celts also served as ritual items.

Most were found

in caches, notably that under Structure 54-d at Group XV, San Gervasio
(C-22)=

That cache, I believe, can be dated no more precisely than to

after the Late Classic, although some, if not most, of the offerings
were probably deposited in Decadent times.
Several of the celts offer clues as to stages of manufacture
and Use.

In at least some cases, the material used is foliate in

nature, and apparently tabular pieces were selected for.

These were

trimmed by chipping (certain poorly smoothed celts show shallow flake
scars), the attempt being to induce fracturing more or less along the
natural lines of cleavage.

Pecking and coarse grinding followed; some

celts were completely smoothed down, others only partly.

Finally, the

bit was ground to shape (a biconvex edge in every case).

(One of the

items, no. 2737, is clearly of celt shape, but has a flat ground facet,
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Table 7o

Hard stone celts;

bits and cross-sections0

Bits
Slightly Curved

45

Curved

33

Skewed

3

Inde terminate/Other

45
Total

126

Cross-sections
Tabular

20

Subre c tangular

Go

Oval

9

Irregular

1

Indeterminate/Other

,

Total

36
126
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rather than a hifacially ground working edge, at the "bit" endo)

All

the celts are well-polished at the bit; in some cases this polish
extends back over other parts'of the celt or over most of it0

William

Coe (1965?600) sees the polish as part of the celt's use-wear, but
this does not explain why some celts are well-polished over most of
their surface«,
Very few celts show any sign of blows to the butt, as might
be expected if these items were used as chiselso

This suggests that

the celts were mounted in a wooden handle; but it is also possible
that soft wood hammers were used in chiselingo
Maintenance and repair work can be seen on a number of the
celtso

In some cases, a slight faceting in the bit portion, combined

with different degrees of polish, suggests regrinding of the bit to
provide a new cutting edge0

In others, tabular fragments were smoothed

and a bit ground on one end (or a butt shaped on the other) to provide
new celts out of oldo

(The use of a foliate stone apparently led to a

number of celts breaking or splitting along natural planes of frac
ture 0)

As there is no stone on Cozumel hard enough for working the

stone used in celts, it may be that this maintenance and repair
occurred off the island.

In that case, some of the celts found are

second-hand goodso
Using the characteristics shown in Figure 4, the more complete
examples can be grouped according to shape;
tapered sides, flat butt —

straight to slightly

twO examples, rounded butt —

examples; tapered sides, flat butt —

three

38 examples, rounded butt — . 13

examples; strongly tapered sides, flatt butt —

two examples, rounded
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butt —

two examples; tapered sides and tapering neap? bit, flat butt —

one example, rounded butt —
is as follows;

two examples0

Their temporal distribution

polychrome-Puuc lots, 1; Puuc lots, 1; mixed Florescent-

Decadent lots, 99; Decadent lots, 2.; undated, 23o

In addition, several

hard stone celts were found just offshore the island in 1974; these
are discussed later0
While celts are found at many Maya sites, they are usually
found in small numbers^

The collection from Cozumel is, by comparison,

rather substantial (Shaub n ed0)0

This fact has been taken as evidence

that Cozumel had ready access to exotic goods, as would be expected of
a major trading center (Connor 1975°131)»
sounded, however:

A note of caution might be

most of the celts came from a single cache, and

represent a deliberate accumulation of these items in a location likely
to be tested by archaeologists0

The smaller numbers of celts found at

other sites may reflect different disposal or deposition patterns at
those siteso

Luck is another factor to consider; had the cache at

Group IV of San Gervasio not been found, the number of celts from
Cozumel would not have seemed unusual0

Nonetheless, these cautions.do

not explain away the fact that the Cozumel collection is the largest
reported tc this date0

Beads (3)
Two of these are discoidal and rounded in transverse sectiono
NOo 4963 is of blackstone and from a polychrome-Puuc lot; no0 3013 is
of greenstone and from a Decadent loto

The third item, no0 4725, is a

subglobular bead of blackstone and comes from a Puuc lot©
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Pendant
A tabular, trapezoidal piece of worked greenstone was found; it
has rounded corners, and three holes are drilled through along the edge
of the narrower end (see Figo 239 £» p= 154)c
larger than the holes to either side of it*

The center hole is

The item, no0 5371, is

of unknown age*

Miscellaneous Items (8)
Artifact no0 4540 is a fragment of worked greenstone; it has
one worked surface which is smoothed but not polished*

No* 4?42 is a

chip of blackstotte with one very small polished surface*

These two

items are possibly celt fragments*
Nos* 4448 and 4623 are fragments of chunks of greenstone which
show battering on prominent surfaces*
natural cobbles*

They may possibly be pieces of

No* 4812 is a small chipped piece of blackstone„

The remaining items (nos* 4402, 4535, and 4628) are small fragments
possibly from celts*
Artifact no* 4812 is from a polychrome-Puuc lot, and no* 4448
is undated; the others are from mixed FIorescent-Decadent lots*
-

Items of Jadeite
With over 200 items recovered, Cozumel compares favorably with
much larger sites in terms of quantity of this material found*

Much

of the jade seems to date to the end of the Late Classic (the pottery
includes both polychromes and slatewares), when compared to the Postclassic the island's population was small*
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The quality of the stone used is quite variable; some pieces
are made of beautiful apple-green material while a few of the beads are
of a brown matrix material with only occasional flecks of jade,.
To the items discussed below must be added the discovery of a
touristo

In 197^» Maria Mykolik was diving in shallow water off the

west coast of Cozumel when she found a number of beads, celts, and
other objects of jade and hard stone0

These were reported to the

authorities, and an account of the find appeared in Novedades de Quin
tana Roo (Carvajal 1974)o

In addition, several documents on the find

are on file at the Centro Regional del Sureste, I 0N 0A 0H 0, and were
made available to the author0

(The finds themselves are in the San

Miguel Museum, which at that time was temporarily closed*)

The docu

ments show that 30 whole and fragmentary celts were found; of these at
least eight were of jade, twelve of green-black stone, and three of
softer gray stone*

Some 21 beads, 5 parallepipeds, and 6 carved

objects were also discovered; most of these are probably jade*

The

carved objects include a simple face pendant, perhaps of Early Classic
style (see Proskouriakoff 1974:11-12), a collared bead with twisting
longitudinal bands, and a bead collared at one end*

No date can be

assigned to the deposition of these artifacts, nor is it known by these
items were found in the shallows off the island*

Most likely they

represent a partial cargo from a trading canoe which capsized*

Celts (19)
While these might be considered ceremonial objects, it is pos
sible that jade celts, like those of other hard stone, were used as
tools*

Several show traces of wear on their bits (Table 8), and three
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Table 8 C

Jadeite celts;

Bit Condition

condition,,

Overall Condition
Whole, Good
Whole, Eroded
Condition
or Damaged

Undamaged
Slightly Dulled

Fragmentary

Total

10

—

1

11

4

—

1

5

Unserviceably Dull

n 0ao

1

-

1

Chipped or Partly
Missing

n oa 0

1

1

1

Missing

n 0ao

1

1

4

19

Total

14

n 0ao

2

l4o
are broken=

In addition, one celt (no0 5005) shows battering marks on

its butt, and two others (nos= 4385 and 4619) appear to be repaired
(that is, trimmed and reground) fragments of larger celts*

All but

two of the celts are from mixed FIorescent-Decadent associations; the
exceptions are undated*
In terms of the forms shown.in Figure
assigned to the following categories:

4,

the celts can be

straight to slightly tapered

sides, flat butt -- one example; tapered sides, flat butt -—
examples, rounded butt —
butt —
—

seven

two examples; strongly tapered sides, flatt

two examples; straight sides and tapering near bit, flat butt

one example; tapered sides and tapering near bit, rounded but —

one example; indeterminate <—

five examples (see also Table 9)°

The offshore find by Mykolik, just mentioned, includes several
jadeite celts*

These, combined with the 19 recovered by the project,

set Cozumel in contrast to Mayapan -- where only two such items were
found (Proskouriakoff 1962:350)*

Beads (195)
The range in quality of jade is greatest for this artifact
category*

Most of the beads are discoidal to subglobular (that is,

with diameter greater than thickness), and most, while smooth, are
slightly irregular*

As Digby (1964:14) notes, they may be perforated

water-worn pebbles*

In all, a number of shapes can be distinguished;

these are shown schematically in Figure 19 and their temporal distri
bution described in Table 10*
A*

Discoidal, rounded ends and sides, circular or oval in trans

verse profile*
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Table 9°

Jadeite celts;

bits and cross-sectionsp

Bits
Slightly Curved

11

Curved

6

Inde terminate

2
Total

19

Cross-sections
Tabular

1

Subrectangular

13

Oval

3

Inde terminate

2
Total

19

142

h

j

1

Figure 19.

Shapes of jadeite beads.

Table 100

Jadeite beads:

shape by ceramic associatiorio
Flor=Decado

Decade

Undated

Total

2

26

118

-

5

13

-

-

4

4

-

-

-

1

1

3

1

2

6

1

13

3

—

1

1

-

2

7

-

1

4

2

-

2

9

-

-

1

-

-

1

2

I

-

-

1

2

3

6

J

1

-

-

2

1

4

K

”

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

9

1

1

-

—

5

16

55

7

32

37

3

51

195

Bead Style
A

Polychro

Poly=-Puuc

10

34

2

21

23

5

1

1

1

FormeEarlyPuuc

B
G

-

D

—

E

-

F
G

”

H

”

L

,

'*

Irregular/
Other
Total

10

Puuc

-
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Bo

Discoidal, flat ends, rounded sides, circular or oval in

transverse profile^
Go

’’Barrel-shaped;"

elongate, flat ends, rounded sides, circular

or oval in transverse profile0
Do

Elongate, rounded ends, straight sides, circular or oval in

transverse profile=
Eo

Elongate, rounded ends and sides, circular or oval in trans

verse profileo
Fo

Elongate, flat ends, straight sides, circular in transverse,

profileo
Go

Elongate, rounded ends and sides, "flattened” in transverse

profile.
Ho

Elongate, rounded ends and sides, subrectangular in transverse

profileo
lo

Elongate, rounded ends and sides, ’’wedge-shaped" in transverse

profile with offset bore,
Jo

Elongate, rounded ends and sides, triangular in transverse

profileo
Ko

Elongate, rounded in transverse profile, "collared" at one end

(no0 5254; see Fig* 22, Id , page 151) o

(The Mykilik find also included

a bead collared at one end; they may be repaired fragments of beads
once collared at both ends, and if so are of Classic style,)
Lo

Elongate, skewed ends, curved sides, oval in transverse pro

file.
One of the style G beads, no, 2732, has in addition to the
usual perforation a second, incipient drill-hole at one end.

This hole
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includes a remnant of a central plug, which shows that the hole was
drilled with a fine tubular hito
Jade beads are a universal of Maya elite culture0

In Quintana

Roo, beads of this material have previously been found at Punta Islote
(C-l) on Cozumel, at Tulum, and at Kantunil Kin (Sanders 1960:262);
recent work at Cancun has also turned up several (P„ Meyer, personal
communication 1979)°

In at least one mainland site, Coba, jade beads

seem to have been a common Postclassic cache item, as on Cozumel (see
Peniche R<, and Folan 1978) 0

Small Pendants and Spangles (8)
Two of the pendants are of human faces0

N o 0 401 (Fig* 20, b)

shows only facial features; a side-to-side hole was drilled for sus
pension*

No* 412 (Fig* 20, a.) is in the Late Preclassic bit-and-

helmet style; the eyes are outlined and some sort of headgear with
central feature is portrayed*

Suspension is side-to-side=

A third

pendant, no* 4933 (Fig* 20, cl), shows a monkey-like face; the eyes
are drilled but the other features are formed by lateral cuts*

Sus

pension is by two corner-drilled perforations (part of one is visible
in the illustration)*
Item no* 5006 (Fig* 20 _c) is perforated front-to-back; shallow
channels make it into a tri-lobed element*

No* 175 is an irregular,

thin oval of jadeite perforated biconically front-to-back*

The edges

and one side are smoothed but not polished, and the other side is only
slightly smoothed*

No* 4905 is an elongate pendant which tapers to a

point; it has a biconically drilled hole at the thick end*

No* 4945

is a thin, curved, irregular oval of jadeite, well-polished and with
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Figure 20.

Jadeite pendants. — a, bib-and-helmet style pendant (no.
412); Jd , plain face pendant (no. 401);
tri-lobed
pendant (no. 5006); d, "monkey-face" pendant (no. 4933)•
Height of a and b unknown; height of c , 22 mm; of d, 16 mm.

two small drilled holes, one at either end0
worked earspoor fragment0

It may possibly be a re

Nbs0 888 and 889 are pendants for which no

further information is availableo

Nos0 4945 and 5006 are from

polychrome-Puuc lots; the others are undated0
The fact that noc 412 is clearly Late Preclassic in style is
interesting; while the find is not yet firmly dated it seems to have
been deposited at around the end of the Late Classic0

Pendants of the

bib-and-helmet style have been found at Nohmul, Cerros, Santa Rita,
Tancah, Chichen Itza, Ake, and Ticul (Hammond et alo 1975; frontispiece,
F.igs0 7, 8; Proskouriakoff 1974s 10-11), and the style apparently ex
tends into other parts of Mesoamericao

Large Olmec Pendant
The Olmec pendant illustrated in Figure 21, item no,, 558$, is
not only a piece of striking beauty but one of archaeological note*
The carving, 6=8 by 5°5 cm by l c8 cm thick, is an apple-green jade.

It

shows a face surmounted by a corona with five appendages; three of
these are cleft heads with lightly incised facial features, and on the
remaining two both facial features and clefts are shown through in
cising®

A sky band motif is incised above the face of the central

figure®
The main face is like that of a crying infant, with flame eye
brows and incisions on the cheeks which include a cleft motif0
eyes are slit, and drill-holes mark the corners of the moutho

The
The

figure is perforated near the upper corners for suspension as a pen
dant, and displays a beautiful polish over its entire surface,.

The
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lower part of the piece, though polished, is irregular, suggesting that
the piece may once have been part of a figurine,,

The style and carving

of this piece all point to an origin in the Middle Preclassic (ca0 800400 BoCo) of the Olmec culture=

The burial it was found with, how

ever, dates to the end of the Classic (ceramically, a polychrome
context)o
The presence of the pendant in a Late Classic burial has two
implications,.

First, unless the archaeological context of a portable

Olmec object is established, its discovery in a given area cannot be
used to establish the presence or absence of Olmec "influenceo”

The

Cozumel pendant had over a thousand years to wander about before it
was placed in the tomb in which it was found; by the time this happened
the Olmec culture was long extinct0

(See also Proskouriakoff 1962s

352, 1974s10-11; Kidder 194?:47-48; Grossinyer and Martinez 1978„

The

deposition at a similar time of the bib-and-helmet style pendant, no0
412, has already been noted,)

Clearly, any attempt to show Olmec con

nections with the Maya area must establish that given pieces reached
the Maya during the Preclassic, and not at a much later time.
The second implication, related to the first, is the most
likely Life history of the pendant.

At one extreme, it is possible

that the pendant was traded to Cozumel early on, and was passed down
through the generations before being buried at San Gervasio,

At the

other extreme, one may suggest that it was found or looted in Tabasco
towards the end of the Late Classic, was traded to Cozumel, and
quickly wound up as a tomb offering.

Although intermediate scenarios

can be constructed, I think that its actual history must have been
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closer to the latter extreme than the former;

the piece shows no signs

of wear, which might be expected if it were used over a long period,,
(The breach at the bottom is so well smoothed it appears to be part of
the original finishing of the pieceo)

If this reconstruction is cor

rect, the piece is evidence of a tenuous sort that the Late Postclassic
circum-peninsular trade was already underway at the end of the Late
Classico

The find is also discussed by Connor (1975), and by Rathje,

Sabloff and Gregory (1973)=

Earspools (3)
All three of these come from a mixed polychrome-Puue contextc
Noo 4836 (Figo 22, b) is hemispherically shaped on the outside, flar
ing on the inside, and so is relatively thick*

It is of a light green

jade, well-polished on the inside but not on the outside*

No* 4912

(Fig* 22 _a) is of a finely variegated green jade, is slightly flaring,
and is well-polished over its entire surface; it is fragmentary*

No*

4967 (Fig* 22 c) is a thin, well-made, highly polished spool with a
marked flare, and is also fragmentary*

It is unusual in being non

circular in plan, but rather somewhat rectangular*

In the four corners

of the piece were small drilled holes connected to the large central
hole by shallow incised lines; in addition, one small hole is drilled
through the remaining portion of the neck of the spool*

Inlays (3)
These three pieces, from the same undated lot, are of a mate
rial much like jadeite but black in color (possibly they are of
"actinolite” or "chloromelanite" /Proskouriakoff 1974; 1.7) *

One side
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Figure 22.

Jadeite earspools. — a, no. 4912 (reconstructed);
l), no. 4836; £, no. 49^7 (reconstructed). Diameter
of a, 35 mm; b and c to same scale.
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of these thin pieces is polished to an almost mirror finish; the edges
and reverse side are very smooth but not polished,,

Nos0 5482 and 5483

are rectangular, the former having two rounded corners=
fragment with one rounded corner remaining*

No0 5484 is a

When the pieces are

assembled, the edges do not join perfectly, but they 'seem to form a
three-piece, subrectangular inlay about 3=1 by 1*9 cm in size and 0*3
cm thick*
At Mayapan, a thick piece of "very dark green" jadeite with
"two parallel polished surfaces" was noted (Proskouriakoff 1962s354,
Fig* 26, o)*

It measured 30 by l8 by 6 mm, and is thus about the same

size (though thicker) as the assembly just proposed*

Miscellaneous Fragments and Pieces (14)
Item no* 4908 is a fragment, probably of a pendant; a tri-lobed
element remains*

No* 4910 is a fragment which apparently began life

as a somewhat globular, gadrooned bead*

When the bead was broken, the

edges of the fragment were smoothed slightly and a biconical hole was
drilled to allow suspension as a pendant of irregular form*

The new

suspension hole was later broken out*
No* 4500 is a fragment of a thin, button-like disk; it is oval
in plan, concave on one side and convex on the other*

It is perfor

ated in its center with a small biconical hole*
Artifact no* 4740 is a thin, oval piece of jade with three
small holes drilled through it along the edges (two of these are now
broken out)*

One of the surfaces is very flat and highly polished;

the item may have been an inlay*

No* 4993 is a small, approximately

rectangular piece; one side is well-polished and convex, while the
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other is rough=

No0 5276 is an, irregular fragment of a tabular piece

with only one surface polishedo

These two items may also be inlayso

NOo 5001 is a small rectangular bar, now fragmentary, of matrix
material containing flecks of jadeite*
Item no0 kybl is a large chip, one side of which is convex and
polishedo
fragmentso

It may be a celt fragmento

Nos0 3502 and 5277 are similar

No, 4911 is the edge of a thin piece of worked jadeite which

was smoothed but not polishedo

No0 5189 is an irregular, smooth piece

of jadeite, and nos0 444 and 4499 are miscellaneous fragments0
Ceramic associations for these items are:

polychrome-Puuc,

noso 4908, 49IO, 4911, 4941, and 49935 Puuc, no0 5001; mixed FlorescentDecadent, nos0 4499, 4500, and 4740; Decadent, noo 3502; the remainder
being undatedo
A number of perforated disks were found in the Cenote of
Sacrifice at Chichen Itza0

Most have one perforation near the center

and another near the edge, and Proskouriakoff (1962:32-34) believes
that they were part of sequin-like fabric ornaments0

Those with single

perforations (at the center) may have served as throat-disks for ear
plugs o

Artifact no0 4500, being fragmentary, could have been either,.

Items of Quartzite

Spindle Whorl
Although item no„ 2317 (Fig= 23, d) might be a bead, objects
of this kind are usually thought to be spindle whorls„

The item is

subglobular with one raised, flattened end; the bore is slightly nar
rower at the flattened end (4 mm) than at the rounded one (5 mm)0
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Figure 23•

Beads, whorl, and pendant of stone. — a, twisted
gadrooned bead of unidentified stone (no. 4698);

Id, jadeite bead with collar at one end (no. 5254);
£, double-collared bead of unknown stone (no. 4699);
_d, spindle whorl of quartzite (no. 2317); e^, pen
dant of greenstone (no. 5371). Length of a, 40 mm.
Diameter of d, 20 mm; b-d to same scale. Height of
e, 53 mm.
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The stone used is a fine-grained, cream-colored quartzite with pink
flecks; a simple geometric design is incised about the circumference0
It is undated*

A limestone whorl of similar shape was found on the

surface at Piedras Negras (W* R= Coe 1959:39, Fig* 43, _f)*

A second,

somewhat similar one from San Jose was identified by J* E* S* Thompson
(1939:167, Fig* 91, m) as being of marble*

Barkbeater
Artifact no. 3304 is an undated barkbeater fragment of reddish
quartzite*

Both surfaces are grooved; one surface is flat and the

other is slightly convex*

This item is also discussed in the section

on limestone barkbeaters*

Hammerstone
An irregular, rounded quartzite stone, no* 3541, came from a
Decadent context and showed signs of being used for hammering*

Polishing Stone
This water-smoothed pebble, no* 3303, has one part of the sur
face visibly smoother than the rest*

It is undated*

Items of Quartz Crystal

"Smoky" Quartz Beads (6)
These share the same catalogue number, 2792, and come from the
same Decadent context; they are circular in transverse section (five
are discoidal and the sixth is elongate) and are made from a "smoky"
quartz, probably from gray-colored crystals*
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Rock Crystal Beads (11)
The project found five whole, five fragmentary, and one damaged
examples of subglobular, biconically perforated beads made from clear
rock crystalo

The ceramic associations are:

Puuc, 1; Puuc-Ghichen, 1;

mixed FIorescent-Decadent, 4; Decadent, 1; and undated, 4 0
i
Rock crystal beads have recently been found on Cancun (P0 Meyer,
personal communication 1979)5 three rock crystal fragments, but no
beads, are reported from Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962:354)=

Roys

(1943:119) notes that such beads have been found in graves at Chichen
Itzao

The likely source of these items is the trade with highland

Mexico through the Laguna de Terminos area@

However, Roys mentions a

crystal mine on one of the Bay Islands, dating to the Colonial periods
He speculates that this commerce may have begun in precolumbian timeso

Items of Iron Pyrite

Inlay Pieces (4)
Four pyrite mirror inlays, one crumbled, were found in a pot
cache of uncertain dat©o

There is no evidence that these pieces, nos0

445-448, were part of a complete mirror at the time of depositions
Miller (1977:103) reported one piece of pyrite from an Early
Classic burial at Tancahe

A Pure Florescent burial from Uayma yielded

a complete mirror (the pyrite inlays had decomposed) showing two
traveling merchants on the reverse side (Ro Thompson 1962)0

Pros

kouriakoff reports two squares from Mayapan, but no complete mirrors
or mirror backs=

At Chichen Itza, however, sandstone disk backs are

known for the Modified Florescent (Proskouriakoff 1962:354, 415)o
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Proskouriakoff concludes (1962:416) that ’'Mosaic plaques and pyrit.e
mirrors apparently disappear in Mayapan after the fall of Chichen Itza."
However, Landa reports the use of mirrors by Maya men (Tozzer 1941:89)=

Items of Hematite

Beads (2)
Two irregular beads, smooth and well-made, were foundo

No0 457

is elongate with rounded sides and ends, and no0 4784 is subglobular0
Neither is dated#

Irregular Piece
Item noo 665 is a small, irregular piece of hematite of unknown
date*

Item of Malachite

Bead
A small, tabular bead (rectangular in longitudinal and trans
verse sections), no# 4792 has the characteristic concentric patterning
of malachite#

The perforation is small and off-center#

The bead's

surface is now weathered, so the degree of original polishing cannot
be determined#

At the least, it was fairly well smoothed#

The bead

is undated#

Items of Turquoise

Inlays (9)
These small inlays are identified as turquoise on the basis of
visual examination and'hardness; they could of course be any of a
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series of related minerals (see V/eigand et alo 1977sl6)0

The pieces

are thin and flat, and of the size found in turquoise inlay work
throughout Mesoamerica0

On one edge of no0 4425 and on two edges of

no0 4422, traces of the original cutting or sawing to form are visible;
these cuts were made from both sideso
Inlay no0 4426 is a slightly irregular rectangle; no0 4240 is
subrectangular; nos0 4422, 4425, and 4428 are trapezoidal; no* 5485 is
pentagonal; and no0 4427 is a roughly L-shaped polygon0
4456 are fragments of complex formso

Nos0 4372 and

No0 4372 is incised on one sur

face, along an edge, and may be a wind or feather element*

No* 4456

may have been an L-shaped piece; the corners on the remaining portion
are rounded*
Seven of these inlays (nos* 4372, 4422, 4425-4428, and 4456)
are from pit 179 at El Cedral (C-15) and probably represent, a single
mosaic, most of which would have been looted in antiquity*

They have

no clear ceramic association, except for no* 4422 which is from a De
cadent lot, but are probably of that age*

No* 4240 is from San

Gervasio (C-22), also from a looted context, and is from a Decadent
lot*

No* 5485 is from the Zunk Site (C-31) and is of uncertain age*

These inlays, along with .those of shell and jadeite, suggest that com
plex mosaic ornaments once existed on Cozumel, although none were
found*

Turquoise, incidentally, is a rare item in the Maya area*

It

is reported only from Chichen Itza (J* E* S* Thompson 1966; 213) and
from Zaculeu (Woodbury and Trik 1953?239-240)*

The Spanish, however,

did report seeing turquoise-encrusted "masks" at Chetumal (Roys 1943:
55) =
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Items of Slate

Fragment of Worked Slate
One irregular, thin piece of slate (no,, 3172) was lightly
chipped to shape along one edge; otherwise it is not workedo

The item

is from a Decadent lot.

Items of Unidentified Stone

Beads (33)
Artifact no0 4698 (Fig* 23, _a) is a twisted gadrooned bead of
mottled black stone; in transverse section there are four lobes, which
No0 4699 (Figo 23, c)

make a quarter turn in the length of the bead.

is double-collared at each end and is cylindrical in cross-section0
Both these beads have biconical perforations*
No* 2900 is of a brown stone; it is elongate with flat ends and
curved sides*

The perforation is biconical; where the two drill-holes

meet they also break through the side wall of the bead*

Whether the

resulting T-perforation was accidental or deliberate cannot be deter
mined*
Nos* 4805 and 4886 are of a red stone resembling jasper, but
softer*

The former bead is elongate with circular transverse profile,

sides slightly curved, and slightly skewed ends*

The latter is a flat-

ended discoidal bead, circular in transverse profile*

Sanders (i960;

262), incidentally, reports a "round" bead of "dark red stone" from
Tulum*
Nos* 4698 and 4699 are from a mixed Flore sc ent-Dec adent lot,
while nos* 2900, 4805, and 4806 are undated*

The remaining beads are
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summarized in Table 11; most of the shape descriptions are based oh
catalogue sketches and so may be inaccurateo

Celts (5)
One of these is from a Puuc lot and the other four are undatedo
No other information is available„

Pendants (3)
Item noo kkjk is an irregular rounded pendant of an unidenti
fied plain stone; it is from a Puuc lot0

No0 4834, which is undated,

is a thin oval piece of light blue stone with perforations at either
endo

Item no0 718 is an undated pendant for which no further infor

mation. is availableo

Barkbeaters (3)
Five barkbeaters were found for which the material was not
described, but which probably are of limestoneo

One is from a mixed

Florescent-Decadent lot, two are from Decadent lots, and the remaining
two are undatedo

This artifact type is discussed more fully in the

section on limestone barkbeaterso

Miscellaneous.Items (77)
In addition to odd finds, this category includes items for
which the material was not recorded and which were not found during
the artifact review; they are summarized in Table 12=
all, of these items are probably of limestones

Most, if not
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Table 110

Miscellaneous beads of unidentified stoneo
Ceramic Association
PolychromeFlorescent-,
Puuc
Decadent

Shape

Undated

Total

1

6

7

«=

-

3

3

1

3

4

8

-

-

4

4

1

2

3

-

—

3

3

1

5

22

28

Discoidal? circular or
oval in transverse
section
Discoidal, irregular
in transverse section
Elongate, circular or
oval in transverse
section
Elongate, irregular in.
transverse section
Irregular
Unknown

Total

f
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Table 12<=

Miscellaneous items of unidentified stone0

Ceramic
Association

GroundStone

Polychrome

Polishing
Stones

Hammerstones

Chipped
Stone

Other
Misc o

Total

1

-

-

-

1

1

1

PolychromePuuc

=

-

=»

Mixed FIoro~
Decadent

3

-

-

-

2

5

13

7

2

5

22

49

FormativeEarly-Puuc

1

»

-

-

-

1

Pre-Decadent

1

-

—.

-

-

1

Undated

4

2

2

-

11

19

22

10

4

5

36

77

Decadent

Total
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Items of Shell
When worked and unworked shell are considered together, it be
comes obvious that this is an extremely common item on the island;
total sample of shell numbers just under 9,000 pieces*

the

Analysis of

this material is being done by Arthur Yokes (1977, 1978), but for the
sake of continuity the worked material, which was catalogued, will be
described here*
The pattern found on Cozumel seems to fit that at other north
ern Maya sites*

E* W* Andrews (1969:43) wrote that at Dzibilchaltun,

Mayapan, and Chichen Itza,
* = * the overwhelming mass of archaeological shell is
traceable to the nearest convenient beaches, with a handful of
exceptions* * * * Interest in the sea and its products is
emphatic here as it is elsewhere, but local supply seems to
have been the dominant factor in choice*
Such is the case on Cozumel;

a few of the -shell items found

were of species from distant waters, but the great majority could have
been made from shells found on the island's own beaches*

E* W* Andrews

also notes (1969:48):
* * * the vast preponderance of shell from Dzibilchaltun
is completely unworked * * * the numbers of unworked speci
mens cannot be accounted for simply as an artisan*s backlog*
Such is more or less true on Cozumel as well*

It would seem

that shell was valued not only as a material for making beads and other
goods, but as an item in its own right*

Thus, the shell not described

in this section (and not catalogued) would have been, in some instances
at least, more than just raw materials or manufacturing waste*
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Lip Tools (183)
These are tools made from the thick outer lips of conch shells
(see Connor 1975sFigo 36); they are chipped, to shape and therefore the
edges are rough unless subsequently ground down0

Such items have com

monly been termed "celts" (for example, Eaton 1976), but here that func
tional label is avoided,,
In the field, David Lewis (n„do) distinguished three types of
lip tools which are used in this analysis0

Type A tools are "elongate

pieces chipped all the way around with no sign of grindingo

This type

probably includes blanks and tools which have been used as chisels on
hard surfaces» 0 0 0

The wear on some of these tools may indicate

their use as polishers or smoothing toolso"

Type B tools are similar

but are bifaerially ground at one end to form a bito
mainder of the tool varies from rough to smooth©

Finish on the re

Most of these tools

show battering on the end opposite the bit, which identified them as
chisels©

Type C tools are rounded and smoothed on all edges, and may

be shore-washed pieces of shell©

No function can be suggested (Lewis

n© do)©
Yokes' (1978) term for lip tools is "hammers;" he suggests
that one use would be in creating the hole made in conch shells in
order to extract the animal©

However, Lewis' observations suggest

that the range of functions of these tools may be much greater0

Lip

tools may have been a partial substitute for chert ones, as that mate
rial is not found in the soft limestone of the island©
Lip tools seem to be a common coastal artifact in the northern
Maya lowlands©

Eaton (1976, 1978;58-59), while on a survey of the
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North and West coasts, found lip tools at over 60 sites, most of them
in the coastal cienagaso

The tools were made from the outer lip of the

Ribbed Conch (8trombus costatus); as E 0 W 0 Andrews (1969:9) notes, this
species is replaced by So gigas along the East Coast»

The sites in

which the tools were found dated from the Middle Preclassic to early
Colonial times (Eaton 1976:197)o
Pina Chan (1968:72, Figo 15) reports bit-ground shell celts
from Jainao

Suarez (197^Plate 66, _b, 19772Plate 9^, b^) illustrates a

lip tool with smooth edges, which she terms a pulidor or polisher 0
Joseph Ball (1977:170) states that shell tools were used in northeast
ern Yucatan in Formative timeso

Lip tools have also been found on

Cancun (P0 Meyer, personal communication 1979) and at El Meco (A0
Andrews, in press b) <,
The ceramic associations for lip tools are given in Table 13*
Hal Ball (1973) submitted a lip tool from the Arrecife site (C-10) on
Cozumel for radiocarbon analysis, and received a date of 1620 (^60)
BoP*, or AoDo 330 (TJM 123)°

Shell, however, is a notoriously poor

substance for radiocarbon dating, and the single date obtained says
little about the age of that site0

Wings (28)
Wing is Lewis’ (n0d0) term for a lip detached from a conch
shell, but not modified into a Type A, B, or C toolo
associations of these items are given in Table 13o

The ceramic
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Table 13=

Conch tools and wings: by ceramic associations,.

Ceramic
Associations

Lip Tools
A
B
C

Polychrome

2

PolychromePuuc

2

Puuc

2

-

-

1

Scoops
A
B
2

—

-

-

-

1

PuucChichen
Mixed Flor0Decadent

2

Wings

-

-

2

Columella
Tools

Total

-

7

-,

2

-

2

i

4

3

6

1

-

3

—

-

13

46

14

6

10

37

1

2

116

Format!veEarly-Puuc

2

-

-

—

1

-

-

5

Pre-Decadent

1

-—

1

-

1

60

25

9

17

32

2

5

150

118

48

17

28

78

3

8

300

Decadent

Undated

Total

,

—

•

3
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Scoops (82)
These are portions of the body whorl of conch shells, more or
less triangular or trapezoidal in shape0
shell causes the scoop-like bend„

The natural curvature of the

Lewis (node) distinguished between

Type A and Type B scoops, the latter being smoothed and rounded and the
former note

Eaton (1978:59) recovered several scoops from the North

Coast sites of Chuburna and Alegria0

The better preserved of his speci

mens are ground smooth and rounded on their front edges; he terms them
’’scoops or l a d l e s T h e

only other such items reported for the Maya

area come from around Chetumal (Proskouriakoff 1962:Figo 53x, %) and
from Jaina (Piha Chan 1968:72, Figo 15)°

Proskouriakoff believes that

large, rounded scoops such as she illustrates date to the Classic, but
the single dated example from Cozumel is from a Decadent lot (see Table
13)°

Columella Tools (8)
When the lip and body shell of large univalves was removed, the
remaining spiral-like central shell was apparently sometimes used as a
tool, perhaps as a gouge =

C» Ao Hoffman (1967:99) writing on Bahaman

prehistory, has suggested that columellas were used for the carving of
canoes and for digging*

At Mayapan, such pieces of shell may have

served as raw material for beads or inlays; several show evidence of
removal of rectangular pieces by sawing (Proskouriakoff 1962:384-385)°
Pina Chan (1968:72, Fig* 15) illustrates two such tools from Jaina;
one shows edge grinding which forms a celt-like bit*

Suarez (1974:

Plate 66a, 1977?Plate 94a) illustrates a columella tool which she calls
a punzon, or awl*
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Awl
A thin, smooth, bipointed piece of worked shell was found; it
is subrectangular in transverse section except at the ends, where it is
rounded in transverse section*

The item, no* 473^, is from a Puuc lot;

it is identified as an awl on the basis of its similarity to such tools
made on bone splinterso

Celts (2)
These are pieces of shell with one end ground bifacially to
form a bit; unlike Lewis” Type B lip tools, the remaining edges and
surfaces are carefully smoothed and rounded*

In form, then, and pre

sumably also in utilitarian and ritual function, these two items are
equivalents of celts made of hard stone *

No* 1662 is from a Decadent

lot; no* 2897 is undated*

Net-sinkers (2)
Two pieces of shell rounded by wave action, and presumably .
picked up at the beach, were made into sinkers by chipping notches
into either end of each pieceo
is undated*

One is from a Decadent lot; the other

A further discussion of net-sinkers is presented in the

section on pottery artifacts*

.

. .

Pina Chan (1968;99) mentions shell fishing weights in his dis
cussion of Jaina*

Beads (809)
Beads are by far the most common ornament found, which is not
surprising when one considers how many make up a single necklace *

In
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addition, such items, which might otherwise be passed down from gener
ation to generation, were commonly used in ritual deposits and so were
insured a prominent place in the collections..

Deposition, rather than

recirculation, of beads seems to be an East Coast traito

Sanders

(I960;262) reported beads from Tulum, San Miguel (C-13), and Punta
Islote (or Caracol, C-l); and Pablo Meyer (personal communication 1979)
has stated that red shell beads are common on Cancun0

This can be con

trasted with the finding of only 92 shell beads at Mayapant Proskouriakoff (1962:380) argues that looting reduced the number of beads re
covered at that site, but the same factor was at work on the East Coasto
A relatively few genera seem to have been used in making shell
beadso

The larger examples are of conch shell, and the smaller ones

are normally of reddish shells

It is difficult to identify the genus

used in the latter case but almost all seem to be of Spondyluso

This

is interesting because Spondylus beads were a form of money among the
Maya (Boekelman 1935)°

The color of the bead, when preserved, seems

to be that of the Atlantic species, 8* americanus, but a very few have
the brilliant coloring found in the Pacific form, So princepso
Not a great deal can be said about manufacturing techniqueso
On almost all beads the perforations are biconical, or variations
thereofs

It was apparently difficult for the ancient bead-makers to

produce long perforations in this way, though, and the compromises
achieved are here termed the "corner" and "cross-T" perforation methods
(Fig0 24, f and h)„

The latter approach is quite interesting:

conical

holes were drilled in from each end of a bead and also from the center
of one side towards each end, in such a way that the string would run

Terms used to describe perforation patterns in shello
,
,
,
9
,
9
,
9
9
,
,
,
,
,
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Figure 24 o

conical
biconical
cylindrical
straight
V-shaped
corner (two are shown)
T-shaped
cross-T
two holes, symmetric high
two holes, symmetric low
lenticular
irregular (cut)
circular (drilled)
quadrants of an Oliva shell, seen from above

a

Figure 24.

b

c

Terms used to describe perforation patterns in shell.
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below the surface of the bead throughouto

Nos<, 51^7 and $148, de

scribed later, are outstanding examples of this technique combined with
longitudinal grooves for the passage of the string=
It may also be noted that some tubular beads apparently were
separated from the parent material by drilling and snapping; several
such beads have shallow (and now smoothed) channels along one edge
(for example, Figo 25, m)<.
The majority of beads are of simple discoidal or elongate form,
but a number of beads with complex perforations (or "spacing beads" —
Beck 1973) were found„

Attempts to classify the beads in terms of form

proved to be highly arbitrary; for this reason the categories presented
below are kept at a fairly general levelo

Simple Discoidal Beads, Rounded in Transverse Section (337)o
As was noted previously, this includes beads with diameters equal to
or greater than the lengths (Fig0 25, a.) o
coidal in Beck’s (1973) sense of the termo
are:

The great majority are dis
The ceramic associations

polychrome, 12; polychrome-Puuc, 29; Puuc, 5; Puuc-Chichen, 1;

mixed Florescent-Decadent, 3 8 ; Decadent, 208; Formative-Early-Puuc, 2;
and undated, 62,

Bead no, 2160, an undated example, is unusual in

being made from the apical portion of a small univalve; the perfora
tion is at the apex.

The manufacture of such a bead is discussed and

illustrated by Suarez (1974:41-42, Plate 9, b)o

Simple Discoidal Beads, Square of Subrectangular in Transverse
Section (7),

One of these (Fig, 25, b) is from a polychrome lot, two

Figure 25°

Schematic renditions of shell beadso
a, simple discoidal, rounded in transverse section,,
b_9 simple discoidal, square or subrectangular in trans
verse sectiono
_c, simple elongate 0
d_, cylindrical bead with T-shaped perforation (no0 978)
je, plain tubular.
_f, tabular "spacing" bead with two perforations
g, h, elliptical "spacing" beads with two perforations0
_i, no. 4662(4)
J_, noo 4662 (5)
k, no. 4662 (2)
l , no. 4442
mi, no. 4662 (1 )
n, no. 4662 (3)
_o, no. 466? (6 )
p_, no. 4667 (3)
no. 4375
r, no0 5399
_s, no. 466? (l)
t_, no. 4419
_u, no. 4667 (5)
v, no. 5446
w, no. 2892
x, no. 5319
no. 2531
_z, no. 4788
aa, no. 5149
bb, no. 458
cc, no. 5148
dd, no. 51^7
Not to scale
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Figure 25*

Schematic renditions of shell beads
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Schematic renditions of shell beads
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are from a polychrome-Puuc lot, the fourth is from a mixed FlorescentDecadent lot, anti the remaining three are from Decadent lots.

Simple Elongate Beads (267)»

Most of the elongate beads are

fairly narrow relative to their length, and range from circular to
oval to subrectangular in transverse section (Fig. 25* _£).

Many have

’’indented” or "notched” ends (as in Fig. 26, _c, lower, see p. 186)
which show that the beads were smoothed down after the perforation was
made.

The ceramic associations are;

polychrome, 1; polychrome-Puuc,

8; Puuc-Chichea, 1; mixed Florescent-Decadent, 15; Decadent, 97?
Formative-Early-Puuc, 1; and undated, 144.

Wedge-shaped Beads (10).

These are slightly elongate, roughly

triangular in transverse section, roughly rectangular in longitudinal
section, with the bore offset towards the thick end of the bead.
Eight are from Decadent lots and two are undated.

Cylindrical Beads with Complex Perforations (5)q

These are

discoidal to slightly elongate beads, circular or oval in transverse
profile, with flat ends, and with a second perforation at right angles
to that along the axis of the cylinder.

In nos. 981, 9939 and 1002,

the result is a cross-shaped perforation; in no. 978 the result is a
T-perforation (Fig. 25, a ) ; in no. 995 the exact form of the perfora
tion is unknown.

All are from the same Decadent lot.

Plain Tabular Beads (9)»

These are thin, often slightly

tapered in transverse profile, and rectangular in longitudinal profile
(Fig. 25, c)o

None is dated.
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Tabular "Spacing" Beads with Two Parallel Perforations (27)o
Such beads are like those just described, except for the second per
foration (Fig0 29, _f)o

None is datedo

Tabular "Spacing" Bead with Three Perforations*

In this some

what irregular bead, the perforations are parallel, but not in the same
plane (Fig* 25, r)„

The bead, no0 5399, is undatedo

Elliptical "Spacing" Beads with Two Perforations (19)°

Thir

teen beads have flat ends and sides, and are elliptical in transverse
profile (Figo 25, q_); identical beads are illustrated by Suarez (1974:
Plate 23, b-e; 1977?Plate 35, b^-e.^0

4n additional six beads are elon

gate elliptical in transverse profile but are otherwise similar (Figo
25, l)o

None is datedo

Tabular "Spacing" Beads with Complex Perforations (12)»

These

items are sufficiently complex that their perforation patterns are best
illustrated schematically, with verbal description as a supplemento
None are dated.
NOo 4735 (Figo 25, _d) is a small tabular spacing bead with a
double cross perforation pattern which incorporates a cross-T perforationD
NOo 4662(1) is a tabular spacing bead with one straight and
one cross-T perforation (Figo 25, m)=
nologically similaro

Nos. 4667(2) and (4) are tech

No0 4442 (Fig* 25, _!) is also similar, except

that one drill-hole is actually a small double perforation (each hole
being about 1 05 mm in diameter)0

l8o
Noo 4662(2) is a small tabular spacing bead with a cross-shaped
perforation (Fig0 25, k ) ,
NOo 4662(3) (Figo 25, ii) is a bead with three perforations, one
of which is a corner perforation*
No* 4662(4) is a bead, slightly wedge-shaped, with three per
forations, one of which is a cross-T perforation (Fig* 25, i)°
No* 4662(5) is a somewhat tabular "spacing" bead through which
a large hole was drilled at an angle*

A smaller hole has been drilled

in from the other end to connect with it (Fig* 25, .j)«
No* 4667(1) is a "spacing" bead in which one of the perfora
tions is a variant of the cross-T pattern (the two holes drilled in
from the side do not form a common cavity)

(Figo

25, s)*

No* 4667(3) is a spacing bead with one cross-shaped perforation
and one straight perforation (Figo 25,

jd) *

No* 4667(6) is a tabular bead with two corner perforations on
the same edge (Figo 25, o)"

Large curved "Spacing" Beads (4)*

These are large enough to

show, in transverse profile, the curvature of the original shell0

No*

4439 is trapezoidal in longitudinal profile (that is, the "ends" are
skewed) and has two perforations evenly spaced*

No* 4419 is similar

except for a third perforation at an angle to the first two (Figo 25,
t)o

No0 4371 is a "spacing" bead made from the lateral lip of a valve;

the biconical perforations run at an angle from the cut edge to the
interior surface of the valve*

No* 4788 is an elongate piece of shell

pointed at one end and flat at the other„

At about midway are two

l8l
corner-drilled perforations; at the straight end and perpendicular to
the axis of the corner-drilled holes is a biconically drilled hole
(Figo 25, z)o

None of these beads is datedo

Other "Spacing" Beads (3)°

N o 0 466?(5) is somewhat triangular

in cross-section; it has one straight perforation and one T-perforation
(Figo 25, _u)o

NOo 5446 is a small, elongate bead with a T-perforation

(Figo 25, _v)=

Noe 2892 (Figo 25, w) is rectangular in longitudinal and

transverse profile, with a T-perforation*
lot*

No* 2892 is from a Decadent

The other two are undated*

Collared Bead,

No* 5319 (Figo 25, xj Fig* 27, _f, see p Q I90)

is oval in transverse profile, with curved sides, and with rounded
collars at the ends*

The bore is apparently straight and cylindrical0

The bead, from a Formative-Early-Puuc lot, is of orange-colored shell,
and stylistically is probably of Classic date*

Elongate, Curved Bead*

No* 293 is elongate and curved, ovoid

in transverse profile, with straight ends, and with a V-perforation*
It is from a Decadent lot*

Large Spherical Beads (2)0

Beads nos* 5149 and 5150 (Figs*

25, aa; 28, e_, _f, see p 0 194) are large, well-smoothed and -rounded
beads made from conch shell0

Each has a single V-perforationc

They

are from the same polychrome lot*

Large Elongate Beads (12)o

Beads nos* 1722, 1734, 208l, 2754,

2837, and 7022 are subrectangular in transverse profile and rounded
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at the endso

Nos0 5l4$ and 5146 are rounded in transverse profile and

rounded at the ends0
Noo 2531 is subrectangular in either profile; it is cornerperforated at each end, and has a shallow groove running between the
perforations (Figo 25, _y)=

t

Noo 458 is fragmentary, but the drilling pattern can still be

discerned (Figo 25, bb)=

The bore was drilled in from both ends but

also from two points on the side of the bead (a double cross-T pattern) <,
At some time, one end of the bead broke off; the break was partly
smoothed over0
Noo 514? is a very long, curved bead in which the perforation
was drilled in from the ends but also from three points on the side of
the beado

Two of these points are connected by a large, shallow groove0

In addition, two very small holes were drilled at either end of the
bead, from the side of the bead through to the main perforation (Figs0
25 dd; 28, £, see p 0 194)o
N o 0 5148 (Figo 25, C£; see Fig* 28, _d, p 0 194)' has an even more
complex perforation pattern; holes were drilled into the ends, and also
from the sides*

In Fig* 25, cc, the rightmost pair of lateral holes is

connected with a deep groove0

The next pair of holes is connected

with a shorter, but also deep, groove, which was prepared in part by
drilling a narrow hole between the pair in question,.

The leftmost

lateral hole is drilled vertically to the surface of the beado

It

appears that the "left" half of the perforation was accomplished by a
single long drilling, and that in the "right" half a grit-covered
string was passed from the end-hole through the bead and out the
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rightmost side hole*

This string was then pulled back and forth to

deepen the grooves between the side drill-holeSo

The technique was

presumably used in order to make the path of the suspension string less
tortuouso

In addition, there is a small hole drilled through the bead

near one end0

Despite their differences, nosc 514? and 3148 are

clearly a matched pairs

Suarez (1974;Plate 13, 1977;Plate 11) shows

a very similar bead which has a cross-T perforations
Beads nos0 5145-5148 are from the same polychrome lot; noc 2754
is from a Puuc-Chichen lot; noe 1734 is from a mixed FlorescentDecadent lot; nos 1722, 208l, 2531, and 2837 are from Decadent lots;
and noso 458 and 7022 are undated0

Possible Compound Feature (3 beads)*

Beads nos0 5138, 5139,

and 5141 (Fig* 27, £, h, i, see.p* 190), circular in transverse profile,
are carefully made of white shell and appear to go together0

Nos* 5138

and 5139 have flat but markedly skewed ends, while no* 5141 has one
flat end and one round end*

The three could have been strung under

tension to form a horn-like free-standing elements
only conjectures

This, however, is

They are from the same polychrome lot*

Incised Beads .One bead is incised on one end so that if it
were part of a string of beads, the design would not show*

The bead,

no0 4597, is incised with a fluted, six-point star design centered on
the bore; it is from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lots

Shell and Bone Beads (4)*
Spondylus, now fragmentary0

N o 0 2776 is a discoidal bead of

At right angles to the perforation along
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the axis of symmetry is a second perforation which intersects the
firsto

Inserted into the cross-perforation is a small piece of worked

bone shaft, possibly from a bird, and itself perforated in line with
the axial perforation in the shell (Fig* 26, j., see p 0 l86)o
Nose 4789 and 795(1) and (2) are elongate beads, oval in cross
section; in each, a section of worked bone shaft, probably from a bird,
has been inserted into the perforation*

Nos* 2776 and 2795(1) and (2)

are from Decadent lots; no* 4789 is undated*

Beads of Unknown Form (63)0

Two are from polychrome lots, two

from polychrome-Puuc lots, one from a Puuc lot, one from a mixed
Florescent-Decadent lot, 54 from Decadent lots, and three are undated*

Qliy& "Tinklers" (124)
Willey et al* (1965:508) note that "Oliva tinklers are a wide
spread Maya lowland as well as Mesoamerican trait," and cite instances
of their occurrence in contexts of Preclassic to Late Classic date*
Finds from Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962:385-386), Cancun (P* Meyer,
personal communication 1979), El Meco (A* Andrews, in press b ) , and
Cozumel establish that these items were common in the Postclassic as
well.

The term "tinkler" is based on the premise that these items were

strung together and so would make a tinkling noise, but Proskouriakoff
(1962:385) states that the specimens from Mayapan were found singly,
and she seems to doubt the accepted function*

On Cozumel, multiple

finds of tinklers do occur *
The basic modification on the shell was to remove the spire
(upper part of the shell) to provide a means of suspension*

If only
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the apical portion of the spire was removed (as in Fig0 26, cl), a
string could be passed through the resulting hole and out through the
natural openings

(Suarez /l974:Plate 26, 1977•Plate lj£7 terms this

form sin apex and sin espira*)

If the spire was completely removed,

however, the juncture between the inner and outer lips of the shell
was lost and a hole in the remaining shell would be necessary for suspensiono

(Suarez’s term is medio caracole)

The suspension hole in

such cases was usually sawed, leaving a lateral, ’’lenticular11 perfora
tion (Fig0 24, k ) ; or it was gouged out, leaving an irregular hole (Figo
24, 1 )„

On occasion the hole was drilled (Figo 24, m)=

The upper mar

gins of the shell (where the spire had been removed) was usually not
very well smoothed, if at alio

A third variant is a shell with apex

and spire unmodified; in such cases a lateral hole is necessary so that
a string can be passed through the hole and out the natural openingo
A few tinklers have the spires completely removed and no per
forations, and the means of suspension, if any, is unknowno .
Several styles of Oliva tinkler can be distinguished; the
terminology used is schematized in Figure 24, and their ceramic associ
ations are given in Table 140
A.

Spires removed entirely; lenticular perforations in "dorsal”

quadrant of shell (Figo 26, _d)=
Bo

Spires removed entirely; gouged, irregular-oval hole in "dor

sal" quadrant of shell (Figo 26, b)=
Co

Spire removed entirely; circular hole drilled through outer

lip ("left?’ quadrant) o
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Figure 26.

Shell tinklers and beads. — a-e, Oliva tinklers (nos.
1721, 5516, 3107, 4883, and 5512); _f, collared bead (no.
5319); £-i, skewed-end beads (nos. 5138, 5139, and 514l);
j, shell and bone bead (no. 2776). Height of a, 27 mm;
others to same scale.

Table 140

Oliva tinklers by ceramic associations
Style

Association

A

B

C

Polychrome
Polychrome-Puuc
Puuc

-

3

32

2

—

D

E

1

-

K

L

Unknown/
Indeterminate

—

-

-

-

1

-

2

-

-

-

5

-

38

—

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

3

■-

-

—

16

2

1

3

Total

J

-

FlorescentDecadent

Undated

I

-

1

-

H

2

™

FormativeEar ly-Puuc

G

-

Puuc-Chichen

Decadent

F

-

-

Total

- '

3

2

7

-

3

53

1

1

—

«*

2

24

-

-

1

1

-

-

-=

-

-

-

-

oo

taa

1

1

4

1

”

2

-

7

1

1

-

«

1

-

1

18

55

9

1

6

2

40

2

1

1

1

1

1

7
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Do

Spire removed, entirely; no lateral perforation present.

Nos0

1663 and 5315 may be natural, wave-smoothed fragments, but the others
are artificialo
Eo

Spire partly removed; lenticular perforation in "ventral”

quadrant of shell (Fig. 26, c).
F.

Spire partly removed; no lateral perforation (Fig, 26, _d)0

Go

Spire (and apex) unaltered; lenticular hole in "ventral"

quadrant of shell=
Ho

Spire unaltered; gouged, irregular-oval hole in "ventral"

quadrant of shello
lo

Spire unaltered; gouged, irregular-rectangular hole in "ven

tral" quadrant of shell.
Jo

Spire unaltered; circular hole drilled into bright" quadrant

of shello
Ko

Lip and part of m i l of large shell, smoothed on all edges;

lenticular perforation near bottom.

The result is a tinkler shaped

like the bowl of a spoon.
Lo

Multiple perforations;

on no. 5512, the apex is partly ground

away; in the "dorsal" quadrant there are one lenticular and two cir.cular holes, forming the "mouth" and "eyes" of a crude "face" (Figc
26, a)o

Two additional drilled holes, in the "left" and "right" quad

rants (and not visible in the drawing), allow side-to-side suspension.
Eaton (1978sFigo 32, c) illustrates an Oliva shell with an incised
"mouth" and drilled "eyes" and "nasal cavity."

That specimen, from

Xcopte on the North Coast, has rear drill-holes for suspension, and
additional incising which makes the "face" a death* s-head.

Two
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examples like Eaton’s are illustrated by E= W e Andrews (1969;Fig0 6)$
and a third, from Mayapan, by Proskouriakoff (l962;Fig0 45, _a)0
While no temporal or spatial implications for tinkler styles
have ever been derived, Table 14 hints that certain styles are more
common at certain times,.

Perhaps future research can explore what

this variation means0

Pendants and Spangles (57)
The items described here could have served a number of func
tions —
jewelry.

as individual pendants, as sequins, or as elements of complex
For purposes of description, these items are broken down into

arbitrary categories of general form.

The illustrations in Figure 27

are schematic, and are intended to show the basic pattern of the orna
ments.

Circular Forms (25)°

Artifact no. 2629 is a large disk with

two small biconical holes near the edge (Fig. 27, a).
runs between the two holes.

A shallow channel

No. 2360 is a disk with a small central

perforation, circled by a shallow channel made with a tubular drill;
the result is a "bullseye” design (Fig. 27, _b).

Nos. 249, 406, 414, 419,

425, 428, 4570, and.5022 are similar in form, though of different
sizes.

No. 5326 (Fig. 27, i) is of similar construction, but is small

and button-like.
Artifact no. 5177 is a washer-like piece of shell (Fig. 27, c).
No. 4580 is similar, and no. 4682 is a fragment with a small perfora
tion near the outer edge but otherwise also similar.

No. 5073 con

sists of two fragments, probably from the same washer-like ornament;

a,

0 0

8 8

b

B

Schematic renditions of shell pendants and spangleSo
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2360

B

5177
4 *
jd? nOo 4793 and
e, noo 5214
nOo 1130
no0
4971
£»
h, noo 4878
no® 5326
4*
noo 4245
k , noo, 4681
5019
1»
m, no0 48o8
n, noo 4972
0

Figure 27°
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at least one small marginal perforation was present0

The shell used

in this case was Pinctata radiatus, with the outer layer removedo

The

large central perforation was apparently started from two (or more?)
small holes, traces of which are visible on the inner edge of one frag
ments,

Nose 4973 and. 5000 are matching fragments of a washer-like

ornament in which the central hole is circled by a shallow channel
made by a tubular drill (Figo 27, d)o
Artifact no0 1 is a disk with a conical central perforation
circled by a shallow channel, and elaborated by four pairs of marginal
notches (Figo 27, %) o

Pifia Chan (1968sFigo 15) illustrates a somewhat

similar flower-like ornament from Jaina0
similar, but more complex disko

No0 4245 is a fragment of a

It includes a small central perfora

tion, a notched edge, and a superficial incised design (Figo 27, j.) o
After the ornament broke, the break was smoothed down, and a second
small hole was drilled to allow suspension0
Artifacts nos* 5151 and 5152 are from the same provenience and
are a matched pair (see Figo 28, a, b, p 0 194)0

They are circular in

outline, with a small perforation in.the center; the faces of the disks
sport large, quartered circles surrounded by smaller circles near the
marginso
Nose 5383, 5384, and 5390 are small (ca0 12 mm diameter), thin
(1 mm) disks of nacreous materialo

No* 5384 may be Pterya colymbus

and has two perforations; the other two appear to be Pinctata radiata
and have three perforations each*
fragments of circular forms0

Nos» 890, 4358, and 4989(?) are odd

Figure 28.

Shell items from the tomb of the Olmec pendant. —
a, no. 5151; b, no. 5152; £, no. 51^7; dL, no. 5148;
£, no. 5149; T, no. 5150. Length of £, 90 mm; others
to same scale.
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Subrectang^tlar Forms (10)o

Item no0 5019 is a small subrec-

tangular plaque with one hole placed asymmetrically (Figo 27, _!)0

No0

4681 is a plaque with two holes drilled along one edge (Figo 27, k ) ;
noo 4972 is a similar piece with three holes along one edge (Figo 27,
h)o

Artifact no0 404 has a small hole drilled towards the center, and

a second hole between the first one and the nearest edge (Figo 27, s )«
No0 68 has holes near three of its four corners (Figo 27, 0)0

No* 48o8

which is somewhat irregular, has a more-or-less central hole plus two
other, smaller ones which give it a face-like appearance (Figo 27, m )0
Item no,, 343 is an irregular rectangular piece of Lyropecten with a
hole which is possibly natural (Fig0 27, 3 )°

No» 4602 is small, thick,

slightly irregular, and perforated side-topside0
The other subrectangular items include the "bullseye" motif
already mentioned*

No* 4878 is small, almost buttonlike (Fig* 27, h ) ;

no0 1130 is larger, more irregular, and has a small secondary hole
within the circular channel (Fig* 27, jf)°

No0 4971 combines a bullseye

"mouth" with two small drilled "eyes" to give a possible face (Figo
27, £) =
Escalona Ramos (1946;51) found a burial at the Rancho Santa
Rita (San Gervasio zone,.C-22) which included rectangular ornaments
(adornos) of pink shell, presumably Spondylus*

Triangular and Trapezoidal Forms (7)°
simple forms, perforated at the small endQ

These are relatively

Nos* 359 and 1584 (Figo

27, t) are triangular, with front-to-back perforations; noc 339 is
large and somewhat irregular»

Nos0 4579 and 4595 are of the same
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shape as no0 1584, but have side-to-side perforations at the narrow
end.
pair.

They are from the same provenience and are probably a matched
Nos. 5316 and 5318 (which also share a provenience) are trape

zoidal examples which sure similar except for a shallow incised line
below the perforation on the latter (Fig. 27, v, u).
Cittarium pica.

They may be of

Artifact no. 5020 is a fragment of a rounded-

trapezoidal pendant with three perforations at the smaller end, the
central perforation is larger than the outer two (Fig. 27, r).

Other Forms (13)°

Pendant no. 3241 is teardrop-shaped, with

two perforations at the wide end (Fig. 27, w).

No. 1805 is somewhat

irregular; there are two perforations at the wide end, and the other
end is notched.

Two pairs of shallow incised lines cross the pendant's

surface (Fig. 27, x)=

No. 4415 is an elongate, pointed pendant with a

hole drilled through at the wide end and two shallow incised lines
along one side (Fig. 27, z,).
Item no. 4970 may be a reworked fragment of a larger ornament.
On its surface are one tubular drill mark and part of another; the
suspension hole goes through the latter (Fig. 27,

p

).

No. 5214 is an

irregular oval with a "bullseye" pattern which includes a small secon
dary perforation (Fig. 27, _e)o

Nos. 1582, 2315, 2663, 5033, and 5314

are irregular flat pendants with two front-to-back suspension holes at
one end.

Nos. 3194, 4602, and 5072 are of unknown shape.

Reworked Bead Fragments (2).

Nos. 2796(1) and (2) are small

pieces of Spondylus, apparently fragments of a small bead that were

,
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smoothed and perforated for re-use as pendants0

No0 2796(1) is sub-

rectangular in shape; noD 2796(2) is pointed,.
Ceramic distributions are as follows:

polychrome, nos0 5072,

5075, 51519 5152, 5214, and 5514; polychrome-Puuc, nOSo 4808, 4878,
4970, 4971, 4975, 5000, 5019, 5020, 5022, and 5326; Puuc, no. 1, 2629,
43585 and 50335 Puuc-Chichen, no. 4245; mixed Florescent-Decadent, nos.
4570, 4579, 4595, and 4602; Decadent, nos. 2796(1) and (2), 3194, and
5177; and Formative-Early-Puuc, nos. 5316 , 5318., 5383 , 5384, and 5390.
The others are undated.

It can be seen that pendants are predominantly

early rather than late items on Cozumel.

Inlays (5)
These pieces of shell are so small and thin as to preclude
their use as anything but inlays.

No. 4411 is rectangular, nos 4446

and 4791 are. slightly trapezoidal, and ho. 444l is subrectangular.
No. 56 is fragmentary but may be triangular.

No. 4?91 is probably

Spondylus, while no. 56 is of Pinctata radiata.

No. 4446 is from a

Decadent lot; the others are undated.

Trumpets (2)
Two whole conch shells with, the apices removed, nos. 5513 and
5514, are of unknown date.

The author knows of one other trumpet that

for some reason was never catalogued.

Digging in Group IV of San

Gervasio (C-22), I found a trumpet, shook it out, and gave it a try.
Instead of a "mighty blast," however, I got a muffled snort and a
mouthful of dirt.

Followed, of course, by the laughter and comments

of my colleagues.

A more careful cleaning ensued, and then a second
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attempto

Suddenly, the small complex of ruins, and the woods around

it, reverbrated with a long, mournful note*

The incident, and there

fore the artifact, is not quickly for gotten,,

Perforated Conch Shells (6)
Several whole conch shells were found with the apices ground
off and a number of holes, apparently made by percussion, running along
the turn of the spire«, This modification conceivably could have
allowed variation in the pitch of notes sounded, but there are so many
holes that, if anything, the shell is made useless for windingc
haps the holes are merely decorative or symbolic0

Per

One is associated

with polychrome pottery; the others are undated*

Whole Shells or Valves (63)
These items are summarized in Table 15=

Again, it is worth

noting Eo W „ Andrews* (1969:48) conclusion that apparently unworked
shell is probably more than an "artisan’s backlog*"

Pearls (3)
Small, irregular, and creamy yellow, these bear little re
semblance to the nacreous items the term calls to mind*

One is undated

and two are from the same Decadent lot*

Miscellaneous Items (20?)
These are summarized in Table l60

It should be noted that one

species of shell was not collected if found unworked —

Cittarium

pica La, which is the favored home for hermit crabs on the East Coast
(Eo Wo Andrews 1969:5)°

Crabs wearing these shells were found
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Table 15=

Whole shells or fragments thereofo

Shell

Perforation Pattern

Lots and Amounts

Bulla sp0

apex removed

FIorescent-Decadent, 1

Chama sp0

2 holes, symmetric low

undated, 1

Chama sp=

.hole centered below hinge

Decadent, 1

Chama spQ

hole near edge

Puuc-Chichen, 1

Chama sp0

none

Decadent, 3i undated, 1

Codiaka orbicularis

none

undated, 1

Conus cfo mus

apex removed

undated, 1

Conus cfo mus

none

undated, 1

Cyphoma gibbosum

irregular hole in dorsal
wall

Decadent, 1

Cypraea cf0
cinerea

2 holes, placed asymetrically

undated, 1

Cypraea zebra

2 holes, placed asymetrically

Decadent, 1

cfe Fasciolaria

hole in "dorsal" quadrant

Florescent-Decadent, 1

Lyropecten sp0

2 holes, symmetric high

Decadent, 1

cfo Macrocallista

hole centered high

Decadent, 1

Oliva sp0

none (some may be
polished)

polychrome-Puuc, 1;
Puuc, 1; FlorescentDecadent, 1; undated, !

Ostrea sp0

2 holes, symmetric high

undated, 1

Pinctata radiata

none

Decadent, 1

Polnices cfo
lactens

hole placed asymmetri
cally

Decadent, 1

Prenum labiatum

apex removed (tinkler?)

Decadent, 1

Spondylus
americanus

2 holes, symmetric high

polychrome-Puuc, 1;
Puuc, 2; Decadent, 1;
undated, 2
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Table 15— Continued,,
Shell

Perforation Pattern

Lots and Amounts

Spondylus
americanus

2 holes, symmetric high;
shallow incised line
between holes

Decadent, 1

Spondylus
americanus

2 holes, symmetric low

Florescent-Decadent, 1;
undated, 2

Spondylus
americanus

2 holes placed asymmetrically

Florescent-Decadent, 1

Spondylus
americanus

hole in center of valve

Decadent, 1

Spondylus
americanus

hole centered below hinge

undated, 1

Spondylus
americanus

none

Florescent-Decadent, J>;
Decadent, 5i undated 10

Strombus sp.

none

Florescent-Decadent, 1;
Decadent, 1

Tellina radiata

hole centered below hinge

polychrome, 2 (matching
valves)

Unidentified
univalve

none

undated, 1

Table l60

Miscellaneous items of shell

PolychTo
Debitage
Spondylus a Q
Strombus sp0
Chama spo
Isognomon spo
cfo Dinocardium
unidentified

Polychr0Puuc

4

—
r
-

Puuc

1

°=>

'

1

—
-

-

-

1
-

-

Spire with Apex Removed
Oliva sp0
Total

3

cm

-

1

1

Fossil Shells
Oliva spQ
unidentified

18
2

23
4

3
-

Fragments and Misc0 Items
Spondylus a.e
1
2
Strombus sp„
unidentified

4

-

1
-

Elongate, Smoothed Strips
Strombus sp0
unidentified
-

1
-

-

Probable Wave-washed Fragments
Spondylus a0
Strombus sp0
unidentified
-

Ceramic Associations
PuueFlorescoChichen Decadent
Decadent

-

- •

.

FormativeEarly-Puuc

1
1
1
-

16
8
—
-

2
10

Total

50
12
. 1
1
1
3
30
1
4

-

-

15
1
2

-

-

—

1
1

-

-

1
1

i
—

1
1

-

3
1

6
2

7
28

7
12
7

36
48
9

cm

2
cm

1

2

-

-

-

-

-

1
1
2

-

-

-

1

1

-

7

3

8

86

26

Undated

7

-

2

-

-

.68

2
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wandering about in sites far from the coast, and most (if not all) of
the specimens of Co pica found were probably left there by crabs which
had outgrown their horaeso

Items of Bone
The faunal analysis for the Cozumel project was done by Nancy
Hamblin (n0do); this section includes only those items modified for
usec

Beads (6)
Six elongate beads were made from the smoothed shafts of small
long bones, either bird or mammal (Fig0 30, c_-e_, see p 0 208); four are
from Decadent lots, and the other two are undated.

At Mayapan, six

similar beads, possibly of bird bone, were found in a burial shaft
(Proskouriakoff 1962:375)=

Similar small tubular beads have been found

at San Jose (Jo E 0 S, Thompson 1939s178) and Quiroz cave (Pendergast
1971b:71)o
Four shell-and-bone beads are described in the section on shell
artifacts.

Ring
A simple, thin bone ring (no, 2221; Fig, 29, _e) was recovered
from a Decadent context.

It flares markedly, perhaps in imitation of

rings cut from univalve spires,

A similar, but non-flaring bone ring

comes from Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962:372)$

Willey et al, (1965;

499-500) site findings of bone rings from a number of Classic period
sites
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a

Figure 29.

Items of bone. — a, carved bone (no. 4810); b, rasp
(no. 2151); £1 tube (no. 2615); d_, large pointed item
(no. 3290). Length of a, 1?6 mm; others to same scale.
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Figure 29— Continued. Items of bone. — £, ring (no. 2221); _f, per
forated phalanx (no. 26l6 ); £, awl point (no. 662);
h, ornamental bone pin (no. 3276); ji, curved, pointed
item (no. 458?). Length of hi, 77 mm; others to same
scale.
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Ornamental Pin
A fragmentary pin was found, the butt of which was carved into
an abstract design (Fig* 29, h)„

The pin, no0 3276, is from a Decadent

lot, but the closest parallels seem to be Classic in date (Kidder 1947s
54-56; Willey 1972:235-236; Willey et al0 1965:500-502*

Fragments of Carved and Incised Bone (19)
The generally good bone preservation on Cozumel unfortunately
did not extend to intricately carved objects*

Item no* 1170 is a frag

ment from the wall of a mammal long bone shaft; one end of the original
item was shaped by four (or more) short notches into something like a
crenelation; below these, four parallel lines ran at right angles to
the axis of the shaft*

The item was apparently tabular; one smoothed

side still remains*
No* 1578 is a rectangular piece from the wall of a mammal long
bone shaft, and is now fragmentary*

It was smoothed and polished on

the edges and both sides, and is plano-convex in cross-section*

The

outer (slightly convex) surface has two parallel lines incised on it,
at slightly less than right angles to the long axis*
No* 3962 is a fragment of a cut and incised piece of long bone
shaft*

One end shows the traces of a deep, V-shaped incision across

the shaft by which the piece was detached from the rest of the bone*
Below this end are two parallel incised lines running across the shaft,
and immediately below them a series of irregular incisions more or less
in line with the axis of the shaft*

The rest of the design is missing*

No* 4810 (Fig* 29, a) is a carved and polished femur (non
human mammal); near the proximal end is a single deeply carved line
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which rings the shaft0

At the opposite end of the shaft is a band de

lineated by two shallow incisions ringing the shaft; within this band
is a single, four-petailed flower element=

A third incised line

parallels the band and lies prpximally to it*

Just below the distal

end of the band, evenly spaced around the shaft, are three small coni
cal holeSo

The distal end of the bone is missingo

NOo plf>4 is 50 pieces of human bone (a femur?) in an advanced
state of disintegrationo

Originally, there seems to have been a panel

carved on the shaft of the bone, with abstract designs including "Mayastyle" scrolls such as are used in Thompson’s (1962) affixes 122, 125,
126, and 129» and series of small, shallow holes bordering other elementso
Noo 5268 is a fragment of a large mammal long bone shaft,
hollowed out, and polished on the outside; the fragment is smooth on
one edge and is thus from one end of the original item*
tion of the design can be hazarded:

A reconstruc

two lozenge-shaped holes were

carved and the space between them filled with parallel lines0

All of

this was framed by two concentric circles, a series of shallow-drilled
dots framed by small circles, and finally by a third circle concentric
with the other two0

_

Noo 5289 is a fragment of a mammal long bone shaft, very well
polished*

Traces of a design include a "Maya-style" scroll, concen

tric circles, and a possible feather element*
No* 5290 is a fragment of a mammal long bone shaft, carved and
polished, with a "Maya-style” scroll lightly incised*
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Noo 5306 is a fragment of a mammal long bone shaft; an irregu
lar, shallow rectangular pattern is visible on the outer surface,,
Noo 5307 is a fragment from a mammal long bone shaft, carved
and pollshedo

An element of three concentric circles remains0

Noo 5310 is a fragment of a mammal long bone shaft, hollowed
out, and polished on the outside®

A hole was made in the bone and two

concentric circles were incised around it0

A second, unframed hole

and an incised line are also present0
Noo 5311 is a fragment from the end of a piece of mammal long
bone shaft; it is carefully smoothed and polished®

Near the end of the

piece and running across the bone is an incised line with small pendant
ticks®

Below that are two additional, parallel lines, one of which is

tangent to a lozenge-shaped hole cut through the wall of the bone®
No® 5337 is a fragment with a "Maya-style" scroll®

No® 53^6

is a fragment with irregular incised crosshatching (Fig® 30, _a)®
Nos® 5278, 5279, 5308, 5535, and 5536 (Fig® 30, b) are pieces
of mammal long bone shaft, carved, but without recognizable elements®
Artifacts nos® 515^, 5311, 5536, and 5537 are from polychrome
lots; nos® 1170, 3962, and 5546 are from Decadent lots; and no® 5310
is from a Formative-Early-Puuc lot®

The others are undated®

On the

East Coast, a carved bone was recently found at El Meco (A® Andrews,
in press b)®

Rasp
A human long bone from a Decadent lot has a series of incisions
across the face of the shaft (Fig® 29, b)®

The lines are not very
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a

b

o _c
f
d

f

e
Figure 30#

Worked bone. — a, _b, fragments of incised bone (nos. 55^6
and 5536; c_-£, beads (nos. 55531 5550, and 55^4); _f-h,
needles (nos. 55^2, 55^9, and 5556). Height of Jf, 31 mm;
others to same scale.

h
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Figure 30— Continued. _i, j_, awl fragments (nos. 5551 and 5542);
k, perforated vertebra (no. 55^8). Length of _ , 51 mm;
j_ and h_ to same scale.
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even, nor are they carefully executed.
rasp still provides some resonance6

The shaft is hollowed and the

Such items are widespread in the

Maya lowlands (for example, Hammond 1975?364; W. Coe 1959:6l; Ricketson
and Ricketson 1937?206; Willey et al. 1965:496; Willey 1972?234-235).

Large Tubes (6)
Item no. 2498 is a fragment of a long bone shaft, hollowed out
and carefully smoothed, but with no evidence of polishing.

The edge of

the broader end is smoothed down, and the narrow end is missing.

One

deep V-shaped incision runs across the tube near the broader end.
No. 2566 is a short tube cut from the shaft of a long bone.
One end is cut on a bevel; the other end is partly cut the same way,
but is mostly fractured; part of the fractured portion extends beyond
the cut part, suggesting that the fractured end is part of the original
piece.
No. 2615 is the shaft of a long bone, possibly human.

It is

cut so that one end of the tube is flaring while the other is narrow
(Fig. 29» c).

The flaring end is slightly smoothed; a small portion

of the edge is marked by a series of tiny, closely set nicks.

Below

the flare end, the buttressing bone has been trimmed down by cutting.
The shaft itself is hollowed out, and polished on the outside; the nar
row end is carefully rounded.
No. 2626 is a fragmentary tube from the shaft of a mammal long
bone, hollowed out, and carefully polished on the outside.
rower end is carefully rounded and smoothed.
off.
end.

The nar

The broader end is broken

No. 2660 is technically similar, and is also missing its broader
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KOo 2661 is cut from a mammal long bone shaft in such a way
that one end is slightly flaring and the other fairly narrow,.

The

flaring end is well-smoothed; the narrow end is slightly tapered and
also carefully smoothed*

The shaft is hollowed out, and the outside

is well-polished*
Willey et al* (1965;494-499) note that bone tubes are common
in the Maya lowlands, but state that such items are restricted to Late
Classic times*

The Cozumel examples, however, are all from Puuc lots*

Given their recurring characteristics —
narrow and carefully smoothed —

one end flaring, the other

these items, at least on Cozumel, may

be tubes for the administration of hallucenogenic enemas (cf* Furst and
Coe 1977)o

Awls (6 )
Three awls were made from split pieces of bone shaft without
epiphyses* No* 662 (Fig* 29, _g) is a distal fragment with three shallow
lines incised across one side of the bone*
662 but lacks incisions*

No* 1454 is similar to no*

No* 5551 (Fig* 30, i_) is a proximal fragment*

No* 2421 was cut to form rather than split*
mal end have broken off*

The tip and proxi-

The tip would have been broad and flat

rather than slender =
No* 5547 is an awl made on a split shaft and condyle of a deer
(Odocoileus virginianus) metapodial (Fig* 30, j ) *

The point is missing*

No* 2416 is a fine, almost needle-like awl made from an un
split but delicate bone*
Awl no* 2416 is from a Puuc lot; nos 2421 and 5551 are from
Decadent lots, and the remaining three are undated*
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Proskouriakoff (1962;373) describes three types of metapodial
awls from Mayapan;

those without epiphyses, those with split condyles,

and those with whole condyles=
Cozumele

The second of these was not found on

Bone awls have recently been found on Cancun (P. Meyer, per

sonal communication 1979), two possible awls of deer bone were dis
covered at El Meco (Ao Andrews, in press b)o

Large Pointed Tools (2)
Artifact no= 3290 is a large fragmentary piece of non-human
bone carved down to a blunt point (Figo 29, d.)»

N o 0 3291 is a proximal

fragment of worked bone, also fairly dense and apparently also a tool
with a large, blunt point*

The two items are from a single Decadent

lot*

Curved, Pointed Item
No* 4587 is an undated piece of dense non-human bone, cut and
smoothed into a curved, pointed item (Fig* 29, i)'«

The point is blunta

Of a different material, but resembling it closely, is a curved antler
tool from Zaculeu "* , » perhaps for chipping flint” (Woodbury and
Trik 1953:277, Fig. 284, h).

Needles (10),
Three of the needles found have cut eyes (Fig. 30, h ) » one has
a small, biconically drilled eye, and one has no eye; the other five
are of indeterminate form (Fig. 30, _f, g)=
holds for the Mayapan collection;

A similar distribution

the eye was usually cut by one

drilled eye and one unperforated needle was found (Proskouriakoff 1962;
374).

Needles are a common Maya tool, being found in Middle Preclassic
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to Late Postclassic contexts (Willey 1972;231)=

Eight of those from

Cozumel are from Decadent lots (six from the same lot), and the other
two are undated®

Perforated Phalanges (8)
Seven phalanges were found with holes drilled through next to
the distal epiphysis (in one case, the hole may have been cut through)®
One example also has a hole drilled into the side of the phalanx shaft
(Fig® 29, _f); the shaft is hollowed so that this hole connects with
that near the epiphysis®

None is dated®

Incised Phalanx
Artifact no® 234? is a phalanx like those above, but without
perforationso

It is fragmentary and heat-calcined; what remains of

the distal process shows what seems to be small but deliberate in
cisions®

It is undated®

Perforated Vertebrae (?)
Item no® 5588 is a vertebra from a hammerhead shark (Sphyrna
sp®) with a large central perforation (Fig® 30, k)®

The others (nos®

2338, 3085, and four not catalogued) have small central perforations,
and may be beads®

No® 5588 is undated; the others are from Decadent

lots®
Eaton (1978:57) found three worked vertebrae of fish or shark
at the coastal site of Dolores, east of Progreso®
a ring; the other two, earspools®

One may have been

Vertebrae with small central per

forations have been found at Cancun (P® Meyer, personal communication
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1979) and El Heco (Ac Andrews, in press b)0

Mo Coe (I96lsl08) reports

vertebra "ear spools" from Conchas phase (Formative) deposits at La
Victoria, on the Pacific coast0

Worked Mammal Teeth (11)
All of these (except, perhaps, for nos« 3442-3445) are modified
for suspension.

One peccary tusk (no. 2113) is notched near its base,

while another (no0 3441) has a biconical hole drilled near the base*
A third peccary tooth (a cheek tooth, no. 3440), has a biconical hole
drilled through one of its roots.

Three dog teeth (nos. 3455» 3469,

and 5548), one human incisor (no. 3651)9 and one tooth of unknown
taxon (no. 3704) are also perforated through the root.

Nos. 3442-3445

are teeth of unknown type; the method of working is not stated.
No. 2113 is from a mixed FIorescent-Decadent lot; the others
are from Decadent lots.

Shark Teeth (6)
A Carcharinus sp. tooth with a hole drilled through was found
with Decadent pottery.

The others (some not catalogued) were unmodi

fied, and were from C. masculipinnis (Decadent, 1), Galeocerdo cuvieri
(Decadent, 1), and unidentified sharks (Decadent, 1; undated, 2).
Shark teeth are reported from Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962:
379)9 Cancun (P. Meyer, personal communication 1979)? and El Meco
(A. Andrews, in press b ) ; in fact, they are common offertory items
throughout Mesoamerica (Borhegyi 1961).

They were also used as orna

ments (for example, Smith and Kidder 1951:51? and the pierced example
from Cozumel).

Landa states that "fish-tooth" arrowheads were used
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historically by the Maya (Tozzer 1941:121), and this is a third pos
sible function for shark's teethe

S tingray Spines (9)
Three of these are from mixed Formative-Early-Puuc lots; the
other six are undated®

On Cozumel, the species used is Dasyatis

americanus; they are associated with burials, as is the case at nearby
Tancah (Miller 1977:102) <, Proskouriakoff (1962:378), however, believes
from the Mayapan collection that spines were occasionally made into
"implements" as well as being used for auto-sacrifice„

Miller (1977:

102-103) suggests that stingray spines were an East Coast export item®
Certainly there was a demand for these spines throughout the Maya area
(Borhegyi 1961)o

Worked Turtle Shell Fragments (5)
These small fragments include one drilled and one polished
piece of Testudines sp® shell, one polished piece of Pseudemys scripts
shell, one drilled piece, of Kinosternpn cruentatum shell, and one
polished piece of Emydid shell®

All are from Decadent lots®

Miscellaneous Worked Pieces (16)
The ceramic associations for these items are:

polychrome, 3?

polychrome-Puuc, 2; Puuc-Chichen, 1; mixed Florescent-Decadent, 1;
Decadent, 5; mixed Formative-Early-Puuc, 1; undated, 3=

Erroneously Catalogued Items (48)
These are items catalogued as having been worked, but more
careful inspection fails to reveal any evidence of alteration®

They
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are noted here in.order to supplement the information in the faunal
analysis by Nancy Hamblin (n<,d0) =
NOo 1018;

35 human teeth*

No* 1831s

a turtle beak*

No* 2042:

an unworked human molar with a large abcess below the

base of the crown*
No* 2335s

a joint from a crab (Brachyura sp=) claw*

No* 3353s

a small fish spine

No* 4209s

a turtle shell fragment?

Nos* 2163» 2460, 2461, 2505, 2504$ 2542, and 3602s

miscellaneous

pieces of bone*
Items nos* 1018, 2163, 2461, 3353» 3602, and 4209 are from
Decadent lots*

The others are undated*

Items of Metal
Fortunately for this writer, an exhaustive review of metal in
the Maya area has been published just recently (Bray 1977)*

The Cozu

mel artifacts are included in that account, and Bray* s terminology is
used here*

The information given here, however, is slightly updated

from that provided Bray*

Gold- or Tumbaga-covered Beads (10)
1

Bray (1977s378) describes these as "plain, hollow globular
beads of bold or tumbaga, cast over a clay-and-charcoal core, which
is sometimes still in place*"

The Cozumel examples retain their cores,

which in most cases are clay-and-charcoal but which in at least one
case is true pottery*

On some of the beads, the casting seems to have
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coated the bore walls at least partway, as well as the outside of the
beads

Also, the casting did not always seat the gold firmly onto the

ends of the bead; noe 5^96 shows folding and smoothing of the foil-like
cast gold next to the bore holes
Figure 31 is a series of schematic drawings of the beads founds
The variation in size suggests that they were strung in graduated
sizess

Only one is dated ceramically, but the beads are definitely a

late Decadent trait; some were found.with European glass trade beadso
Gold beads have also been found in several sites in Guatemala; there
they also seem to be a late introduction (Bray 1977:378)s

It is worth

noting that the Cordoba expedition reported idols bedecked with orna
ments of "low-grade gold," in coastal Maya sites (J Q Es S= Thompson
1970:xiv)o

Gold or Tumbaga Foil (2)
This is "thin metal, originally backed by some other material"
and widespread, but not very common, in the Maya area (Bray 1977:384)„
The two small pieces found on Cozumel, about 0=02 mm thick, were cut
to shape:

one is rectangular (12 by 9 mm) while the other is elongate

and irregular-trapezoidal (17 by 3 mm)=

Neither is dated.

Roys

(1943:24, 50) states that gold foil was sometimes used on ear ornaments
or maskso

Copper or Bronze Bells (21)
Bells cast by the lost-wax method enjoyed a wide distribution
in Mesoamerica and beyond.

In the Maya area, wrote Landa, there were

"little bells with'which they danced . . .

the men of Tabasco brought

,

Figure 31*

Schematic renditions of metal beads.

oo
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this brasso”
231)o

The bells were also used as money (Tozzer 19^1;186-18?,

Those found by the project were cache items»

Four subtypes can

be distinguished, following Bray (1977)=
Plain globular (9):
3060, and 5500.

Nos. 144, 1003, 1007, 1008, 1011, 1017, 2769,

Bells nos. 2769 and 5500 have double-wire handles (as

may others not found during the artifact review).

No. 2769 still con

tains its clapper, a small pebble, and no. 3060 still contains charcoal,
presumably from the core of its original mold.
Plain pear-shaped (8 );

Nos. 1009, 1010, 1012-1016, and 3059°

According to Bray (1977), the ’’plain globular” and "plain pear-shaped"
styles are common from the southwestern U.S.A. to Honduras.
San Gervasio bell:

No. 3565°

A fragmentary, crushed bell (no.

3565) was found with a complex "crown" (Figs. 32; 33, jc).

Although

the design is obscured by corrosion, four (false?) filigree scrolls
can still be made out.

A similar bell was found at Ranchito las

Animas., Veracruz (Bray 1977:374).
"Mask" bell:

No. 1065°

No close parallels are known (Bray 1977:

374).
In addition, two bells (nos. 1004 and 1006) were too fragmen
tary to classify.

All but two of the bells found on Cozumel are from

Decadent lots; the exceptions, nos. 144 and 5500, are undated.
One nearby find of a copper bell was reported too recently to
be included by Bray in his synthesis.

This is a small bell which with

a number of jade beads comprised a Postclassic cache at Coba (Peniche
Rivero and Folan 1978:67)°

Figure 32.

Schematic renditions of copper or bronze bells.
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b

Figure 33.

Enlargements of items of copper or bronze. — a, ring
fragment (no. 4851); b, "mask” bell (no. 1005)• Height
of a, 18 mm; of Jb, 1(T"mm.

c

Figure 33— Continued. — £« San Gervasio bell (no. 3565); _d$ adze
or hacha fragment (no. 3616). Height of _cs 29 mm; of
d t 21 mm.
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Copper or Bronze Ring
A fragment of an openwork ring (Fig0 33, a) was found; it is
18 mm wide and was originally about 20 to 25 mm in diameter=

Such

rings have been found at a number of Maya sites, including Mayapan and
Chichen Itza, and also in Guerrero, Oaxaca, and Veracruz (Bray 1977?
380)0

The Cozumel example is from a Decadent lot0

Copper or Bronze Adze Fragment
A thick, trapezoidal metal fragment of copper or bronze was
found associated with Decadent pottery®

Comparison with a complete ex

ample recently uncovered at Cancun (Po Meyer, personal communication
1979) shows that the Cozumel find is clearly an adze, or hacha (Fig*
33, jd)<>

Such items are late additions to the Maya assemblage; one

function was wood-working (Tozzer 1941:121)0

In Yucatan they have been

found at Dzibilchaltun and Chichen Itza (Bray 1977?374)0

This item was

not reported to Bray, being misidentified in the original catalogue
file0

Thin Copper or Bronze Sheeting
Item noo 4646 is five pieces of copper or bronze sheet, origi
nally cut to a crescent shape and bent at the middleo

It is undatedo

Copper foil or sheeting has also been found at Mayapan, Chichen Itza,
Indian Church, and Tajamulco (Bray 1977? 384)0

Miscellaneous Piece of Copper or Bronze
This item, thick and irregular-rectangular in shape, is un
dated
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Bead of Unknown Metal
This bead fragment, of an unknown metal, is of special interest
because of its association with Puuc potteryo

In contrast, the rest

of the detable metal artifacts are from Decadent lots®

Items of Iron or Steel (8)
Such artifacts reflect the use of the island in colonial and
modern times®

Six are forged nails, one is a chisel, and two are mis

cellaneous small fragmentso

Note on Metal Fishhooks
One artifact which may turn up in future work on Cozumel is
metal fishhooks, as Grijalva's expedition reported seeing them in use
off the island in the early l6th century (Bray 1977s376)°

So far, only

one metal fishhook has been found in the Maya area, at Chichen Itza
(Proskouriakoff 1962s422)»

This was of copper, not the gold reported

by the Spanish, but it does tend to support the early Spanish sighting®

Items Of Stucco

Small Mask
A small stucco mask with human features, but no ornamentation,
came from a Decadent context®

No further information is available for

this item, which is no® 1020®

Painted Plaster
Item no® 2974 is six pieces of a mural, which incorporated
straight and curved lines in red, outlined in black, and a white (?)
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backgroundo

Some blue coloring may be presents

The pieces are not

-

dated ceramicallyo

Miscellaneous Items (14)
These are summarized in Table 17»

Pieces of stucco found

during excavation were saved for cataloguing only if they were formed
or incised, or otherwise were of special note0

Items of Glass

European Trade Beads (2?)
Glass trade beads, apparently Venetian, were found in two
burials on Cozumel»

One was a tomb, the other a mass burial which may

have been of epidemic victims,.

Such beads were used in trade by the

Grijalva expedition of 1518 (Diaz del Castillo 1956s21, 25)o

Several

patterns can be distinguished,,
lo

Slightly elongate, curved ends and sides, circular in trans

verse section; transverse pattern is red, white, deep blue, white,
peacock blue, white, deep blue, white, in stripes, repeated three times;
end pattern is red-and-white starbursto
2o

Two such beads were found,,

Same shape as (1); transverse pattern is deep blue, light china

blue, in stripes, repeated 12 times; end pattern is a blue-and-white
starbursto
3°

Fourteen such beads were found0

Same shape as (1); transverse pattern is red, light blue,

white, light blue, in stripes, repeated six times; end pattern is a
I
red-and-white starburst patterno One such bead was foundo
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Table 17o

Miscellaneous stucco iterns0
Decadent

Undated

Total

5

9

Stucco with incised lines

4

Stucco with plant imprints
and carbonized remnants

-

1

1

Possible ring stands

2

-

2

Vessel (?) rim

1

-

1

1

1

7

14

Miscellaneous sculpted
fragment
Total

7

’
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4o

Elongate, square in transverse section, ends broken off; trans

verse pattern is light blue sides with white corners=

One such bead

was found0
5°

Same shape and condition as (4); center dark blue, then white,

and light blue on the outsideo
form and color 0
6®

Six, possibly seven beads are of this

.

Elongate, round in transverse section®

One fragment is of this

shape, and of unknown color®
7®

Fragment of unknown shape and color®

One such bead was found®

Items of Unknown Materials
Most of these items for which the material was not specified
during cataloguing, and which were not found during the artifact re
view®

Most of them, then, are probably of the materials described

previously for the respective artifact types®

Beads (6 )
One is from a polychrome lot, two from Decadent lots, and three
are undated®

Celts (3)
One is from a mixed Florescent-Decadent lot, one from a De
cadent lot, and one is undated®

Miscellaneous Items
One is from a Puuc lot, three are from Decadent lots, and three
are undated

CHAPTER 7

THE COZUMEL ARTIFACTS;

AN INTERPRETATION

L ’irritant silence des archives = o o nous a incite k la
temerite methodologiqueo Nous considerons nos trds contestables
propositions comme autant de stimulants pour un examen plus
approfondi des problkmes et pour la decouverte de nouvelles
voies d'approche (Dubuis 1979?147-148)0

Temporal Considerations
Two facts must be considered in any interpretation of Cozumel
artifactso

First, occupation of the island was far heavier during the

Decadent Period than during any preceding time, and the sample is
heavily biased towards this periodo
are associated with Decadent potteryo
ated with any particular assemblageo

Of roughly 5700 artifacts, 5*$
Another 30^ could not be associ
Of the remaining items, about 1#

are from mixed pre-Decadent lots, and 8% are from mixed FloreseentDecadept lots —
not very usefulo

these being rather broad associations and therefore
In other words, out of all the artifacts, only about

8# (444) are useful for contrasting earlier periods with the Decadent
(see Table l8)0
Second, earlier samples are heavily biased towards ritual de
posits —

caches and tombs —

secular remains,.

whereas the Decadent samples include more

Thus one might expect in advance that the early

artifacts would include a disproportionate amount of ritual or display
goods (as defined in Table 18) such as beads and pendants0
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Conversely,

Pottery
Chert
Obsidian
Limestone/Coral
Travertine
Sandstone
Pumice
Scoria
Basalt
Fine-grained
Hard Stone
Jadeite
Quartzite
Quartz Crystal
Iron Pyrite
Hematite
Malachite
Turquoise
Slate
Unidentified Stone
Shell
Bone
Metal
Stucco
Glass
Unknown
Total

-

—

1

-

-

-

11

‘

'

-

-

3

2

-

-

■—

-

-

8

-

-

-

-

«

-

■

61

7
1

-

■

187

15
1

1

-

no

59

2

1
-

-

38
1
7

-

-

-

«o

—

«

1

8
1
51
667
92
39
8
27
6

429

3072

-

13
98

2
-

«-

12
-

-

3

25
66
3
4
4
3
1
1

Total

Undated
347
58
174
286
3
-

-

51

—
-

2

-

1
88

-

-

-

4

ew-

-

3

1
-

9
1

105

1
-

3
2

-

-

-

1104
141
597
267
2
2
10
1
-

-

-

2
86
2

8

-

-

-

3
■ F»

-

-

7
- ,
-

-

-

65

61
12
4?
22
2
—

—

-

1
46

■ «"*
;

—

—

30
3
6
3

k
k H a,

PreDecadent

14
2
3
7
1

Decadent

14
3
1
5
5

12
1
4
5

MixedFlorescentDecadent

i

Chichen

PolychromePuuc

Materials by ceramic associations®
Polychrome

Table l80

1594
223
832
598
15
2
26
1
8
138

-

-

7

242
4
17
4
3
1
9
1
121
1585
166
46
17
27
16

35

14

1700

. 5694

-

»

«o
we»
«=»

=

ex,
em

20 *
5

3
•O
«=
e*3

52
589
50
6
9

-
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Utilitarian items such as net-sinkers or manos would be under
represented in early lots0
As an illustration of the importance of these two facts, we can
note that in Early Period lots there are 138 beads of various materials,
while in Decadent lots there are 4y4o

However, the first number repre

sents 30# of the Early collection, the latter only 15^ of the Decadent
collectiono

While absolute numbers indicate that beads are becoming

more common through time, percentages show an opposite relative trends
This can be taken further, however, if one controls for the early bias
towards ritual deposits0

Looking only at items habitually placed in

such deposits, one would see that beads make up
display goods, and 75^ of such Decadent goods0

of Early ritual or
Beads, in other words,

are found mainly as examples of deliberate ritual deposition, and with
in this context they are, proportionally, as common in the Decadent as
in the Early Periodo
The temporal and functional biases in the collection are con
trolled for in the next few pages by considering items as proportions
—

as in the bead example just given*

The first step taken was to

divide the collection into "utilitarian" a n d ,"ritual/display" items
(Table 19)o

The division is based on ethnohistoric accounts (for

example, Tozzer 1941) and on the composition of ritual caches on Cozu
mel (certain items which did not fit either category were not so
classified)0

Most of the classifications will fit common-sense notions?

two artifact types, however, will not*

Basalt grinding tools and celts

of various materials were cache items on Cozumel, and so are classified
as ritual or display goods*

Undoubtedly they were used as tools before
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Table 19o

Ritual/display versus utilitarian items=

Material

Classification

Items

Pottery

Ritual/Display

Figurines
Beads
Perforated sherd pendants
Notched sherd pendant
Shaped and incised sherds
Shaped, perforated, and incised
sherds

Utilitarian

Spindle whorls
Formed net-sinkers
Worked sherd net-sinkers
Sherds with one notch
Problematic worked sherd

Not classified

, Balls
Formed spatulate object
Paddle wing-like worked sherd
Paddle-like worked sherds
Edge-ground sherds
Sherds with mend-holes
Miscellaneous items

Utilitarian

Small points
Modified-flake scrapers
Drills
Drill or punch
Miscellaneous modified flakes
Unmodified flakes and shatter
Blades
Cores

Not classified

Large bifacial pointed items
Miscellaneous unifaces and
bifaces
Chipped chert disk

Obsidian

Utilitarian

Platform cores
Prismatic blades
Modified or retouched prismatic
blades
Flakes and shatter

Limestone and
Coral

Ritual/Display

Celts
Beads
Pendant
Figurine

Chert
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Table 19— -Coutinued„

Eitual/display versus utilitarian itemso

Material

Classification

Items

Limestone and
Coral

Utilitarian

Metates
Manos
Mortars
Pestles
Abrading stones
"Polishing stones"
Maul
Disks (panuchos)
Net-sinkers
Chipped limestone
Hammerstones
Barkbeaters
Miscellaneous items

Not classified

Animal heads
Architectural elements
Perforated stone balls

Ritual/Display

Beads
Pendant

Utilitarian

Pestle ,

Sandstone

Eitual/Display

Rimmed plate fragments

Pumice

Ritual/Display

Carved phallus

Utilitarian

"Doughnut-shaped" pieces
Abrading or polishing stones
Sharpening stone
Miscellaneous rounded pieces

Scoria

'Not classified

Miscellaneous piece

Basalt

Ritual/Display

Metates
Manos

Fine-grained
hard stone

Ritual/Display

Celts
Beads
Pendant
Miscellaneous items

Travertine

Jadeite

• Ritual/Display

Celts
;
Beads
Small pendants and spangles
Large Olmec pendant
Earspools
Inlays
Misco pieces and fragments
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Table 19— ■Continued.,

Ritual/display versus utilitarian iterns0

Material

Classification

Items

Quartzite

Utilitarian

Spindle Whorl
Barkbeater
Hammerstone
Polishing stone

Quartz crystal

Ritual/Display

"Smoky" quartz beads
Rock crystal beads

Iron pyrite

Ritual/Display

Inlay pieces

Hematite

Ritual/Display

Beads
Irregular piece

Malachite

Ritual/Display

Bead

Turquoise

Ritual/Display

Inlays

Slate

Not Classified

Worked fragment

Unidentified
stone

Ritual/Display

Beads
Celts
Pendants

Utilitarian

Barkbeaters
Miscellaneous items

Ritual/Display

Celts
Beads
Oliva tinklers
Pendants and related objects
Inlays
Trumpets
Perforated conch shells
Whole shells or valves
Pearls

Utilitarian

Lip tools
Wings
Scoops
Columella tools
Awl
Net-sinkers

Not Classified

Miscellaneous items

Shell
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Table 19— Continued.,

Ritual/display versus utilitarian items=

Material

Classification

Items

Bone

Ritual/Display

Beads
Ring
Ornamental pin
Fragments of carved and incised
bone
Rasp
Tubes
Perforated phalanges
Perforated vertebrae
Worked mammal teeth
Stingray spines
Worked turtle shell fragments

Utilitarian

Awls
Large pointed tools
Curved, pointed item
Needles

Not classified

Incised phalanx
Shark teeth
Miscellaneous worked pieces
Erroneously catalogued items

Gold or Tumbaga

Ritual/Display

Beads
Foil

Copper or Bronze

Ritual/Display

Bells
Ring
Thin sheeting

Not classified

Adze fragment
Miscellaneous piece

Unknown metal

Ritual/Display

Bead

Iron or steel

Not classified

Miscellaneous items

Stucco

Ritual/Display

Small mask

Not classified

Painted plaster
Miscellaneous items

Glass

Ritual/Display

European trade beads

Unknown

Ritual/Display

Beads
Celts

Not classified

Miscellaneous items
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being cached, but it is as ritual items that they entered archaeologi
cal context and are so considered here0
Artifacts were then classified chronologicallyo

Because so few

artifacts were from pre-Decadent lots, the polychrome and polychromePuuc lots are lumped as "Early Period" (ca0 A 0D 0 300-850) remains, and
the Puuc and Puuc-Chichen lots are lumped as "Florescent Period" (ca0
850-1250) remainso

The latter melding of lots also reflects the prob

able temporal overlap (discussed in Chapter 8) of the Cehpech (Puuc)
and Sotuta (Chichen) ceramic spheres (Robles 1978, Ball 1979)°
lots were not considered»

Mixed

The result is three broad (and tentative),

ceramically defined periods®
Once time and general function are controlled for, the changing
nature of the Cozumel sample becomes obvious (Figo 3^+$ see also Table
20)o

While these biases are discussed mainly as a lead to further

analysis, they also have implications for interpreting Cozumel’s pre
history 0

The project’s early lots are biased towards ritual contexts

because it was difficult to find secular remains for those periods0
To some degree, such early remains must be buried under later construc
tion, or simply were not identified:,

But at the same time, the ritual

deposits of the Early Period seem lavishly out of proportion to the
population then at hand.

As Rathje (1975) has pointed out, the Classic-

Postclassic transition in the Maya area is marked by an increasingly
pragmatic investment of capital:

public structures become smaller,

simpler, and more dispersed; the variety, quality, and value of ritual
caches decrease; and pottery is simplified and mass-produced.

In terms
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100% -|

Utilitarian

Ritual/Display

EARLY

Figure 3^ •

FLORESCENT

DECADENT

Utilitarian and ritual/display items as percentages of all
artifacts per period.
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Table 20»

Documentation for figures 3^-38» —
theses o
Early

Ao

Percentages in paren

Florescent

Decadent

Figure 3^
Utilitarian Items

50
(18,2)

66
(39=1

Ritual Items

187
(68,0)

82
(48o5)

632
(20=6)

275
(100,0)

169
(100=0)

3072
(100=0)

Jadeite

76
(40,6)

8
(9=8)

38
(6=0)

Shell

94
(50,3)

59
(72=0)

463
(73=3)

187
(lOOoO)

82
(100=0)

632
(lOOoO)

138
(73=8)

21
(25=6)

4?4
(75=0)

7
(3-7)

4l
(50=0 )

53
(8=4)

20
(10,7)

6
(7=3)

6
(0 =9)

187
(lOOoO)

82
(100=0)

632
(100=0)

25
(50=0)

39
(59=1)

1030
(46=7)

2
(4,0)

3
(4.5)

129
(5=8)

5
(lOoO)

9
(13=6)

597
(27=1)

All Items

Bo

2206
(17=8)

Figure 35

All Ritual/
Display Items
Co

Figure 36
Beads

Oliva tinklers

Pendants and
Related Ornaments
All Ritual/
Display Items .
Do

Figure 37
Pottery

Chert

Obsidian
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Table 20— •Continuedo
Early
Do

Decadent

Figure 37 (Cento)
Limestone and Coral

7
(l4o0)

7
(10=6)

261
(11=8)

Shell

9
(18=0 )

7
(10=6)

118
(5=3)

50
(100=0)

66
(100=0)

2206
(100=0)

26
(52=0)

38
(57=6)

980
(44=4)

Obsidian Blades

4
(8=0)

8
(12=1)

529
(24=0)

Limestone and Coral
Disks

1
(2=0)

3
(4=5)

114
(5=2).

9
(18=0 )

5
(7=6)

114 .
(5=2)

50
(100=0)

66
(100=0)

2206
(100=0)

All Utilitarian Items

Eo

Florescent

Figure 38
Net-sinkers

Shell lip tools, wings,
and Scoops
All Utilitarian Items
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of the relative emphasis on ritual or display versus utilitarian goods,
Cozumel seems to follow this trendo
Figure 35 provides an indication of the relative importance of
ritual or display goods of shell and jadeite during the three periods*
Clearly, shell is a popular material throughout the sequence, but
jadeite is relatively common only in early associations, and the de
crease is largely made up by shell*

The value of ritual offerings,

then, seems to be less in later times than in earlier; enough jadeite
is present in Decadent lots to show that it was still available (and
certainly this is shown by historical accounts as well), but it is no
longer a major cache item*
A related graph. Figure 36, shows the distribution of selected
ritual or display goods*

Beads and tinklers are the most common items

of this kind, which is not surprising when one considers how many go
into a single necklace, anklet, or similar ornament*

The surprising

thing is the high proportion of Oliva tinklers during the Florescent
Period*

This may be because most of the Florescent ritual/display

items are from a pew Puuc burials, while many of the items from the
Early and Decadent periods are from caches*
bias may be at work*

In other words, a sample

However, it is possible that tinklers are a

Florescent Period replacement for beads*
Pendants decrease steadily through time*

This may again re

flect Rathje's (1975) concept of increasingly pragmatic use or re
sources:

pendants require more labor to make than do beads*
Turning to mundane or "utilitarian" goods (Figs* 37 and 38),

we can see that pottery makes up a good deal of the artifacts recorded.
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primarily because of the large number of worked-sherd net-sinkers
foundp

The proportion of net-sinkers fluctuates somewhat, and it is

difficult to explain whyp

The downturn in net-sinkers from the Flores-

cent to the Decadent can be explained in part by the increasing number
of obsidian blades found on the island; this affects the relative
measure being usedo

However, the differences between Early and Flores-

cent periods, if not due to sampling, cannot be explained;

Hamblin

(nodo) found that marine vertebrate remains were more or less constant
through time0
One of two prominent trends in Figures 37 and 38 is the gradual
but steady increase in obsidian, almost all of it blades, through time0
This speaks of the growing availability of exotic but utilitarian goods
on Cozumel, which in turn reflects the rise of new trading patterns in
the Postclassic and Cozumel’s ability to tie into those patterns —
minimum distance involved is over 600 kilometers*

the

Obsidian does not

replace chert, itself an exotic item on Cozumel; the relative frequency
of chert rises very slightly through time0

Instead, obsidian seems to

have grown as an independent commodity«
The other strong trend is the steady decrease in utilitarian
shell items, mostly lip tools, wings, and scoops.

The only explanation

for this is conjectural;’ most hard-stone celts (again, originating
over 600 km away) found came from a cache with a mixed FlorescentDecadent date, but I suspect that they are from the later periodp

It

may be that hard stone celts, like obsidian, were becoming more widely
available through time, and that as they did, they replaced shell tools.
However, no support for this argument can be offeredp
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Intersite Variation
Differences between site collections are largely ignored in
this study, for two reasonso
a unit undergoing change —

The first is the emphasis on Cozumel as
and as has just been seen, changes are

certainly visible in the collectionso

The second is that uneven sam

pling of different functional aspects of sites (for example, housemounds versus ceremonial-center tombs), as well as of the sites them
selves, would make accurate comparisons of site assemblages a tricky
businesso

When excavation reports are completed, it will be easier to

relate actual collections to preserved assemblages, and to explain
differences between site assemblagese
However, there is some indication that the site assemblages are
in fact not homogeneous0

For example, excavations at Buena Vista

(C-l8) included several burials, but yielded only one item of jadeite
(and that out of fill)„

The fact that over 175 items of jadeite were

recovered at San Gervasio (C-22) suggests that the two sites played
very different roles in the social and religious activity of the island,,
As a second illustration, the proportion of obsidian recovered
from different sites does not tally with the relative frequencies of
other utilitarian goods or with the total numbers of artifacts,,

San

Gervasio has the most obsidian, proportionally speaking, followed by
an apparent second "tier" of San Miguel, Buena Vista, and La Expedicion
(0-13, 0-15, and 0-25), and then by a third "tier" of other siteso
will be interesting to see whether this pattern actually reflects a
hierarchical distribution of obsidian on the island, or whether

It
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functional differences between sites, or just sample bias, are respon
sible for the distribution notedo

Synthesis and Speculations
On Cozumel, the most common artifact of any kind is notched
fishing weights, commonly termed net-sinkerso

This functional label,

though sometimes questioned, is supported by analysis of the Cozumel
exampleso

This in turn suggests that fishing was a common activity on

Cozumel, as net-sinkers of various materials make up almost a quarter
of the artifacts foundo

Yucatan is known to have exported preserved

fish at the time of Spanish contact (Roys 1943;46-47), and it would
appear that Cozumel was involved in that industryo
The archaeological evidence suggests that fishing was not re
stricted to specialists,.

Net-sinkers are found at interior sites as
(

well as those on or near the coast0

The species of fish caught, inci

dentally, are mostly from shallow water or reef habitats (Hamblin
n 0d0)o

We seem to be dealing with a ’’cottage industry” that encom

passed most households on the islando
The great majority of net-sinkers on Cozumel are notched pot
sherds, but examples of formed clay, limestone, coral, and shell are
also presento

Examples of stone, coral, and shell are much more common

at coastal sites than at interior sites, but this is to be expected*
Sinkers of these materials were made on water-smoothed and -rounded
pebbles; the only place such could be found on the streamless island
of Cozumel would be the seashore*
picked them up off the beach*

Presumably, ’’coastal” villagers just

24?
Net-sinkers are present throughout Cozumel’s prehistory; on the
East Coast they date to before the Classic (Miller 1977s100)=

As a

group, they seem to be a widespread and long-lived artifact form0
Changing frequencies of net-sinkers through time and space may provide
a valuable, though limited clue to patterns of maritime resource use0
The next most common item of pottery is spindle whorlso

These

show that spinning (and presumably also weaving) of cotton took place
on the islands

The cotton itself, however, could either have been

grown locally or have been importedo

Cotton textiles were another

Yudatecan export (Roys 1943:46), but it is not certain whether the fre
quency of spindle whorls on Cozumel indicates production above and
beyond local needo

Other pottery items are not commons

crude figu

rines, some ornaments, and a few worked sherds make up much of the
remaindero
Chipped stone on Cozumel was one of three materials:
obsidian, and limestonec

chert,

Of these, only limestone is found naturally

on the island, and chipped items of this stone can probably be con
sidered a result of the odd experiment with an inferior but easily
obtained material0
Chert items are not very commono

Flakes, modified flakes,

points, and bifacial items make up most of the collection; a few bi\

.

facially flaked ’’knives” might quality as ceremonial iterns0

Notable

by their absence are heavy chipped chert celts, which occur in almost
all lowland Maya sites (cfo Proskouriakoff 1962:430) 0

These were per

haps replaced on the island by other tools, such as those of shell0
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Obsidian is quite common, and is derived from an exclusively
core-and-blade industry=
blade-makerso

This suggests the presence of specialist

Perhaps the most striking aspect of this material,

though, is its changing importance through time*

Obsidian is appar

ently absent in northeastern Yucatan before about 50 BoCo (Ball 1977s
170)o

On Cozumel, it is rare in Early lots, becomes more common in

Florescent lots, and by the Decadent is abundanto

On the adjacent

mainland, obsidian is similarly common in the Decadent and rare in
earlier periods (Sanders I960;261; Miller 1977s103)=

At Mayapan, as on

Cozumel, items of obsidian outnumber those of chert (Proskouriakoff
1962) o

The marked increase in obsidian in Yucatan after the Late Clas

sic reflects the rise of new trade relations between Yucatan and the
Mesoamerican highlands, over a distance of more than 600 kilometers, as
well as what Sidrys (1976:154 has termed the "devaluation" of obsidian
as an exotic item0
Postclassic Yucatecan obsidian goods are surprisingly uniform
from site to site:

with few exceptions, the artifacts found are plat

form cores, blades, or tools made from blades=

At Mayapan, about 87%

of the obsidian items were blades or blade fragments (Proskouriakoff
1962:368-369); on Cozumel 89% of the items of this material were blades
or fragmentso

Cores for this purpose probably came ready-made to the

island, the preparation probably having been done at the quarries (see
Sheets 1977)=
The development of Maya obsidian trade has received new empha
sis recently, as the result of trace-element analysis of obsidian
samples from volcanic fields and archaeological siteso

The emerging
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picture is one of complex 1distribution networks that change through
time and that reflect broader events in Maya prehistory (for example9
Sidrys 1976)0

Although Mayanists have suggested the location of trade

routes for a number of years (for example, Blom 1932; Jo E 0 S= Thompson
1970)9 obsidian source analysis is only now confirming some of those
routeSo

The data in Appendix B, combined with the results of other

studies, allow the sketching in of Postclassic trade contacts for
northeastern Yucatan,

By far the heaviest obsidian trade was up the

East Coast; it drew on the Ixtepeque source in eastern highland Guate=
mala.

Parts of this route had been used as far back as the Classic

(Hammond 1972, 1976) and possibly earlier (Freidel 1978),

However, two

samples from early Cozumel lots, and all those from Coba, come from El
Chayal; there is the possibility that obsidian from this source may
have reached northeastern Yucatan via an overland route during the
Classic (see Hammond 1972)o
A second sea route, along the Gulf and North coasts of Yucatan,
and tying in with Highland Mexico, was active during some part of the
Florescent*

At this time, limited evidence suggests that highland

Mexican obsidian was more common in Yucatan than during other periods
(see below)*

The increased presence of Mexican obsidian corresponds

with the existence of Chichen-Toltec control points on the north and
west coasts of Yucatan (A* Andrews, in press a)*

In the Decadent, this

Mexican connection is less in evidence, but some obsidian still comes
from that direction and presumably derives from coastal trade*
It is interesting to note the distribution Of green obsidian
(from Pachuca, highland Mexico) in the northern Maya lowlands, as this
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material serves as an easily identified "dye marker" for obsidian trade
with that areao

A number of pieces are found early at Sedan (Ball

19775 Stoltman 1978)» and Ball argues from this fact to a Teotihuacan
role in Early Classic trade in Yucatan*

However, most df the green

obsidian at Becan was found in one location which also yielded a cache
of Teotihuacan goods*

Elsewhere in the site, green obsidian is rare,

and the model needs further support before it can be accepted*

A

strikingly similar situation exists at Altun Ha in Belice; there, a
Teotihuacan-style offering included a number of pieces of green obsid
ian*

However, this material was otherwise rare at the site (Pendergast

1971a;456, 459)o

On the whole, green obsidian seems rare in Yucatan

before the end of the Late Classic *
In the Florescent, Mexican or Mexicanized rulers are thought to
have controlled at least parts of Yucatan (E* W* Andrews 19655 J* E* S*
Thompson 1970; but see Robles 1978; Ball 1979)=

It is interesting,

then, that green obsidian seems relatively common*

Bolles mentions

(19772237) "bottle-green" pieces from Las Monjas at Uxmal*

Of the 178

blades listed in the Carnegie catalogue for Chichen Itza at least 20,
or 11%, were green (Proskouriakoff 1962;419-420)*
of the six Florescent blades were green*

On Cozumel, two out

Ball (1977:192) has stated

that green obsidian is common on the north coast of Yucatan at this
time; Eaton (1978:48) collected green obsidian from several coastal
sites with "Modified Florescent" occupations*

While the samples are by

themselves inadequate, the trend seems to be there*
In the Decadent, green obsidian becomes less apparent in Yucatecan sites*

At Mayapan, only three blades out of some 1730 are green
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(Proskouriakoff 1962;367-369)=

On Cozumel, eight out of 529 Decadent

blades are green; this is about

It is worth noting that the pro

portion of green obsidian on Cozumel is higher than at Mayapan; the
island seems generally to stand out in this matter0

At El Meco, recent

excavations turned up only one piece of green obsidian in a large
sample (Ae Andrews, personal communication 1979b)o

At Tulum, Ichpaatun,

and Tancah, Sanders (I960;261) found 177 blades, but none were green0
At Tancah, Miller (1977:105) recovered an additional 21 blades, none of
them greeno

Additional samples are needed to preclude the possibility

of sampling error or bias, but there is the potential that frequencies
of green obsidian can be used to discuss differential access to long
distance tradeo
There is little worth repeating about many of the limestone and
coral artifacts:

manos, metates, and so on were present and were usedo

One item that is worth taking note of is limestone and coral disks, or
as the project termed them, panuchQSo

A large number of these items

were recovered on the island, many in clusters, and Henry Wallace
(nod*) has argued that they were plugs for hollow-log beehives0

If so,

these rather humble artifacts provide the first archaeological marker
of an important Pre-columbian activity —

honey-makingo

It is likely

that many such disks, plain as they were, have been overlooked by pre
vious workers; but one hopes that this will not be the case in the
future o

The large number of panuchos found by the project bears out

contact-period accounts (Wallace nodo; Simpson 1965:3*0 of Cozumel as
a large-scale producer of honey.

Perhaps in time it will be possible

to gain a broader understanding of ancient Maya honey trade.
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A single crude limestone figure is of interest because it re
sembles examples from the Veracruz area (Fig0 17, a) <, The figurine
is so crude that the resemblance could easily be coincidental, but it
is worth mentions

Also, several limestone architectural elements,

probably Puuc style veneer stones, were found at two groups at San
Gervasio (C-22, Groups I and IV)0

They suggest that Florescent struc

tures were present at or near these groups before the dates commonly
assigned thesio
Several basalt mano and metate fragments were found in a Postclassic cache, but nowhere else on the islands

They were clearly con

sidered unusual by the islanders, else they would not have become part
of the cache 0
Turning to fancier minerals, one finds a rather respectable
sample for sites such as those on Cozumelo

One of the surprises of

the project was the quantity of hard stone celts recoveredo

The large

number of these has been taken as a sign of the island*s access to
trade in the Postclassic (Connor 1975*131)®

It should be noted, then,

that most of the.celts came from a single cache at San Gervasio, and
had the cache been missed, the frequency of celts from Cozumel would
not have seemed all that remarkable =

Still, the availability of exotic

hard stone for celts, as well as of obsidian and other materials, does
point to the island’s ability to obtain goods through tradeo
When it comes to jadeite, Cozumel compares favorably with much
larger centers:

over 200 such items, mostly beads, were found„

Jadeite is most, common in ritual contexts from roughly the end of the
Late Classico

In the Postclassic it is fairly rare; even in terms of
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ritual contexts it is poorly represented, being replaced in such cases
by items of shell0

Enough jadeite is present from later lots to show

that it was in fact available; perhaps its decreasing archaeological
frequency does not reflect a diminution in the amount of jade in Maya
society as much as it does a shift from ritual consumption to recircu
lation as a form of money=
Several jadeite pendants were found, and two deserve special
mention*

The first (Fig* 20, n) is undated ceramically but is in the

Late Preclassic bib-and-helmet style*

Such items have been found at

several sites in Yucatan, and seem fairly common along the East Coast
down into Belize*

Hammond et al* (1977s51) have argued that the dis

tribution of these pendants matches that of Ixtepeque obsidian during
the Classic*

They suggest that the pendants may have traveled the same

Motagua River-East Coast canoe route used to carry obsidian from that
source *

If so, the East Coast route must have existed in Late Pre-

classic times, during which the pendants were made (Freidel 1978)*

It

must be noted, however, that to date Ixtepeque obsidian has been widely
documented in the Maya lowlands no earlier than the Early Classic*

It

may turn out that the East Coast route actually predates the largescale shipment of Ixtepeque obsidian*
The second pendant of note is a Middle Preclassic Olmec carving
of striking beauty (Fig* 21)*

The pendant was found in a tomb dating

to the end of the Late Classic, perhaps a thousand years after it was
made; two implications follow from this fact*

First, portable Olmec

items in the Maya area cannot be used to show Olmec '*influence,” if
found out of context; on Cozumel the pendant found was clearly an
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heirloom or an antique, and says nothing about an Olmec presence«,
Second, as the pendant was likely traded to Cozumel fairly soon before
it was placed in the tomb, based on the lack of visible wear, there is
a hint of early coastal trade between Cozumel and the object's home
land, the Veracruz-Tabasco area (Connor 1975s135)°
Objects of other minerals are fairly uncommon on Cozumel, but
the range is respectable =, Most notable of these are 11 rock crystal
beads and nine turquoise inlays, almost certainly derived from highland
Mexicoe

(Cozumel is one of three Maya sites from which turquoise has

been reported,,)

Other items were made of quartz, quartzite, pyrite,

hematite, malachite, and unidentified stone0

These too would have come

from the highlands of Mesoamerica, or perhaps from beyondo
The most common worked shell is that from Spondylus (in most
cases, So americanus), or Thorny Oyster, and Strombus gigas, or Queen
Concho

The animals from Strombus are today considered a delicacy, and

are removed from the shell by hammering a hole into the upper part of
the spire*

Yokes (1978) notes that many of the archaeological shells

found (including the many not catalogued) show this particular pattern,
so it is safe to assume that the gastronomic potential of this genus
was not lost on the ancients*
The shell itself was then put to various uses*

A few polished

celts were made, but most conch-shell tools were rougher:
wings, scoops, and columella tools*

lip tools,

(Lip tools, especially, seem com

mon in coastal Maya sites; see Eaton 1976*)

Beads, especially the

larger examples, were also made from conch shell*
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Ornamental items —

beads and pendants — = were usually made of

Spondylus; tinklers were made from Oliva shells= More ornate items
were found, but are rare.

Shell ornaments are common through time, but

relatively more so in the FIorescent and Decadent than in the Early
Period,

This reflects the replacement of shell for jade in an apparent

devaluation of ritual offerings.
Metal goods are a late but noteworthy addition to the Cozumel
assemblage =

Copper or bronze bells, a copper or bronze adze fragment,

gold- or tumbaga-covered beads, and other metal items point to trade
connections with Mexico, and possible indirect ties with Central Amer
ica,

One bead, of unidentified metal, is associated with a Puuc

ceramic lot and so is of an unusually early date.
The final category worth mention is glass beads;

several

Venetian beads, of the kind traded by the Spanish to the Maya, turned
up on Cozumel,

Some of these were found in a mass burial, probably of

victims of smallpox brought by the Spanish,

These glass beads are an

appropriate closing point for this summary, then, for they reflect the
arrival of a new people which proved deadly to the ancient Maya cul
ture

CHAPTER 8

A CRITIQUE OF THE COZUMEL RESEARCH DESIGN

The ideal testing-ground for Rathje and Sabloff*s port-of-trade
model would be a single site which had been a major trading center
during periods of:
and local autonomy0

(1) regional hegemony; and (2) regional instability
The use of a single site would help eliminate geo

graphic and historic factors which might invalidate comparisons between
two or more sites, as well as being logistically simpler0

It would

also be convenient if the site were roughly unchanged, in demographic
and cultural evolutionary terms, from one period to the next, to ensure
that any structural changes observed were not the result of changing
levels of social integration, or even of simple population grdwtho
The island of Cozumel was thought to fit this ideal rather
closely when Rathje and Sabloff began their fieldwork there=

Ethnohis-

toric clues to its importance in trade were bolstered by reports of
substantial pre-Decadent remains (Sabloff and Rathje 1975b:3)°

The

island has also passed through two periods, the Modified Florescent and
the Decadent, which respectively fit the bill as periods of regional
hegemony and local autonomy0

In short, the same island could be used

in testing both "high-" and "low-profile" trading centers*
This author believes, however, that subsequent research —
including the project’s own —

has dimmed Cozumel’s luster as a. testing
256
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site for the port-of-trade model=

It now appears that occupation of

the island was never substantial until the Decadent period; it is un
likely, as a consequence, that Cozumel was a major trading center
before then0

Also, the traditional understanding of Yucatecan culture

history, drawn on by Sabloff and Rathje, is now obsoleteD

Each of

these problems with applying the project research design will be dis
cussed in turn0

Problems in Testing the Research Design
The Cozumel research design involves two levels of generaliza
tion,:

There is the overall model of port-of-trade behavior, which

relates the structure of trading centers to external political and eco
nomic variables0

There is also the specific research strategy for

Cozumel, which was designed to use archaeological data from the island
in an empirical test of implications of the model0

In choosing Cozumel

for studyy Sabloff and Rathje (1975b;3) believed that the island had
been an important center from at least Modified FIorescent times*
importance of this assumption cannot be overlooked0

The

To test the port-

of-trade model adequately, a high-profile and low-profile trading
center must be contrasted0

The former was found:

the burst of con

struction during the Decadent period, coupled with the extensive and
contemporaneous field walls on the island and the wealth of exotic
goods, indicates the prosperity of Cozumel and its access to tradeo
Clearly, the importance of Cozumel as recorded in historic documents
stretches back as far as two to three centuries before Columbus0
I believe, however, that Cozumel was not a major center of any
kind before the Decadent period*

Table 21 shows the frequencies of
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Table 21.

Artifacts by periods.
Early
(ca. A.Do
300-850)

Florescent
(ca. A.D.
850-1250)

Number of artifacts

275

169

3072

Percentage of all
artifacts

4.8

3.0

54.0

2.6

2.25

54.0

Percentage of all
artifacts, adjusted
to periods of 500
years

artifacts for the three broad periods on Cozumel.

Decadent
(ca. A.D.
1250-1550)

It is immediately

apparent that the Decadent period collection dwarfs that of the earlier
periods combined.

The frequencies derive from non^random samples, so

they may be questioned; but it should be remembered that the project
attempted (and largely failed) to obtain a representative sample of
pre-Decadent materials, as part of its sampling strategy.

The differ

ences in Table 21 cannot be attribited to sampling bias alone.
These impressions are reinforced by my review of the prelimi
nary ceramic sheets.

(The reader is again warned that the final re

sults of ceramic analysis have yet.to appear.)

Table 22 summarizes my .

own association of proveniences with ceramic complexes; it can be seen
that many more of the dated proveniences (based on exclusive bag num
bers) fall into the 250 years of the Decadent than into the thousand
years previous.
In sum, the artifactual and ceramic data indicate that there
was a much smaller occupation on Cozumel before the Decadent than
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Table 22o

Number of proveniences per ceramic association0

Ceramic Association

Number of Proveniences

Polychrome

17

Polychrome-Puuc

31

Puue

76

Puuc-Chichen*

31

Mixed Florescent-Decadent

76

Decadent-

636

Formative-Early-Puuc

19

Mixed pre-Decadent

14

Undated
*Includes two "pure” Chichen lotso

682
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during it=

It would be difficult to define Cozumel as a ”major" trad

ing center with a "low profile" during the Modified Florescent, because
Cozumel probably was not a major center of any kind before the Decadent0
Sabloff and Rathje (I975bs18-19) made a second key assumption;
that the Early Postclassic was a period of centralized political con
trol , namely that of Toltec Chichen Itza»

This assumption is critical

because in the general model of ports of trade, centralized control
spells a low profile and the lack of such control portends a high pro
file in trading centers0
However, it is doubtful that Yucatan was under central control
in the Early Postclassic0

The evidence for this statement comes from

recent work by INAH archaeologists in Yucatan and Quintana Boo, from
coastal surveys by A 0 Andrews (in press a), and from the project’s own
findings*
The most important line of evidence is ceramic*

Traditionally,

Chichen Slate is thought to replace Puuc Slate at the onset of ChichenToltec control, and is itself replaced by other wares (cream ware,
Mayapan Red Ware, and Tulum Red Ware) after the collapse of that con
trol.

In other words, Chichen Slate is seen as a marker of the "cen

tralized regional control" that Sabloff and Rathje depend on*
It has recently become apparent that Chichen Slate is unevenly
distributed over the peninsula.

It occurs at coastal and interior

sites of northwestern Yucatan (see A. Andrews in press a; Simmons and
Brem 1979), but drops off rapidly in other parts of the peninsula.
Coba, it is present only in small amounts (Robles C., personal com
munication 1979)» and as one moves south along the East Coast, the

At
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proportion in sites also drops off to nothing (A0 Andrews» personal
communication 1979b)= On Cozumel, "pure" lots of Chichen Slate are
extremely rate; when Chichen Slate is found it is usually mixed with
Puuc Slate, the "previous" ware.

The lack of "Toltec" pottery is

matched by a lack of buildings in the Mexican style before A .1). 1250.
Workers are left with an apparent gap in the East Coast chronology.
The interpretation gaining currency is that Chichen-Toltec
control extended over only part of the Yucatan Peninsula, and focused
on a few key sites for the control of trade (A. Andrews, in press a).
The extent of this control is roughly coterminous with the Sotuta
(Chichen) ceramic sphere.

In other parts of Yucatan, Puuc Slate appar

ently was still made (Robles C,, personal communication 1979; Ball
1979)<>

Continued production of Puuc Slate Ware after A.D. 1000 would

explain why "pure" Puuc lots are found on Cozumel, as well as mixed
"Puuc-Chichen" ones, but almost never any pure "Chichen" lots (see
Table 22).
Robles further suggests a division of Yucatan into two ceramic
spheres, with Chichen or Puuc Slate as the dominant wares —

isomorphic

with a division of the Peninsula into two political and commercial
spheres, centered on Chichen Itza and Coba,

On the basis of propin

quity, Cozumel is likely to fall within the Coba sphere; if so, it
could hardly have been a low-profile trading center under ChichenTol tec control.

Or, if Cozumel is thought of as an outpost of the

Sotuta sphere (Ball 1978s140; see also Appendix B ) , then it is a rather
lonely outpost, perhaps the terminus of Chichen control.

Our under

standing of Postclassic culture history is so poor, however, and the
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model of competing spheres is still so undeveloped, that it is diffi
cult to say who controlled Cozumel -- Chichen, Coba, both, or neithero
The presence of some Sotuta sphere (Chichen) pottery, as well as of
obsidian from highland Mexico, suggests to me that the stronger con
nection was with the Chichen sphere of influence =
—

However, more data

and further development of the new interpretations of the Postclas

sic —

are needed to settle this point0

Perhaps the final ceramic

analysis will be able to indicate the island's tieso
Cozumel's location near the frontier between the two hostile
groups means that it could possibly have served as a neutral enclave
for Chichen-Coba trade„

If one center or another had controlled the

island for this purpose, we would have an ideal test case for a "lowprofile" trading center„

Indeed, if it could be shown that despite the

poverty of remains from Florescent period Cozumel, a large amount of
goods had passed through the island at that time, the proof suggested
by Sabloff and Rathje (1975b) would largely be completed;
file" shown in the Decadento

a "low pro

However, there is no evidence to suggest

that Cozumel played the role of a neutral enclave during the Flores
cent; or if it did, it was not a flourishing success at the role0
It is natural to ask why Cozumel played such a minor role
during the Florescent, but at this point the answers are speculativeo
It may be that the two spheres defined by Robles C 0 (1978) never over
came their antagonisms enough to exchange goods, even through a neutral
intermediaryo

Or, if such an enclave existed, it may have been sited

more directly between the two centers, somewhere on the mainlando
!

Finally, the trade connections of each sphere, reaching in each case to
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highland Mesoamerica, may have been largely redundant; with independent
access to exotic goods, the spheres may not have needed to institute
trade in order to acquire such goods (cf0 Leeds 196l)0

Whatever the

reason, though, Cozumel was either not a neutral enclave during the
FIorescent, or at best an unsuccessful one0
In sum, the lack of pre-Decadent remains on Cozumel belies the
supposed importance of the island in Early Postclassic trade; because
of strategic factors, it may be that Cozumel was not as advantageously
sited relative to trade routes as it was during the Decadento

In other

words, Cozumel is not the ideal place to test the port-of-trade model
it was thought to be, and there is little reason to apply the test im
plications derived in Chapter
model is invalidated —

This does not mean, however, that the

rather that it remains untestedo

In a sense,

it is ’'half proved;" in the Decadent period, when ethnohistoric docu
ments underscore the breakdown of regional control, we would expect
Cozumel to show a "high profile" as a trading center —

and the wealth

of remains, including goods from distant sources, tends to bear out the
predictiono

What remains of the proof is to show that such a center

would have a "lower profile" in situations of central control of trade0
Such a demonstration is possible, I believe, but will have to be done
at another site«

.

Ports of Trade;

Future Directions

The immediate and obvious next step in port-of-trade research
is to find and dig at sites which meet the criteria for a "low-profile"
trading center0

It would be nice, of course, to find a site which had
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a "low profile" at one time and a "high profile" at another (as was
thought to occur on Cozumel)0

Failing that, however, one which had the

former characteristic could be used in a comparison with Decadent
period Cozumel0
It is not only possible, but likely, that comparative material
of some sort will become available0

The Centro Regional del Sureste,

INAH, is planning excavations at Xelha, a coastal site with a small but
excellent natural harbor0

Robles Co (1978) has tentatively identified

Xelha as the port for Coba, which (as was noted) appears to have con
trolled a large portion of the northern lowlands in the time before
AoDo 1100o

In addition, A 0 Andrews (personal communication 1979b) be

lieves a site on the North Coast to be the port for Chichen Itza0
Neither of these sites are ports of trade in the sense used in Sabloff
and Rathje's model; they are ports of entry for specific centers rather
than neutral entrepots*

However, it could be argued that controlling

centers would wish to place limits on bureaucratic growth in such
ports, for the same reason they would do so at actual ports of trade —
basically, to minimize obstacles to the flow of goods*

I would antici

pate, then, that Xelha and the Chichen port would show "low profile"
Structures when studied archaeologically*

Thus, with a slight exten

sion of Sabloff and Rathje1s model, at least two sites could be com
pared to Cozumel in a test of the model*
Following this lead, it is also possible to suggest that the
port-of-trade model deserves further logical development*

As the model

stands, it is concerned only with the structure of successful (1*6*,
"dynamic") trading centers, and considers essentially one variable —
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degree of central control of trade =

It does not explain, for example,

why Cozumel was successful in one period and not in another, but only
what structure it would have if it were successful.,
In another paper (Phillips n«d0 a), I attempted to describe
variation in trading centers —
for success —
contexto

or more accurately, in their strategies

as a function of economic competition and geographic

It was possible to suggest several structural forms (includ

ing the "low-" and "high-profile" archaic centers of interest here)
which would be "appropriate" in given situations=

However, that paper

only touched on why trading centers succeed, as opposed to what form a
successful center would take0

1 would now suggest that any model of

trading centers must consider why trading centers do or do not succeed,
as a basic factor in the structure of successful examples,.

And if the

port-of-trade model subsumed backwaters as well as successful ports,
it would be testable in a greater number of ways as well being of
broader scope=

Earlier, it was argued that pre-Decadent Cozumel does

not fit within the realm of the port-of-trade model proposed by Sabloff
and Bathje (1975b)°

If the model could be expanded to include pre-

Decadent Cozumel, and to explain its shift from a backwater to a suc
cessful trade center, it would be possible once again to test that
model in terms of changes on the island through time..

CHAPTER 9

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Cozumel artifact analysis ends with neither a bang nor a
whimpero

The central motive for this study — » a test of the port-of-

trade model —

was not achieved; but it was possible to describe the

5800 artifacts recovered by the project and to achieve some new in
sights about form, function, and distributiono
wrong to say that the analysis is ended0

For that matter, it is

The artifact file will con-

' tinue to be updated, as errors are spotted or new information is
obtained, and it will always be available to ask new questions about
artifacts and their distributionso

As was said at the beginning, this

is not a final report, but a summary of the work to date*
The study begins, after a short introduction, by focusing on
trade as a social process„

The space usually devoted to reviewing

one’s academic forebears as far back as Herodotus is in this case given
over to recent ideas«

Trade has been considered by students of human

culture for many years; but it is only in the last decade that its
impact on social structure has been appreciated by anthropologists and
archaeologistso

Trade, if not a cause of social evolution, is at the

least intricately involved in the rise of complex societies,.

It seems

an almost automatic consequence of how human groups interact, and occurs
whether or not ecological ’’common sense" says it should*
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To some
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degree, the usual anthropological tools have failed archaeologists
trying to understand what trade is about»

The acceptance of economists'

tools for cross-cultural research (as was argued for the concept of
comparative advantage, in Chapter 2) may in the end stem not so much
from a resolution of the old formalist-substantivist debate (LeClair
and Schneider 1968), as from simple need®
The focus shifts in the following chapter to a specific culture
■
—

the ancient Maya.

In studying that culture, the use of traditional

tools such as pottery distributions, combined with the results of
obsidian source analysis, has allowed the first tentative reconstruc
tions of early trade routes.

The identification of specific routes

will of course help us understand the relative prominence of given
trading centers.

The greater lesson, however, is that physical geog

raphy is not the determining variable in the location of trade routes.
If it were, the routes would be fixed.

Instead, the routes shift about,

as was noted for the Maya, and reflect the play of changing social
factors on the static landscape.
The importance of trade among the historic Maya has been amply
demonstrated by a number of authors, notably Thompson (1970).

The far-

flung routes and wealth of goods traded bespeak a complex, carefully
built-up network of economic ties.

The exact role of Cozumel in this

trade network is usually only alluded to in historic documents, as in
the case where Cortez hears of two merchants on the island who had
just completed a trip from Chetumal (Roys 19^3s56).

A number of other

such allusions can be found; moreover, Cozumel's role as a pilgrimage
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center almost guarantees that it was a trading center as well, to judge
from historic Mesoamerican patternse
The project carried out on that island in 1972 and 1973 was
interested in Decadent Period Cozumel as a known religious and probable
trading center, but also in the structural changes that such a center
would undergo in reaction to regional economic and political changes0
The result was the "port of trade" model (Sabloff and Rathje 1975b),
which is discussed in Chapter 4 C

Although specific test implications

were derived from the model, for testing against the artifact collec
tion, they were not applied for reasons discussed in Chapter 7*

Basi

cally, Sabloff and Rathje’s proposed test of the model requires a
comparison of:

(1) a trading center under conditions of regional

control by some dominant group; and (2) the same (or a similar) center
under conditions of regional instability and local autonomy»

Centers

(1) and (2) corresponded to Modified Florescent and Decadent Period
Cozumel, respectively.

However, the project's own research suggests

that Cozumel was never a center of any importance before the Decadent;
this in itself would make the proposed comparison in ^propriate.
In addition, it is no longer certain that Modified FIorescent
Yucatan was the well-controlled place it was once thought to be —

it

may be that Cozumel found itself enmeshed in hostile politics and was
at the time marginal to the great networks of trade.

For that matter,

it is no longer safe to speak of the "Modified" Florescent; in this
paper, the "Pure" and "Modified" Florescent periods have been lumped
together.

Such a lumping is only a holding action, however; the in

terpretation of Cozumel prehistory is affected by when the Puuc

tradition began, and by when the Chichen Toltec established their con
trol of key points in Yucatan.

The latest evidence indicates that the

traditional chronology basic to the Cozumel research design (Sabloff
and Rathje 1975b;Fig. 2) is untenable (see Mills 1979)? but no one is
quite sure what the chronology should be0

Such a loose temporal scheme

is a poor foundation for any problem-oriented research.
Until these problems can be solved or circumvented, the author
finds solace in the artifactual descriptions which the effort spawned.
A synthesis of the items found is provided in Chapter 6, and will not
be repeated here ^ but the descriptions should be of interest to stu
dents of Maya material culture.

Only a few well-dated artifacts come

from pre-Decadent lots, but despite this some chronological comparisons
were possible.

Two trends stand out.

devaluation of ritual deposits.

First, there is a progressive

Second, there is a steady increase in

the amount of obsidian reaching Cozumel, and one suspects in the amount
of other, more perishable goods as well.
greater process;
(Rathje 1975)o

Each trend may be part of a

a shift in the way the Maya invested their resources
In discussing this shift, Rathje seems concerned with

what could be called the Maya "quality of life;" but the shifts are
also changes in the.basic, social and economic structure of Maya society.
There is a second way that I hope the descriptions will prove
of interest —

a future test of the port-of-trade model, perhaps con

trasting Decadent period Cozumel with an appropriate counterpart, as
discussed in Chapter 7.

But if that is not possible, then the report

should be of use as an illustration of the material culture of a
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Postclassic Maya site0

There are a number of parallels between the

collection from Cozumel and that from Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962),
but also differences; and while working at the Centro Regional del
Sureste, in Merida, I was struck by the similarities in the remains
from Cozumel and those from the yet-unreported excavations at Cancunc
It should soon be possible, for the first time, to speak of a general
pattern of material remains for the Postclassic Maya of Yucatan*
Knowing what that pattern is will make it easier to say to what degree
Cozumel is a typical Postclassic settlement, as well as the ways its
material culture might indicate a special role in Postclassic trade*

!

APPENDIX A

ABTYFAXs

THE COZUMEL ARTIFACT FILE

One of the legends of Yankee ingenuity concerns Eli Whitney*s
machine production of firearms parts.

Muskets of his day were hand

made , and parts could not be interchanged.
"

J

-

But Whitney brought sev-

.

eral military men into a room filled with parts and invited them to
assemble muskets.
other.

To his guests' surprise, any piece would fit any

Clearly, machines were the key to mass production,
Alas, this legend has suffered.

Recent disassembly of several

Whitney muskets shows that machine tolerances had been rather poor —
not surprisingly, given the times —
hand-finished to make them fit,

and that parts had been carefully

Whitney's experiment with machine

work, far from replacing hand craftsmanship, depended on it for suc
cess.
The anecdote is related here because of the parallel with
ARTYFAX,

The computer file used in this study was intended to elimi

nate much of the busy-work of artifact analysis, but in fact the effort
saved very little time.

It is described here not only to allow inter

pretation of the file, but in the hope that others will escape the
pitfalls that were encountered,
ARTYFAX is a fixed-field, non-hierarchical file.

It is there

fore designed for simplicity and ease of analysis rather than for
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economy of storage»

In the past, storage of artifact information has

often been hierarchichal (notably, SELGEM) or free-field, in order to
conserve storage space as well as memory during analysis0

The result,

however, is a file that is difficult to follow intuitively and, for
individual case, difficult to reconstitute=

ARTYFAX reflects the

author's prejudice that computers should ease the burdens of their
users, and not vice versa; and also that the increasing capacity of
the larger computers (or "number crunchers") will obviate the problem
of economy of storage»

The immediate advantage of a non-hierarchichal

format is that it is directly readable by SPSS (Nie et al0 1975), and
also by humans=

The advantage of the fixed-field format is that

"space" is left for the addition of information after creation of a
given file; also, the raw output is structured and easily read*
A second heresy of ARTYFAX is the common use of alpha-numeric
rather than numeric code (for example, a mano is listed as "MANO"
rather than as, say, "22")o
of computation time —

This is again a "waste" of space —

and

but once again, who is supposed to serve whom?

The variables coded alphanumerically are qualitative to begin with, so
the inability to manipulate them algegraically is no loss (sorting and
counting functions are unimpaired)0

The tremendous advantage is that

the raw data make sense to humans, and are redundant enough that errors
are easy to spot (a "MNAO" is clearly a mano, but is a "22" an incor
rectly punched "23”?)°

In fact, the keywords used often exceeded four

characters, even though this was the maximum number which either SPSS
or FORTRAN TV (on the GDC 6400 then at The University of Arizona)
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could handle; problems were circumvented by ensuring that the first
four letters of any keyword were unique.
With these facts in mind, the recording format can be con
sidered.

Information was placed on two computer cards, using the

format in Table A-l and the key words in Tables A-2 through A-5.

Nine

spaces were provided for unstructured comments at the end of the second
card.

A detailed consideration of certain information categories may

prove useful to future workers.
Object, Material, and Material Taxonomy (e.g., BEAD, SHELL,
STROMBUS) proved highly useful.

Stated in this way, the information

is sometimes redundant, but allows easy construction of analytical
hierarchies.

For example, one run could have the hierarchy:

SHELL

JADE

BEAD

A second run could have the hierarchy

SHELL

JADE

SHELL

JADE

This compares favorably with hierarchical files, in which one hierarchy
only is explicit.

It proved extremely useful to compare materials,
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Table A-lo

Card
1

AETYFAXs
formate -=■ Notes A=left-justified alphas
numeric; N=right-justified numeric=

Column(s)

Category

Format

Catalogue No0

N

Card No0

N (always "l")

Bag Noa

N

12-13

Field No0

N

15-29

Object

A

51-45

Material

A

47-61

Material Taxonomy

A

63-64

Ceramic Association

A

Catalogue N o 0

N

5

Card Noa

N (always ,,2")

7-8

Site Noo

N

10-11

Group No0

N

13-15

Operation No0

N

17-18

Structure/Feature N o 0

A

20-22

Provenience

A

24-25

Level Noo

N

27-28

Condition

N

29-32

Length in mm

N

34-37

Width in mm

N

39-42

Thickness in mm

N

44-47

Height in mm (if appropriate)

N

49-52

Diameter in mm (if appropriate)

N.

54-57

Weight in grams

N

Drawing

N

61-70

Feature Type

A

72-80

Comments

A

1-4
5
7-10

2

1-4

59
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Table A-2o

ASTYFAXs

key words for artifact types ("object")o

Key Word

Elaboration

ABRADER

Abrading stones

ASCOOP

Shell scoop type A

ATOOL

Shell tool type A

AWL
AXE
BALL

Small pottery balls

BARKBEATER
BEAD
BELL

Small copper bells

BLADE

Prismatic blade from platform core

BOTTOM

Thickened bottom from fragmentary pot

BSCOOP

Shell scoop type B

BTOOL

Shell tool type B

CELT
CENSER

Pottery censer (whole or restored)

CHIPPED

Miscellaneous chipped stone

CORE

Chipped stone core

CTOOL

Shell tool type C

CUP

Pottery cup (whole or restored)

DEBITAGE

Unmodified fragments of shell .

DECOSHELL

Conch shell with holes along spire

EARSPOOL
FLAKE

Stone debitage without facial modification,
except prismatic blades

FOOT

Foot from pottery vessel

GROUND

Miscellaneous ground stone

HAIRPIN

Bone pit with carved butt

HAMMERSTONE
JAR
KNIFE
MANO

Large, bifacially flaked, unstemmed,
pointed item
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Table A^2— 0 out i.nued o
Key Word

Elaboration

MARIPOSA

End-notched net-sinker

META®
MISC

Items not fitting other categories

MORTAR
needle

Pins and needles

PANUCHO

Stone or coral disk, crude but with edges
carefully rounded
-■

PENDANT

Pendants, spangles, sequins, and similar
ornaments

PESTLE
POINT

Small, bifacially flaked, stemmed, pointed
item

POLISHINGSTONE
RING

Finger ring

SCRAPER

Facially modified flake, presumably for
scraping

SCULPTURE

Free-standing carved item .

SPIRAL

Shell tool from columella

TINKLER
TRIPOD

Pottery tripod bowl or plate

TRUMPET

Conch-shell trumpet

WHORL

Spindle whorl

WING

Detached lip from a conch shell

WORKED

Miscellaneous worked item
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Table A-3o.
Key Word
BASALT
BLACKSTONE
BONE

ARTYFAX;

key words for materials used (’’material") o
Elaboration
Dark, fine-grained hard stone
-

CHERT

Includes "flint”

COPPER

Copper or bronze

CORAL
CRYSTAL

Colorless rock crystal

GLASS

Artificial glass

GOLD

Gold or tumbaga

GREENSTONE

Dark, fine-grained hard stone with a
green hue

HEMATITE

—

IRON

Iron or steel

JADE

Jadeite

LIMESTONE
METAL

Metal not identifiable as to type

OBSIDIAN

-

POTTERY

-

PUMICE

-

PYRITE

Iron pyrite

QUARTZ

Crystalline quartz, except rock crystal

QRTZITE

Quartzite

SANDSTONE

-

SHELL
STONE

Unifentified stone or minerals

STUCCO

-

TURQUOISE

*
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Table A-40

AETYFAX;

key words for taxonomies ("material taxonomy")o

Material

Key Word

POTTERY

BLACKONCBEAM

Elaboration

BONSLATE

Black-on-slate

CEKSERWARE

Unidentified censer ware

CHICHENSLATE
CHRCHENEED

Chichen Red

CREAMWAEE

Unidentified cream ware

FIREORANGE

Unidentified Fine Orange Ware

FINGRAY

Fine Gray Ware

MAYAPANRED
MTRED

Mayapan-Tulum Red Ware (a working
category)

POLYCHROME
PUCRED

Puuc Red

PUUCSLATE
SLATE

Unidentified slate ware

STUCCO

Stucco-coated plainware

TULUMRED
OBSIDIAN

GREEN
GRAY

BONE or SHELL

Gray or black

Genus, followed by a blank and as much as specific
name as fits; or lowest taxonomic unit known
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Table A-5=

ARTYFAX; special codes0 — Notes
available, space is left blank„

Category
Ceramic
Association

Code

Polychrome

PF

Puuc

PC
D, DR
PR, El

Condition

Level

Drawing

Comments

Meaning

EP
^

MF, MP

if information is not

Polychrome-Puuc

Puuc-Chichen
Mixe d Florescent-Decadent
Decadent
Mixed Formative-Early-Puuc

E2

Pre-Decadent

10

Whole, good condition, suitable for
measurements

20

Whole, damaged, suitable for measurements

30

Whole, restored

40

Half Cpanuchos only)

50;

Fragmentary, one piece

55

Fragmentary obsidian blade, width measure,
ment not usable

60

Fragmentary, several pieces

70

Other

0

Surface

98

Backdirt

99

Other, including mixed levels

1

Present, useful

2

Present, fair to poor or outline only

5

Absent

*

Question mark

28o

cross-cutting function or form; and functional or formal categories,
cross-cutting materialso
Having the Catalogue Number in spaces 1-4 of both cards proved
a godsend in those instances when cards were mixed up0

The Condition

code proved unnecessarily complex, and could have been simply "l"
(sufficiently whole for accurate measurement of original weight and
dimensions) and "2" (condition precludes such measurements)=

Height

and Diameter were rarely used, and the measurements in such cases could
probably have been recorded in the spaces for length, Width, and
Thicknesse

Drawing was intended to indicate which catalogue sketches

would bear careful study; the truth is that unless the cataloguer knows
what the analyst will look for, the relevant information is almost
never depicted,.

Feature Type was not much used, but will become im

portant as the preliminary site reports are prepared,,

A useful format

worked out during preliminary efforts consists of four letters, a
space, and four more letters, on the order of ’’SITE SURF,’’ ’’TOMB INT,”
and ’’SERI EXTo”

The Comments section, limited as it was, proved an

incentive to brevity; it would do well expanded to fifteen spaces, but
no more„

Extensive unformatted verbal descriptions are best handled

by people, not computers, and for many artifacts such descriptions
contribute little more than do data presented in fixed formats^
The greatest structural problem with such a file is the repe
tition of provenience data for near-identical objects,.

If two hundred

beads came from the same cache, the bag number, site number, pit
number, etc0, were recorded for each,,
be to have a "multiplier” —

I think a better solution would

a space for the number of items
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represented —

so that a pair of cards could be used for, say, 20 beads

of the same shape and similar size (the dimensions given could be
averages, largest item, or whatever)0

This would result in quite a

result in saving of space without giving up the non-hierarchical
formato
The other great problem with the computer file, and one that
consumed the most time, was organizational, not structural<, I did not
decide to use a computer file (indeed, to do the artifact analysis)
until after the second field season was over,.

As a result, the field

cataloguing procedure was designed for traditional rather than com
puter manipulation.

In the first season, artifacts were listed in a

loose-leaf binder and sketched on three-by-five index cards.

In the

second season, artifacts were still listed in the loose-leaf binder,
but were also catalogued and sketched on cards based on the Arizona
State Museum five-by-eight form.

The information was later re

recorded on keypunch forms, then keypunched and verified, and then
read onto computer tape.

The manual labor involved was considerable,

as was the opportunity for errors in copying information.

At the very

least, I would suggest that future field forms be designed so that
certain categories could be read off by a keypuncher.

Further effi

ciency would be obtained if such information was originally coded on
optical character recognition (OCB) sheets, for direct input to the
computer, or in the best of all possible worlds, direct coding on, a
mini-computer or remote terminal.

The last was neither affordable nor

possible on the Cozumel of 1972-1973» but careful planning should go
far in eliminating copying and recopying of data.
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A third major problem has less to do with the way information
is copied as it does with what information is copied in the first place =
On Cozumel, unfortunately, cataloguing of artifacts was restricted to
certain "standard" information; a second look at the material, in 1979,
became necessary in part to answer specific questions about different
artifact typesc

No project can be prescient, but the best run for

one's money would be achieved if test implications and research ques
tions about artifacts were worked out before cataloguing beginso

In

this way, those who catalogue the artifacts will be aware which
variables, besides the "standard" ones, should be recordedo
In summary, use of a fixed-field, non-hierarchical file with
mixed numeric and alphanumeric variables was generally a success but
other factors led to a good deal of time-consuming hand-workc

Other

workers may not find the features of AETYFAX useful for their own
needs, but the description of imdividual cataloguing and dataretrieval methods should help future projects in selecting the
approach best suited to their own collections and research goals0

APPENDIX B

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF OBSIDIAN
FROM SITES IN QUINTANA ROD

Obsidian source analysis for the Maya area has led us to the
threshold of trade models at a regional level.

The effort has been

concentrated on samples from the Classic Period, however, and from the
southern Maya lowlands»

As a result, trade relations are best docu

mented for that part of the Maya area, and for that period of pre
history,

Analysis of obsidian from Cozumel and other sites in Quintana

Roo provides an idea of trade networks for other places and times, as
well as giving, clues to Cozumel*s place in such trade.

This appendix

is based in part on a report on Cozumel obsidian (Nelson and Phillips
n,do) which has been submitted for publication.
The method used for analysis was X-ray fluorescence spectrom
etry, in which samples (ground and shaped into uniform pellets) are
irridated with X-rays,

The sample then gives off fluorescent or

secondary X-rays., .the intensities of which are characteristic of
amounts of various trace elements in the obsidian.

These fluorescent

X-rays are dispersed with a diffracting crystal and measured elec
tronically,

The samples were analyzed by Fred ¥, Nelson at Brigham

Young University, using a Philips PW 1410 vacuum-path X-ray fluores
cence spectrometer,

(The procedure is the same as described in Nelson,

Sidrys and Holmes 1978,)

The resulting trace element "fingerprint" of
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each artifact was then compared to those of known geologic sources, as
described by Nelson et alo (1978), Sidrys et al= (1976), and Asaro
et alo (1978)o
Twenty-nine samples, all fragmentary obsidian blades, were
analyzed from collections made by the Cozumel Archaeological Projecto
Except for artifact no, 4l84 (sample 502), the Decadent Period samples
were chosen as a random sample stratified by site0

The samples for

earlier periods are all those which could be used for analysis®

In

addition, arbitrarily chosen samples, also blade fragments, from three
mainland sites were analyzed®

Eleven blades from Coba and four from

Cancun were submitted with the cooperation of the Centro Regional del
Sureste, INAH, and ten from Tulum were submitted with the cooperation
of the Escuela de Ciencias Antropologicas, Universidad de Yucatan0
The results of the analysis are given in Table B-l, and Table
B-2 and are incorporated in discussions in Chapter 6, but a few com
ments can be made here®

The fact that almost all Decadent Period

obsidian at Cozumel, Cancun, and Tulum derives from the Ixtepeque
source shows the strength of the trade connections up and down the
East Coast at that time (cf® Hammond 1972)o
also existed®

However, ties with Mexico

One arbitrarily chosen green blade proved to be from

Pachuca, Hidalgo (as is commonly assumed for obsidian of that color)®
A total of eight such blades was recovered from Decadent contexts,
suggesting that a small fraction of the gray obsidian found would
prove, upon exhaustive analysis, to be from Mexican sources®
items —
—

(Other

copper or bronze bells, crystal beads, and turquoise inlays

also point to Decadent trade relations with highland Mexico®)

Table B-l0
Sample
Number

Cozumel, Quintana Roo, Mexico

Source analysis of obsidian artifacts

Artifact
Number

Site _
Number1

Archaeological
Period

Rb
ppm

Sr
ppm

Zr
ppm

MnO

%

Fe^Oj TiOg
%

%

Ba
ppm

NagO

%

Obsidian
Source

631

C-25

Decadent

91

I63

154

.067

1.42

.230

1098

4=06

Ixtepeque

492

653

C-25

Decadent

88

163

154

.067

1=42

.232

1103

4=02

Ixtepeque

493

1871

C-l8

Decadent

89

166

163

=068

1.45

-234

1108

4.o4

Ixtepeque

494

I878

C-l8

Decadent

84

160

152

.068

1=43

=235

1096

4=02

Ixtepeque

495

1924

C-l8

Decadent

90

167

179

O0

1.42

.229

1082

3.99

Ixtepeque

496

2928

C-22

Decadent

80

161

143

.067

1.44

=229

1097

4=06

Ixtepeque

497

3356

C-22

Decadent

88

163

173

.067

1.46

.237

IO87

4=03

Ixtepeque

498

3451

C-22

Decadent

88

167

157

00

1=44

=233

1097

3.99

Ixtepeque

499

3566

C-22

Decadent

87

164

157

.067

1=42

.231

1093

3.98

Ixtepeque

500

3681

C-22

Decadent

91

165

160

1

0

1=42

.229

1087

4.01

Ixtepeque

501

3868

C-22

Decadent

87

166

172

.067

1=44

.234

1102

4=13

Ixtepeque

502

4184

C-22

Decadent

205

2

1124

.159

2=93

.221

20

5=20

Pachuca

503

4185

C-22

Decadent

90

161

167

.068

1.43

=233

1092

4=03

Ixtepeque

504

4l88

C-22

Decadent

90

172

147

.068

1=48

.235

1093

4.01

Ixtepeque

505

4512

C-22

F/D2

88

165

155

.068

1.48

.238

1071

4.03

Ixtepeque

506

4519

C-22

F/D2

135

34

196

=04l

1=52

.150

501

4=05

Zaragoza

520

1587

C-25

Early Period

135

154

69

.095

=82

.144

972

4.24

Chayal -

521

5162

C-22

Early Period

139

150

122

.095

.82

.147

982

4.23

Chayal

522

4257

C-22

Florescent

81

156

148

.067

1.42

.227

1098

4.06

Ixtepeque

523

2759

C-22

Florescent

139

19

78

.030

1.13

=074

177

3.07

Zinapecuaro
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Table B-l— ■Continued
Sample
Number

Artifact
Number

Site .
Number

Archaeological
Period

Rb
ppm

Sr
ppm

Zr
ppm

MnO
%

FepOx

%

Ti0o
% 2

Ba
ppm

Nap0
96'

Obsidian
Source

524 .

2761

C-22

Florescent

l4l

157

98

=095

.84

=146

992

4=27

Chayal

525

4252

C-22

Florescent

88

166

149

0O67

l04l

=228

1097

3-96

Ixtepeque

750

895

C-25

Decadent

86

162

158

=068

1=42

=228

1086

3=99

Ixtepeque

751

896

C-25

Decadent

86

158

169

1

0

1=45

=234

1111

3=96

Ixtepeque

752

1874

C-l8

Decadent

84

154

201

.069

1=48

=238

1105

4=05

Ixtepeque

755

2588

C-l8

Decadent

140

153

90

o094

=83

=147

986

4=15

Chayal

754

3479

C-22

Decadent

83

I60

164

0O68

1=45

=232

1097

4=00

Ixtepeque

755

3594

C-22

Decadent

88

160

190

1

1=40

=230

1103

4=o4

Ixtepeque

756

3794

C-22

Decadent

85

160

156

0O68

1-43

=234

1108

4=05

Ixtepeque

Site Numbers?

p

C-l8 = Buena Vista? C-22 = San Gervasio? C-25 = La Expedicion0

Archaeological Periods;

F/D = Florescent/Decadent Periods®

Table B-20

Source analysis of obsidian artifacts from Coba, Cancun,
and Tulum, Quintana Roo, Mexico0 .

j
Ba
PPm

NapO

951

4=17

El Chayal

956'

4=19

El Chayal

o90

ol46'1
(
=146
l
=1471

959

4=21

El Chayal

.095

.84

.148!|

961

4=20

El Chayal

83

o094

084

=143|

956

4=12

El Chayal

158

97

,095

o91

=146

964

4=20

El Chayal

137

157

86

=095

085

=146!
s

953

4=19

El Chayal

Oro Phase (c0 AoDo 750-1100)

143

158

92

=095

=87

ol48

960

4=23

El Chayal

Campamento, Pozo 7 9 CapaII

Oro Phase (co AoDo 750-1100)

132

147

113

=094

086

. =146

959

4=23

El Chayal

Coba

Campamento, Pozo 4, CapaIV

Oro Phase (c0 AoD„ 730-1100)

137

155

64

o094

083

=144

, 949

4=21

El Chayal

780

Coba

Nohoch Mul

Oro Phase (ce A 0D„ 730-1100)

141

155

102

=095

.86

=145

950

4=15

El Chayal

781

Cancun

Pinturas, Estuctura 23-39
Po 2 , Co 3

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

85

157

179

0O68

1=53

=232

1059

3=98

Ixtepeque

782

Cancun

El Hey, Estructura 8-B,
Sq0 D—12

Decadent Period (co AoDo 1250-1550)

84

160

156

0O67

1.46

=227

1049

3=86

Ixtepeque

783

Cancun

El Rey, Estructura 15-A,
Into Altar

Decadent Period (c. AoDo 1250-1550)

89

159

179

. =067

1.46

;i
r

Obsidian
Source

Ti02i
% ]|

0•

Sample
Number

1073

4=00

Ixtepeque

784

Cancun

Pinturas, Estructura 22-1,
2 , Co 1

Decadent Period (co AoDo 1250-1550)

88

162

156

0O67

1.43

=224

1051

4=00

Ixtepeque

785

Tulum

Terraza 1, TQR t-2

Decadent Period (c= AoDo 1250-1550)

86

163

141

0O67

1=44

. =23C

1071

4=01'

Ixtepeque

786

Tulum

Terraza 1 (Muro Sur), Ent0 3 Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

89

164

‘158

=067

1=47

. =229:

1061

4=02

Ixtepeque

787

Tulum

TQR Po 1, C„ 1

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

84

163

130

0O67

1=45

=22^

1070

3=99

Ixtepeque

788

Tulum

TQR Po 1, Co 1

Decadent Period (co AoDo 1250-1550)

•' 91

167

149

=067

1.45

1070

4=02

Ixtepeque

789

Tulum

TQR Po 1, Co 1

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

92

166

168

.068

1=41

1068

4=00

Ixtepeque

790

Tulum

TQR Po 1, Co 1

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

90

168

135

0O68

1=45,

=230

1074 .

4=01

Ixtepeque

791

Tulum

TQR Po 3, Co 1

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

86

164

155

=067

1=44

°22^i

1064

3=93

Ixtepeque

792

Tulum

TQR Po 3, Co 1

Decadent Period (co AoDo 1250-1550)

88

166

153

=067

1=45

1053

4=04

Ixtepeque

793

Tulum

TQR Po 3, Co 1

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

85

l6l

150

=067

1=51

=23

1059

3=97

Ixtepeque

794

Tulum

TQR Po 2, Co 1

Decadent Period (c0 AoDo 1250-1550)

90

167

156

0O67

1=45

=223

1058

2=39

Ixtepeque

Rb
ppm

Sr
ppm

Zr
ppm

MnO

Blanco Phase (c0 AoDo 400-600)

135

131

101

o094

089

Inicio, So 3, Po 1, Co V

Blanco Phase (c0 AoDo 400-600)

139

153

78

o094

089

Coba

Inicio, So 3, P» 1, C, V

Blanco Phase (c0 A 0Do 400-600)

138

157

106

o095

773

Coba

2 , 1 (or 21)

Palmas Phase (c0 AoDo 600-750)

139

157

91

77k

Coba

Campamento, Pozo 3» Capa I

Palmas Phase (c0 AoDo 600-750)

143

160

773

Coba

Campamento, Pozo 3, Capa I

Palmas Phase (c» AoDo 600-750)

145

776

Coba

Sur, Cuadro A, Capa 2,
Tumba 1, Nicho

Palmas Phase (c0 A=D0 600-750)

777

Coba

Campamento, Pozo 7, CapaII

778 .

Coba

779

. Archaeological
Period or Phase

Site .

Provenience

770

Coba

Pozo 3, Capa VII, (Piso 3)

771

Coba

772

Po 3 9 Co III

%

^e2®3

%

' =23Q!

,

|

%
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Thus, Jo. Eo So Thompson’s (1970) ethnohistoric model of circumpeninsular trade is supported.

What his model does not specify is the

intensity of that trade, .The archaeological evidence — ■ the obsidian
described here, and A, Andrews’ (in press_a) coastal surveys —

show

that the East Coast trade was more intense than that along the North
and West coasts, during the Decadent,
In the preceding Florescent Period, however, the Mexican con
nection is much in evidence»

Of six blades which can be traced to a

source, one proved to be from Michoacan, and two others not analyzed
are green and therefore from Pachuca,
known sources are from Mexico,

Thus three of six blades with

Obsidian from Mexican sources appears

to be more common in other Yucatecan sites at this time, relative to
other periods (see Proskouriakoff 1962;419-420, 431; Bolles 1977s337,
Ball 1977:192; Eaton 1978;48; Stress et al, 1971),

The contrasting

lack of Mexican obsidian at Oro phase Coba is interesting.

Only four

samples date to this phase, but if additional samples from Oro deposits
prove to be from El Chayal rather than from highland Mexico, Nobles C „ ’s
(1978) concept of the Coba area as an economic and political as well as
ceramic sphere, independent of the hostile to that of Toltec Chichen,
will be reinforced,

A further implication would ensue;

Cozumel, which

does seem to have connections with the Toltec-Mexican network, may well
be a lonely outpost of that network, lying off an unfriendly coast.
Additional samples from Florescent period deposits, from both Cozumel
and Coba, would either prove or give the lie to these Speculations=
As for the Early Period, seven samples from Coba and two from
Cozumel all derive from El Chayal, the major source for the lowland
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Classic centers (see Nelson et alo 1978; Moholy-Nagy 1975)°

Apparently

the East Coast trade in Ixtepeque obsidian (Hammond 1972) did not reach
into northern. Quintana Roo at this time*

This raises the possibility

that obsidian traveled overland to Coba and Cozumel in the Early
Period, by way of the Classic centers of the southern lowlands, at
least until the collapse of the latter0

There is also the possibility

that Coba was tied commercially as well as culturally to the Peten, and
acted as the northern distribution point for goods (such as obsidian)
coming from that area0

This, of course, is out-and-out speculation,

but it is sparked by some concrete results, and is testable by analysis
of additional samples from appropriate contexts0
emerged already —

One certainty has

Cozumel’s position relative to trade networks was

never fixed, and historic patterns cannot be extrapolated indefinitely
into the past*

Cozumel's success as a trading center may be better

understood as the shifting of these trade routes is decipheredo

I

APPENDIX C

THE "FIRE OPALS" OF CHEN PITA CAVE, COZUMEL

The following passage is from the Xcaret Journal of E„ Wyllys
Andrews IV (1955-1956:8).
We then spent most of the day at a small cenote called
Chen Pita (the pita after a small pitaya tree growing there)o
Cenote was a sink hole, two ends of which were caves, each with
large pools of water« Four years ago when Loring visited Chen
Pita there was a small altar (of which he will furnish me a
photograph) in the shape of a throne— on which he was sure
there originally sat an idol* This was completely sheltered
under the rock overhang* When he returned a year later some
one had completely demolished the altar, doubtless in search
of treasure* In the remaining debris, he found a number of
beads, some of rock crystal, which he now has in N*Y* * * *
Chen Pita was 1 hr* 20 min* each way from the edge of town—
direction East and slightly south— H's pedometer clocked 4*25
miles*
The "beads" (actually small, rounded pebbles) were found by
Loring M* Hewen in 1952; photographs of Chen Pita cave are in the Hewen
photograph file at the Middle American Research Institute, Merida*
The following comments are by Harold and Emily Vokes

(nod*)*

Material is "Fire" Opal— occurs in volcanic rhyolite de
posits, which occur at Queretaro, Mex* and Erandique, Honduras
(ca, 50 miles south of Copan)* Rounded shape suggests streamrounded pebbles— this occurrence not known to me at Queretaro—
Quien sabe?
The occurrence of "fire opals" in an altar cache on Cozumel,
hundreds of kilometers from any possible source, is one more indication
of the extent of Maya trade connections*
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